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Abstract

During the past two decades, information visualisation (InfoVis) research has created new techniques and methods to support data-intensive analyses in science, industry and government. These have enabled a wide range of analyses tasks to be executed, with tasks varying in terms of the type and volume of data involved. However, the majority of this research has focused on static datasets, and the analysis and visualisation tasks tend to be carried out by trained expert users. In more recent years, social changes and technological advances have meant that data have become more and more dynamic, and are consumed by a wider audience. Examples of such dynamic data streams include e-mails, status updates, RSS feeds, versioning systems, social networks and others. These new types of data are used by populations that are not specifically trained in information visualization. Some of these people might consist of casual users, while others might consist of people deeply involved with the data, but in both cases, they would not have received formal training in information visualization. For simplicity, throughout this dissertation, I refer to the people (casual users, novices, data experts) who have not been trained in information visualisation as non-experts.

These social and technological changes have given rise to multiple challenges because most existing visualisation models and techniques are intended for experts, and assume static datasets. Few studies have been conducted that explore these challenges. In this dissertation, with my collaborators, I address the question: Can we empower non-experts in their use of visualisation by enabling them to contribute to data stream analysis as well as to create their own visualizations?

The first step to answering this question is to determine whether people who are not trained in information visualisation and the data sciences can conduct useful dynamic analysis tasks using a visualisation system that is adapted to support their tasks. In the first part of this dissertation I focus on several scenarios and systems where different sized crowds of non-InfoVis experts users (20 to 300 and 2 000 to 700 000 people) use dynamic information visualisation to analyse dynamic data.

Another important issue is the lack of generic design principles for the visual encoding of dynamic visualization. In this dissertation I design, define and explore a design space to represent dynamic data for non-experts. This design space is structured by visual tokens representing data items that provide the constructive material for the
assembly over time of different visualizations, from classic representations to new ones. To date, research on visual encoding has been focused on static datasets for specific tasks, leaving generic dynamic approaches unexplored and unexploited.

In this thesis, I propose construction as a design paradigm for non-experts to author simple and dynamic visualizations. This paradigm is inspired by well-established developmental psychological theory as well as past and existing practices of visualisation authoring with tangible elements. I describe the simple conceptual components and processes underlying this paradigm, making it easier for the human computer interaction community to study and support this process for a wide range of visualizations. Finally, I use this paradigm and tangible tokens to study if and how non-experts are able to create, discuss and update their own visualizations. This study allows us to refine our previous model and provide a first exploration into how non-experts perform a visual mapping without software. In summary, this thesis contributes to the understanding of dynamic visualisation for non-expert users.
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Introduction

In order to extend our human ability to memorize, process, manipulate and understand abstract information, we often encode it visually in space and also time. Historically we have used different media to hold the display of this information such as wood, clay or paper (Figure 1.1); now we also use digital media. Some of the representations we are producing are static, while others are dynamic. The term static, implies that the representation does not change over time, for example in Figure 1.1 we can see a plot realised by Joseph Priestley of the philosopher’s lifetimes during the period between 600 years BC to the year 0. This visual representation is inked once and will not be updated, representing one state of this data. Other visual representations are dynamic, for instance, sand clock (Figure 1.2). A sand clock is an instrument of time measurement as well as a visual representation of this measure. When the sand clock is reversed, the sand falls down due to physical forces such as gravity, and then is constrained by the physical resistance of the glass to flow from one container to the other. During this time, one can see the full sand container and the sand flow into an empty container. A visual

Figure 1.1: First timeline charts by Joseph Priestley (1765).
A comparison between the two resulting sand piles allows one to assess the elapsed time between reversing the sand clock and the end of sand flow. In this case, the visual representation is updated with sand flow, and for this reason it is a dynamic representation. However nowadays it’s seems we are more using digital artefacts than sand clock to process visual representation of abstract information.

Digital artefacts have played an important role in our ability to produce, gather and store data. This phenomenon is increasing rapidly. But also the amount of published data is not only rising in volume but also in update frequency, diversity in the variety of audiences. A few decades ago, data publication was asynchronous, disconnected, and stored in unconnected media. Due to the increased availability of computers, the Internet and the web, data publication activity is now increasingly synchronous, connected and stored in digital formats which can be connected. Consequently, the frequency of data publication is rapidly growing, so much than in certain domains it is in the form of a data stream. Data streams are often updated in real time, as observed for systems such as Twitter, RSS feeds, and chat streams. Unfortunately, due to limitations in our individual cognitive abilities, our ability to make sense of this data remains constant and limited and does not grow with the volume of data. Moreover, processing this data for analysis is becoming more and more challenging and expensive, often also requiring a high degree of expertise, computation, time and energy. One possible solution to these limitations could be to create piece of technologies that allow everyone to augment their own capacity to process data.

In the past few years some visual systems such as Many Eyes [Viégas et al., 2007], and later Tableau Public [Tableau, 2014b] have began to explore how web based information visualisation might be used to democratize [Viégas et al., 2007] visualisation and widen the accessibility of data to those with limited expertise in information visualisation so that they can become involved in the analysis of this data. Such platforms allow any person interested in the data to create, publish and discuss visualisation about their own data. More recent systems such as Comment Space [Willett et al., 2011] allow people to annotate, tag and comment on visualizations in support of data analysis. These systems point towards a future in which visualisation would be a new language of data analysis, and where everyone should be able to read and write on the fly in terms of data visualization, just as we do with natural language.

However these tools to create, publish and discuss information visualisation are mostly static and do not address the requirements specific to processing data from constantly updated data streams. Moreover these tools are limited to predefined established visualizations and do not provide the possibility for people to specify their own visual representation. This major challenge of enabling a wide audience to create their own visualisation has been identified by several researchers as one of the major issues for information visualization. The NIH/NSF visualisation research challenges report states:

"When visualisation researchers talk about scaling, we usually mean a large dataset. [...] We consider an alternate perspective: Instead of scaling the size of the data, what happens when we scale the size of the audience?" Fernanda Viégas et al. [2007]
“A big challenge is to create [...] a system that, while clearly not comprehensive and all-powerful, does help to enable non-experts to perform tasks [...] in any reasonable time frame. [...] The goal is to make visualisation a ubiquitous tool that enables ordinary folks to think visually in everyday activities” [Johnson et al., 2006]. Similarly, Heer and Shneiderman specifically point to the need to create new interfaces for visualisation specifications: “Novel interfaces for visualisation specification are still needed. [...] New tools requiring little to no programming might place custom visualisation design in the hands of a broader audience” [Heer and Shneiderman, 2012]. The question I address in this thesis is: **Can we take a step towards empowering non-experts in their use of visualisation by enabling this wider audience to contribute to data stream analysis as well as to create their own visualizations?** This question is challenging at several levels, ranging from the social level to the human computer interface level. At the **social level**, one of the major challenges is how to engage non-experts in a useful dynamic analysis process. At the **human computer interface level**, we need to create fluent methods and tools that allow non-experts to read and manipulate simple, dynamic, and expressive data representations.

This introductory chapter first positions the thesis domain and research scope within **democratization of dynamic visualizations** for dynamic data, in Section 1.1. Then the problem statement is defined in Section 1.2. This leads to the description of the thesis research approach and methods in Section 1.3. The contributions of this work are summarised in Section 1.5 and Sections 1.4 and 1.6 contains a brief outline of the structure of the dissertation.

### 1.1 Research scope

![Research Scope](image)

Information visualisation is defined by Stuart Card [Sears and Jacko, 2007] as “a set of technologies that use visual computing to amplify human cognition with abstract information”. Information visualisation has been used by experts to represent, process and explore data for a number of decades in several contexts, including data intensive science, industry, and government. As these technologies have been shown to be efficient, they have started to become more widely adopted by practitioners from different backgrounds. We are now seeing visualizations in personal blogs, as art work, in web services, in the news and also as a growing part of the quantified-self movement. This increasing adoption of visualisation by different groups has led to new population -and application- specific requirements. Design and research must now create new technologies to address this new population.

Although there is no clearly defined InfoVis sub domain for addressing this problem, some pioneers such as Fernanda Viégas et al. [2007] use the term “democratization” to define the use of visual analytics tools by InfoVis non-expert users. The goal of these tools is to empower people to make sense of data by using visualisation techniques. The challenge of creating new information visualisation tools, which are easily accessible to everyone, has been emphasized by several other researchers [Heer and Shneiderman, 2012, Moorhead et al., 2006].

Coincidentally, at the same time as the increasing democratization of visualisation, dynamic data stream services are becoming increasingly popular. Dynamic data, which can be defined as sequences of typed objects updating over time, are very common with social network updates (e.g. tweets, emails, RSS feeds, video streams) and in a lower level characterizations of these updates such as network logs and commits in distributed version control systems. This data presents many challenges for visualisation since it appears at unpredictable times, accumulates over time, and can be highly heterogeneous, containing different media such as texts, images and videos.

In this dissertation I focus on the design of dynamic visualizations for InfoVis non-experts (Figure 1.4). My study will address three different aspects of this approach:

(1) If and how an InfoVis non-expert can analyse dynamic data streams. The motivation for this first aspect is to demonstrate that using simple dynamic visualizations in datastream analysis tasks can enable the inexpensive collection on rich data that can be useful for future analysis.
(2) How can better dynamic visualisation techniques be designed to empower InfoVis non-experts to manage dynamic data. This second aspect is motivated by the lack of guidelines, techniques and paradigms for guiding InfoVis non-experts in reading and authoring simple expressive and dynamic information visualizations.

(3) How can we provide the means for InfoVis non-experts to author their own dynamic visual representations.

1.2 Problem statement

Many of us encounter dynamic data streams in our everyday lives, both at an individual and at a collective scale. Examples include our social network updates (status, news articles, mails); and more personal data streams such as our bank accounts, which are composed of lines of debits and credits.

All these dynamic data streams are updated at different rates, ranging from several times per second to just once a month. Some of them are more or less public and can be used collectively (as is the case in social networks), and some are more private and personal. Processing tasks on these streams can also differ in their complexity. For example, tagging, liking or annotating a social network post is much simpler than operating the update of a visual representation.
The question I address here is: How can various audiences manipulate dynamic data? To address this question we will focus on two problems:

**Problem 1** *Is it possible to engage the general public in a useful dynamic data analysis process?* This research begins by studying how to crowdsource dynamic data analysis during an event with the support of information visualization. This problem corresponds to an IRI application need: to gather and exploit specific metadata during the event. This implies several sub problem challenges to be taken into account: (P.1.1) First, is it possible to leverage a crowd of InfoVis non-experts to analyse dynamic data for free? and (P.1.2) second, how do we visually represent dynamic data for this specific audience?

**Problem 2** *How can we democratize dynamic visualisation authoring?* Solutions discovered that to solve (Problem 1) may provide a means for a designer, engineer, or computer scientist to create dynamic visualisation that can engage the general public. However, we wanted to refine our research to find a solution that allows various audiences to create their own dynamic visualizations. This implies several sub problems: (Problem 2.1) What are the challenges to create a visualisation authoring tool for non-expert users? (Problem 2.2) What means can support a process of visual mapping activity with this population? (Problem 2.3) And most of all, can we better understand how visual mapping is generated?

1.3 *Research approach*

Information visualisation as computer science is a research domain involved in the study of phenomena partially designed by the scientist. This particularity makes this science part of a design science [Simon, 1969]. Design methods [Howard et al., 2008] in the domain of information visualisation are starting to be discussed [Munzner, 2009, Vande Moere and Purchase, 2011, Sedlmair et al., 2012, Goodwin et al., 2013] but creative design [Howard et al., 2008] and ideation methods are not specifically defined in the information visualisation domain. To meet my needs of designing creative artefacts I used methods from other domains. These methods are the use of metaphors [Gentner, 1983, Blackwell, 2006], design space exploration [Pugh, 1991, Laseau, 2001, Greenberg et al., 2011], combination and mutations of systems [Cross, 1997] and inspiration [Howard et al., 2008, Osborn, 1953].

In addition to the creative design methods applied to my research,
I also applied a different set of behavioural research methods. Runkel and MacGrath [1972], Mcgrath [1995] characterized different research strategies for studying human behaviour using a framework with several dimensions: (1) from obtrusive to unobtrusive research operations, (2) from generalizable behaviour systems to particular behaviour systems. This framework also describes different points of maximum concerns: generality over actors, precision of measurement of behavior, system character, and context. Each of these strategies provides different benefits and limitations. Below are listed the different methods I used for designing (in italics) and for observing phenomena:

**Collection.** The process of collecting examples to get inspiration is a common creative design method [Herring et al., 2009, Howard et al., 2008]. This process allows one to identify features or forms of interest as well as desired features that do not exist yet and corresponds to some needs. I used this method in Chapter 3 to inspire our design statement to use “individual discreet element”, I also used this method in Chapter 7 to define the theoretical basis of this thesis.

**Field Experiment.** Field experiment according to McGrath [Mcgrath, 1995] is defined as “working within an on-going natural system as unobtrusively as possible, except for intruding on that system by manipulating one major feature of that system.”. This approach provides a strong external validation but is limited to a narrow context and system. In this research I was concerned with studying if the public attending an event could evolve with dynamic data analysis tasks. In order to study these phenomena with respect to the targeted population I chose to use field experiments as a less obtrusive research strategy. My rationale for this choice was the complexity of simulating engagement of a crowd in a lab experiment and the advantages of being able to observe a real-world situation. I used this method in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. In the first case I used a comparatively formal approach, in the second I used a more relaxed one.

**Combination.** According to Cross [1997]:“Creative design can occur by combining features from existing designs into a new combination or configuration.”. Combining allows one to use an existing system and enhance it by adding part of the features of another system resulting in a third new system that provides features from the two parent
systems. This method supports the extension of the features of a system. I used it in different parts of this dissertation such as the application of physical rules to token systems in Chapter 5 or the combination of token systems and area charts in Chapter 6.

Metaphor. Gentner [1983] describe this process as a binding of properties between two structures (Figure 3.35). Metaphors are frequently referred to in human interaction and Blackwell [2006] has studied in detail the history of metaphors in this domain. A metaphor can be both a generative technique for creative design [Cross, 1997], or a support to explain certain properties of a system [Carroll et al., 1987]. I used metaphors in Chapter 6.

Observational Study. This type of study is a qualitative data analysis approach as described by Creswell [2012]. Our observational studies was conducted in a laboratory setting and was carefully constrained, thus it falls into the laboratory experiment category of Runkel and McGrath. This type of study does not provide precision of measurement or generalizable results but offers support for the identification of a phenomenon, instructions for future research and designs, and provides rich detailed quantitatives observations. We used this method in order to get a better understanding of the visual mapping procedure within the constructive visualization paradigm, had defined. The details of this research are given in(Chapter 8).
1.4 Research path and collaboration

In this section I present the collaboration I had the pleasure to have during this research, as well as the path that join each project of this research and form my inquiry.

1.4.1 On collaboration

Throughout these past three years, I have had the good fortune to work with people with different backgrounds, education and sensitivities. Our exchanges provided invaluable insights relating to my research and inspired the projects presented in this thesis. In the margin note in front of each chapter, I acknowledge the work of my collaborators for each project so as to clarify who was involved in each project and for which publications. At the same time however, a Ph.D. dissertation reflects a single individual’s thread of thinking, and this dissertation is written from my perspective as an individual researcher. Every project was initiated by me, and in every case, I held the key role in conceiving, designing and leading the project. In the section below, I will describe the role of each collaborator as well as my own for each project. What I wish the reader to bear in mind is that these collaborations were extremely fruitful intellectual exchanges where the whole was always greater than the sum of the parts.

1.4.2 Research path

Research in human computer interaction involves different disciplines, including design, humanities, computers sciences, and experimental sciences. During my research, I iterated through the following cycle: identifying a problem, generating ideas, designing an artefact, observing this artefact impacting the situation, and finally theorizing on the effect of this impact. To describe the path I took through these different activities I extended Mackay and Fayard [1997] triangulation framework. This allowed me to represent these activities of observing, identifying, generating, designing and theorizing within a common
framework. To extend the framework to fit my process, I forked the “design” dimension of this framework into two branches, “design of artefact” and “ideation” referring to the process of creative design, generating [Cross, 1997, Howard et al., 2008] and refining [Pugh, 1991, Laseau, 2001, Greenberg et al., 2011] new design. In this section, I will use this extended framework to describe the relations between the activities in my research process.

In Figure 1.5 we can observe that the overall process is divided into two overall columns dedicated to the two problems presented in the previous section. The first part reports on the design and deployment of different crowd-sourcing applications that allow us to evaluate the possibility of engaging users in dynamic analyses processes. The second part is focused on defining and studying the constructive visualization paradigm to empower non-expert users in the authoring of dynamic visualizations. These two parts are divided into research phases that each correspond to a chapter of this dissertation and are described further.

I started this work from an initial research question (Figure 1.5,P1): “Can we engage non-experts people in useful dynamic data analyses processes?” To study this general problem I downgraded the question to a specific application case: the annotation and tagging activity of video conferences. Based on different informal field observations I designed a first token-based visualisation system “PolemicTweet”. Then I deployed, studied and evaluated this system during a long term live deployment. From these observations I identified limitations of the visual encoding of data updates (Figure 1.5,P1.2). To explore a solution to this problem I combined a token-based visual encoding system with physical simulation the result of this combination is the design of a new system called “Bubble-T” (Chapter 5). This system is a public application providing a visual representation of incoming tweets during a short period of time. After deploying this application on the web I received positive feedback which encouraged us to go further with this design approach. The system also allowed us to identify some drawbacks in my visual encoding design. The major problems (Figure 1.5,P1.2.1,P1.2.2) was the scalability of the visual representation as token visual representation system have a one-to-one mapping. The property of this visual system limited the volume of data it could represent in a limited space. On the other hand visual representations such as area charts allow different scale mappings. To address these issues I decided to combine this two visual system: token and area chart. The result of this combination is a second system called “Bubble-TV”. The design and deployment of these two systems informed the creation of a more general token-based visualisation metaphor: “Visual Sedimentation” (Figure 1.5,C2). I refined this metaphor while developing several visualisation case studies and creating a toolkit. This toolkit enabled visualisation experts to be able to create dynamic visualizations of streaming data that would engaging to the “crowd” but left open the issue of enabling the general public in the creation of their own visualizations.
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The first part of my work focused on two major problems: \textbf{Problem1.1} how to engage people in a useful dynamic data analysis process, and \textbf{Problem1.2} how to visually represent dynamic data updates. In the first part of this research I explored different token-based visualizations in order to create dynamic data analysis systems for non-expert users. In the second part of this research I generalized the previously explored tokens based approach to dynamic visualization authoring (\textbf{Problem2}). First, I\footnote{with Sheelagh Carpendale, and in collaboration with Alice Thudt, Anthony tang and Michael Maurer.} abstracted the design challenges relative to authoring tools for non-expert users (Figure 1.5,P2). I sought inspiration from early education theory and devices such as Kindergarten pedagogical material [MacCormac, 1974] and Constructivism [Piaget, 1989]. From this inspiration I both defined the \textit{constructive visualization} paradigm (Figure 1.5,C3) and collected observations on real-life historical and contemporary examples. From these examples I extracted the components and processes of \textit{constructive visualization} (Figure 1.5,C4).

In order to study this paradigm I\footnote{with the collaboration of Yvonne Jarsen and Sheelagh Carpendale.} then designed an experimental protocol to observe the behaviours this paradigm would engage. Observations gathered during this experiment allowed us to abstract a descriptive model of how non-experts process visual mapping by assembling tokens (Figure 1.5,C5).

\section{1.5 Contributions}

This research makes two main contributions: a \textbf{first research part} (Part II) is focused on a social data analysis scenario: designing and deploying applications during events with the intention of engaging the public in dynamic data analysis processes, and the \textbf{second research part} (Part III) is focused on the generalization of interface design principles building on findings from the first part.

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Part II:} Application for social dynamic data analysis
  \begin{itemize}
    \item I gathered experimental evidence to support the following: (A) that it is possible to engage people during an event in a manner that supports them conducting analysis tasks on dynamic data, (B) that these types of analyses on dynamic data can be effective, (C) that the data produced can be useful afterwards. These contributions take a significant step towards solving the \textbf{Problem 1.1} as describe in Chapter 4.
    \item I identified the need for and designed several different systems for real-time crowd-sourcing via public participation through information visualization. These systems were deployed in different situations ranging from medium-sized groups (20 people), to large-sized groups (300 people) and very large groups (700,000 people). As part of this contribution, I take a step towards scalability of the visualizations used \textbf{Problem 1.1} and the \textbf{Problem 1.2}. This is discussed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.
  \end{itemize}
\end{itemize}
- I used a metaphor to create a model for a new family of visualization techniques that provides a visual encoding of the update of dynamic data at different time scales. This metaphor is generative and allows me to provide a class of new visualizations. This contribution addresses Problem 1.1 and is mostly discussed in Chapter 6 and Chapter 5.

• Part III: Democratization of dynamic visualization design

- I identified a paradigm of constructive visualization. This new design paradigm provides a means for non InfoVis experts to author their own dynamic visualizations. The InfoVis community has previously recognized that creating a simple tool for non-expert users is important, but the application of the constructive principle to dynamic InfoVis design and usage has never been examined before. This contribution addresses Problem 2.1 and Problem 2.2 is discussed in Chapter 7.

- I created an operational description of the constructive visualization authoring paradigm that can be used in designing and building new information visualization systems. I built a conceptual framework based on the study of how people construct visualizations out of tokens. This framework defines the major components and processes needed to author a constructive visualization environment. I also described the use of these components and processes in four real life scenarios. This contribution is in response to the Problem 2.2, and is discussed in Chapter 7.

- I gathered empirical evidence that people can create, update, annotate and discuss visualizations that they have constructed by assembling tokens that have been mapped to data. I explored in the details of the logical tasks and actions related to the visual mapping. Finally I extracted from these observations a model that describes the actions, their purposes, and their relationships. I also studied the sequence of process actions and observe a high diversity. This contribution is in response to the Problem 2.3 and is discussed in Chapter 8.

- I conducted an initial exploration of details of the logical tasks and actions previously simply considered as a “black box” that was called the visual mapping process. From my observation I report the diversity of the sequence of actions, where though people basically used the same actions they did not adhere to the same ordering of actions. From this actions I define a model of the visual mapping process in a tangible constructive environment that describes the actions, their purposes and the interplay between them that together result in the building of visual representations. This contribution is in response to the Problem 2.3 and is discussed in Chapter 8.
1.6 Outline

This dissertation is divided into three parts. Part I holds two chapters, one on the related work from computer science literature and the other contains a short history of the use of tokens in visual representations. Part II, starts with an exploration into non-expert participation into dynamic data analysis and ends with the development of a token-based visualisation paradigm, Visual Sedimentation, which has been designed to fit these needs. Part III explores the possibility that a token-based approach can also be used to enable non-experts in the creation of their own visual representations.

Part I: Background

The first part of this dissertation sets the stage for this research by providing the background. The background is divided in two chapters. One covers the relevant computer science literature providing the recent related InfoVis work. The other chapter provides an historical point of view on the dynamic visual representation systems that have inspired our design approach.

Chapter 2: Related Work in Information Visualization.

This chapter covers the computer science literature that is the most closely related work and that is relevant to our areas of focus: crowdsourcing visualizations, visualisation of dynamic data, and information visualisation authoring tools.

Chapter 3: A Short History of Tokens as Used in Visual Representations.

This chapter takes a more historical point of view, exploring the use of tokens in visual representations throughout the ages. This chapter presents a non-exhaustive collection of existing artefacts that have been designed to manipulate information during different periods of history. All these systems were selected because of a common factor: they are composed of individual discreet visual elements, or tokens.

Part II: Dynamic Data Analysis for Non-Experts.

The second part of this dissertation is related to the design and evaluation of different applications that were designed, implemented and deployed for use collectively by non-experts for analysing and visualizing dynamic data.

Chapter 4: PolemicTweet: Engaging the Audience in a Dynamic Data Analysis Process.

This chapter contains the initial research, reporting on the design and analysis of PolemicTweet, a system designed to crowd source conference video tagging with structured sentiment metadata. A long-term evaluation of this system under live deployment allowed me to study (1) whether it is possible to engage people during an event to conduct data analysis tasks, (2) if this type of analysis task can be effective, and (3) if the data produced are useful afterward.
Our findings confirm that a well-designed social protocol dedicated to the context and coupled with a customised interface does permit the gathering of useful information.

Chapter 5: Bubble-T & TV, a Design Exploration: Combining Tokens with Physical Simulation & Area Charts

This chapter contains an extension of the research in Chapter 4. Based on considerations and insights into crowdsourcing and non-expert tagging of dynamic data as described in Chapter 4, two new dynamic information visualisation systems are designed to support similar social protocols and based on token manipulation. In Bubble-T, the purpose was to create an interface that could show the updates over time for an event with a longer time scale. In Bubble TV, the focus was on providing a similar tagging system through tweeting during a live event but with a different group scale (the audience of a TV show).


This chapter is a pivot point between the research on exploring dynamic data in social scenarios and the visual representation design considerations. From the previous scenario based research (Chapters 4 and 5) a barrier between token-based visualizations and area chart visualizations was identified. In this chapter, this problem was addressed by introducing a novel design metaphor for visualizing dynamic data streams. The metaphor is drawn from the real-world sedimentation processes and this metaphor has helped aid comprehension. In this chapter I discuss how this sedimentation metaphor addresses the specific challenges of smoothing the transition between incoming and aging data, and between a token-based visualisation and an area-based visualization. Here the metaphor’s design space is explained and a toolkit that facilitates its implementation is described. The generative capabilities of the design space with this toolkit are described.

Part III: Democratization of Dynamic Visualization Authoring.

The first part of this research was dedicated to the creation of functional applications for different dynamic data analysis tasks and the development of interfaces dedicated to non-expert populations of different sizes. This drew attention to how the assembly of tokens could be useful for authoring dynamic visualizations. In this part of the dissertation, these observations are extended to inform the design of information visualisation authoring tools for non-experts and an observational study focusing on what this approach can teach us about visual representation process is described.

Chapter 7: Defining Constructive Visualization Paradigm.

This research phase starts with the extraction of the most significant research challenges for democratizing dynamic information visualisation authoring tools from the research in previous chapters. Examining how to address this problem has led to defining a
new design paradigm through which people can manipulate the data dynamically in conjunction with visual variables to construct a visual mapping. This involved: (1) taking a fresh look at theories of how people understand concepts that are new to them, (2) observing practices in non-academic situations where people are actively engaging in the construction of their own visual representations, and (3) identifying from these practices the components and processes of this new paradigm.

Chapter 8 : Studying Constructive Visualization and Visual Mapping.
To better uncover the visual mapping process as well as the implications of the constructive visualization paradigm presented in the previous chapter, an exploratory study was designed and conducted. In this study people were asked to create, update and explain their own information visualizations using simple materials such as tangible building blocks. I learned that all participants, most of whom had no experience in visualization, were readily able to create, dynamically update and talk about their own visualizations. On the basis of these observations, I discuss the actions of our participants in the context of the development of their visual representations. From this I highlight some implications for tool design that can enable broader support for InfoVis authoring.

Chapter 9 : Conclusion and perspectives.
This chapter holds the conclusion and discusses possibilities for future work. This chapter summarizes the processes during this research, declares the contributions, discusses the limitations of this work, and makes suggestions about possible future work.
Part I

Background
**Representation:** “A representation is a formal system for making explicit certain entities or types of information.” Marr [1982].

This part of the dissertation places the research in context. The background is divided into two chapters. The first, Chapter 2, provides background with respect to computer science, in particular, the recent related InfoVis research. The second, Chapter 3, provides a historical point of view on the dynamic visual representation systems that have inspired my design approach.

Although there has been widespread recognition of the importance of the democratization of InfoVis [Viégas et al., 2007, Heer and Shneiderman, 2012, Johnson et al., 2006] in the InfoVis community, common definitions of InfoVis include the use of computer technology. Perhaps the best known is from Card et al. [Card et al., 1999] “The use of computer-supported, interactive, visual representations of abstract data to amplify cognition.” However, the purpose of the research in this dissertation is to discover and investigate a new paradigm for the way we design, update and manipulate dynamic information visualizations for all the people who are interested in the data, whether they are experts or non-experts with respect to data science and information visualization. Thus to provide an appropriate background it seemed important to consider both the related found in computer science literature and related work from more distant domains that has been used to represent information throughout the ages.

In Chapter 2, I survey the related computer science research, in particular looking at three research areas: (i) the dynamic data analysis of data streams by non-experts, (ii) the design of dynamic visualizations that represent streaming data, and (iii) the authoring tools for visualizations. Existing visualisation tools tend to be designed for use by information visualisation and data experts and for static datasets. But technological advances such as the generalization of data streams, and social change such as the democratization of data in our everyday lives, create a need for dynamic InfoVis tools that anyone can use.

In Chapter 3, I investigate the history of the use of discrete elements in dynamic visual representations in others domains. This use of discrete elements relates to my work on authoring dynamic visualizations. Through reviewing the history of the use of discrete elements, I have been able to identify the following characteristics of current tools: (i) they are complex to use and understand, (ii) they are limited in their degree of expression and personalization, or (iii) they have difficulty supporting dynamic functions such as custom remapping and updating. From the tools currently available it is apparent that the most powerful authoring tools require coding, which in turn requires a high level of expertise. Based on these observations, the third part of this dissertation (Part III) discusses my exploration
of the challenges of developing dynamic InfoVis authoring tools for non-experts.

From these surveys (Chapters 2 and 3) I have identified that: (i) backchannel and crowdsourcing media annotation are extremely well-suited application domains for exploring whether the general public can be effectively involved in the process of dynamic data analysis, (ii) dynamic visualisation is a young area with as yet no generic vocabulary and mature techniques, although some design approaches based on discrete elements do exist, and (iii) dynamic information visualisation authoring tools are limited by different constraints and do not provide a simple solution that allows non-experts to author their own dynamic visualizations.
2

Related Work in Information Visualization

This chapter contains a brief survey of three different but interrelated aspects of research that are important for dynamic information visualization for non-experts. These are: (i) engaging non-experts in dynamic data analysis, (ii) designing dynamic information visualizations for non-experts, and (iii) authoring tools that have been designed to help non-experts create dynamic information visualizations. Each of these aspects is relatively new and still under investigation. However, there has been considerable research work in closely related topics, such as crowdsourcing, human computer interaction, and visual analytics. These latter topics have also been drawn upon as a basis for this research into dynamic visualisation for non-experts. In this chapter, I present literature related to: (i) the exploration, application and empirical work developed in this dissertation, (ii) the information visualisation research community and, (iii) designing dynamic information visualizations for non-experts.
2.1 Introduction

The words *dynamic visualization* and *dynamic data* are already widely seen in information visualisation discussions, but few authors have used it to tag their own papers. According to the website Keyvis †, which records all the keywords from all papers from the journal IEEE TVCG ‡ between 1995 and 2013, very few authors used the keywords “dynamic visualization” (3), “dynamic data” (3), “data stream” (1) to classify their papers, although many authors use these terms in their papers. A study of full text over the years yields the distribution shown in Figure 2.1. Most of these papers do not use the term dynamic in the context of dynamically updating data, rather they refer to visualizations that use a fixed dataset that indicates change over time, or the inclusion of interaction techniques that can change the views. The difference between the number of authors applying the keywords and the number of papers containing these terms may suggest that the topic is not yet structured in the domain, even if it is an area of interest.

![Dynamic Visualization pipeline](image)

Figure 2.2: Dynamic Visualization pipeline freely adapted, with object of research in blue (Diagram adapted from Cottam et al. [Cottam et al., 2012].

However, recently, Cottam et al. [2012] defined the term dynamic visualisation as “visualizations that change over time”, and proposed an updated version of the InfoVis pipeline reference model [Card et al., 1999] based on dynamics (Figure 2.2). According to the authors the “change” can be due either to dynamic data updates, to a user action (interaction), or to the visualisation itself (animation). In this research, I focus on three problems that appear at different levels of this pipeline. The first is to enable InfoVis non-experts to process analysis on dynamic data. The second is to determine how to design a dynamic visualization that is easy to understand and remains interpretable over time for the same population of users. The third is to study how the visual mapping is processed by InfoVis non-experts, and to subsequently devise a way to create some specific dynamic visualisation authoring tools that...
fulfil their needs.

Few applications exist for InfoVis non-experts to process analysis on dynamic data. In order to investigate this first point I focus on digital backchannels. A digital backchannel is a thread of information that accompanies a live event. With the growing pervasiveness of real time social networks such as Twitter, digital backchannels are becoming more and more common for monitoring what is happening live during public events such as lectures, conferences [Harry et al., 2009, Hannon et al., 2011], TV shows [Doughty et al., 2011], and natural disasters. Several authors [Diakopoulos and Shamma, 2010, Dork et al., 2010] showed that this stream of information could be used as an index to analyse other synchronous datastreams such as videos, photo collections, and others. In the first section of this related work I present the research done on using backchannels to crowdsource dynamic annotation of a data stream.

While the scope of my research is confined to dynamic visualisation of textual datastreams, it relates to providing a visualisation that permits people in a public context to easily interpret visualizations of the data as it is updated. Work done in the database systems [Babcock et al., 2002] and machine learning [Gaber et al., 2005] communities tends to focus on architecture and development problems. In contrast, I focus on finding a correct visual mapping that delivers an engaging visualisation that is easy to interpret over time. In the second subsection I present previous work done in the domains of dynamic visualisation of data streams and visualisation updates.

Fry [2000] highlights the fact that in a data stream the values and structure of data can both change over time. For this reason, Fry asserts that providing consistency through an adaptive visualisation to help the user to maintain a consistent mental model. Mapping structure is a strong limitation of a dynamic visualization, even if it can handle dynamic datastreams, is mapping structure. This limitation can be a strong motivation for providing means for people to reorganize and update their own visual mapping over time. The authoring of a visual mapping structure by InfoVis non-experts is a complex challenge [Grammel, 2012], and can be even more so when the visualisation has to be dynamically updated. The last subsection of this chapter focuses on this particular problem of authoring the visual mapping of dynamic visualisation for non-experts.

In this background section I review literature related to each of the following three points: i) dynamic data visualizations design, ii) crowdsourcing dynamic data analysis, and iii) authoring tools to build dynamic information visualizations. All of these are considered in respect to InfoVis non-experts.

2.2 Dynamic visualisation of data streams

Cottam et. al. specify a taxonomy on that complements Bertin’s visual variables [Bertin, 1977] and propose a revised version of the information visualization reference model to consider dynamics at each stage
2.2.1 Data streams

The topic of data streams is popular in computer science disciplines such as database systems [Babcock et al., 2002], machine learning [Gaber et al., 2005], and information visualization [Norton et al., 2001, Cottam et al., 2012, Wong et al., 2003].

Abundant work exists on visualizing time-oriented data [Aigner et al., 2007]. In this section I focus on dynamic visualisation updated over time due to incoming data, and specifically data streams, which are unbounded sequences of data elements that are continuously transmitted.

Due to its novelty in information visualization, the vocabulary related to data stream visualisation is not standardized. Norton et al. [2001] used the term “streaming graphics”. Fry [2000] proposes “organic information design” for a certain type of dynamic data visualization. Finally, the term “dynamic visualization” seems to have become accepted, as it is used by several authors [Wong et al., 2003, Cottam et al., 2012] who present dynamic visualizations as nomenclature for visualisation for dynamic data, including data streams.

Norton et al. [2001] introduce “streaming graphics”, a new visualisation approach of visualisation for displaying streaming data in real time. The authors explain “the difference between streaming data sources and static data warehouses is a stream versus a pool.”. They provide several preliminary guidelines designing streaming visualizations dependent upon on whether the time-scale is continuous or discreet. They also describe update strategies, and real-time versus replay scenarios. However, they discuss graphical constraints and solutions instead of metaphors or design rules.

Fry [2000] the values of the data as well as its structure can both change over time. In order to help the user maintain a consistent mental model, Fry asserts that consistency should be provided through an adaptive visualization. Fry’s major contribution is Processing [Reas
and Fry, 2007], the widely used visualisation programming environment. This authoring tool is a major step in democratizing visualisation programming, but its audience is nonetheless limited to people who can program.

Forbes et al. [2010] introduce “behaviorism”, a framework specifically for facilitating the creation of novel dynamic information visualizations. This framework is a unified system that permits the addition of behaviours to data, visual encoding, and, behaviours themselves. These behaviours can be triggered by different parameters and leads to changes in the visual encoding, the interaction, or previous behaviours. Their approach provides a coding tool for designing dynamic information visualizations.

Hetzler et al. [2005] describe user interactions and technical implementation specifically applied to dynamic data visualization. They emphasise the importance of retaining the context over time, the ability to distinguish between what is new and what is old, and the ability to identify the “now” timeframe, and understanding transitional change over time.

Dynamic information visualization

A large number of techniques for visualizing streaming data have already been published. For instance, Vande Moere [2004] uses a metaphor of a dynamic system to represent dynamic data in a dynamic visualization (Section 2.2.1). The metaphor is based on flocking birds to capture emerging patterns in time-varying datasets. The items representing data managed by Vande Moere are boids and curves. This technique relies on a complex behavioural algorithm to identify data clusters, different approach are more naive and uses very simple properties of the items coupled with a physics simulation like infoticles Vande Moere [2002], Whisper [Cao et al., 2012].

Vande Moere [2002] use a particle metaphor to model information representation into a tree dimensional scene rendered in a immersive environment. In this metaphor each data case is a particle, coined “infoticles”. Users could parameterise forces and surfaces to influence and filter the flow of infoticles (Figure 2.4). Infoticles allow real time data updates as well as replay of previous datastreams.

Whisper (Section 2.2.1) is a system visualizing the spatio-temporal traces of tweet diffusion according to topics in real-time. Whisper provides “Topic discs”, which are individual discreet elements that move over time. It also uses a force model to animate the visualization. Whisper is specialized to trace the diffusion of topics, which is a specific task, unlike our approach, which is generic and does not assume spatial data.

Krstajić et al. [2010](Section 2.2.1) present a technique to visualize and monitor news streams on-line. This technique enables the representation of each single data item as a single visual mark with certain properties, subsequently to aggregates this item in another visual representation of a set of previous data items. However, the
transition between the independent visual item and the aggregated version is not smooth.

Cloudlines (Section 2.2.1) is a technique developed by Krstajić et al. [2011] incremental time-series visualizations. They introduce two major concepts that highly inspired our work: (i) the need to emphasize incoming elements and provide context based on their past, and (ii) the use of a decay function to express distortion over time.

In another context, Viégas et al. [2004] designed and deployed a visualisation (Section 2.2.1) that keeps track of people’s presence in an exhibition space. Their visual representation is inspired by a geological metaphor. Trails of the video of the instant aggregate over time in strata that represent the past. These work, strata decay and compress over time.

2.2.2 Summary

In this section I introduced several systems and concepts, which compose and define the area of dynamic visualisation and streaming data. As observed by Krstajić et al. [2010], the domains of dynamic visualisation and streaming data are still in their infancy. We saw first that the vocabulary surrounding dynamic visualisation is not yet standardized, and second that there are currently no generic techniques despite standard time-series. However, time-series does not provide a view of the new incoming element alongside an overview. Despite this, several elements of the literature reviewed inspired our research. Multiple works [Cao et al., 2012, Krstajić et al., 2011, 2010] present the idea of emphasizing incoming independent discreet elements and making them decay over time. Others present the idea of using metaphors [Cao et al., 2012, Viégas et al., 2004, Vande Moere, 2004] in order to provide a visual system that can cope with a dynamic system that the user has already experienced. Most of these elements structure the design of our Visual Sedimentation metaphor (Chapter 6).

2.3 Dynamic data analysis

Many scenarios, ranging from critical to casual require the analysis of dynamic data, Rohrdantz et al. Keim et al. [2013] provide different examples such as crisis management, news and stock market, server administration and log management [Girardin and Brodbeck, 1998]. All these applications concern expert users trained to monitor highly specific data in critical contexts. However, dynamic data analysis is also applied in more casual contexts with a general public audience. For example thread of information that accompanies a live event. These thread are know as backchannel. In the first part of this thesis, I narrow the scope of our investigation. My focus is crowdsourcing of media annotation on a backchannel. This type of application suits our needs to gather information analysis from non-expert InfoVis
audience during a dynamic process, in this case a live event. In this section I will first present a literature review of the domains of crowdsourcing for media annotations and backchannels for live events.

### 2.3.1 Crowdsourcing media annotation

According to MIT News [Hardesty, 2012] “Crowdsourcing is a technique for processing a task over the internet by splitting it into small chunks that dozens, hundreds or even thousands of people complete.”. This technique is particularly useful for analysis tasks that are trivial for humans but difficult, for computers [Quinn and Bederson, 2011]. Crowdsourcing systems have demonstrated their effectiveness with several applications such as photo selection [Bernstein et al., 2011], data analysis [Willett et al., 2012], and question answering services [Bigham et al., 2010].

Crowdsourcing activities could be processed on social networks such as Twitter with a non-expert population. It has already been shown to be effective on low latency analysis tasks. For example, Bernstein et al. [2011] developed a technique to recruit synchronous crowd and process dynamic analysis tasks in a short period of time.

Diakopoulos and Shamma [2010] showed with the application Voxcitivas (Figure 2.9) that the social structure and conversational content of tweets can provide insight into a media event’s structure and semantic content: quantitatively through activity peaks and qualitatively through keyword mining. The same authors [Diakopoulos et al., 2010], after having collected tweets during the U.S. State of the Union presidential address in 2010, they used them to annotate a video of the event. Yet, despite the benefits of crowdsourcing for annotation, there are disadvantages to consider. Marcus et al. [2011] referred to the nature of crowdsourcing as time-consuming due to the recruitment of the crowd and the time to achieve a task. To avoid this problem, the authors designed a recruitment strategy and a retainer model (paying workers to wait and respond quickly when asked). Another identified problem is the motivation of workers. Wu et al. [2011] encountered this problem in their video summarization technique via paid crowd workers and expressed the need to further investigate incentive mechanisms.

A large number of pitfalls have also been identified in crowdsourcing task quality [Snow et al., 2008, Ipeirotis et al., 2010]. Workers are often untrained and lack task context, particularly in specific domains such as science or the humanities.

In summary crowdsourcing suffers from the following pitfalls: cost, speed, (it is much slower than automated algorithms), and the fact that it is not immune from ambiguity.

### 2.3.2 Backchannel for live events

A digital backchannel can be understood as a thread of information that accompanies a live event. For more than ten years now, digital
backchannels, have become a growing research area in human computer interaction [McCarthy et al., 2005, Rekimoto et al., 1998, Harry et al., 2009], computer supported collaborative work [Hannon et al., 2011, McNely, 2009, Cogdill et al., 2001] and visual analytics [Dork et al., 2010, Marcus et al., 2011].

Backchannels have been studied and used in several contexts, such as conferences [Harry et al., 2009, Hannon et al., 2011], classrooms [Bry et al., 2011], and meetings [Stefik et al., 1987]. A taxonomy of different backchannels was presented by Cogdill et al. [Cogdill et al., 2001]. The researchers present five types of backchannels: process-oriented, content-oriented, participation-enabling, tangential and independent backchannels.

A digital backchannel is useful for providing awareness [Bry et al., 2011] to local and remote participants [Rekimoto et al., 1998] of questions, comments [Hannon et al., 2011], shared work, and references, and can encourage real-world discussions [McCarthy et al., 2005]. Hannon et al. [2011] studied backchannels in academic conferences using IRC and considered different types of problems arising with different types of use. For example, they noted the cost of spreading information for a backchannel connection. McNely [2009] suggests that the problem has been partially solved by the increased availability of micro-post web services like Twitter due to their simplicity of use and the large adoption rate.

Sopan [2012] showed that a Twitter backchannel (Figure 2.10) during a conference, permits connections to be made to both local and remote participants. In another academic context, Harry et al. [2009] implemented and described the use of a backchannel to leverage participation in an auditorium to allow the audience to vote on questions and give feedback.

With the prevalence of social networks, portable devices, and wireless network connections, backchannels are no longer an emerging social phenomenon but a real trend. When this increased use of social networks and portable devices meets large scale events such as the Olympics, the Arab spring, or national elections, visual analytic techniques can help to summarize and understand what has happened during the event. Dork et al. [2010], for example, introduced the visual backchannel (Figure 2.11), a timeline-based visualisation that presents an overview of an event through social stream aggregation.

Marcus et al. [2011] presented an algorithm for event detection in a stream to produce annotations on a timeline-based visualisation of the social activity surrounding an event. Diakopoulos et al. [2009] synchronized a recorded TV show with related tweets (Figure 2.12) and provided two timelines, one for sentiment analysis over time, the other for volume of tweets.

2.3.3 Summary

In this section I presented some related work on using backchannels for live event annotation, as well as work on crowdsourcing ap-
proaches for event analysis. These have demonstrated that backchannels are: (i) used by a varied audience of non-specialist, non-expert users, (ii) used in a wide variety of events (lectures, academic conferences, TV show and others), (iii) be a source of dynamic data for visualization, and (iv) able to support the processing of dynamic tasks such as annotating or voting. These properties enable me setting up experiments with visualisation to support dynamic data analysis for a InfoVis non-expert audience. In the first part of my work (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5), I will use similar properties but in a slightly different organization, I will create a backchannel visualization to process a specific analytical task by a general audience during different events. According to this related work, this approach is new and has not been studied before. This also suits our needs to investigate the possibility for a non-expert to analyze dynamic data.

2.4 Authoring Dynamic Visualization

In the pipeline provide by Cottam et al. [2012], visual remapping is identified as one of the dynamic parts of visualization. Visual mapping and remapping (Figure 2.2 C) is one of the most time-consuming process in using visualisation authoring tools. In this section, I focus our survey on this problem in order to motivate the investigation process in the second part of this dissertation.

The authoring of visualisation for InfoVis non-experts has been extensively studied by Grammel [2012]. In his Ph.D Grammel defines InfoVis novices as: “users who create visualizations to support their primary tasks, but who are typically not trained in data analysis, information visualisation and statistics.”. I will use this definition when I refer of “non-expert users”. Together with Tory and Storey, Grammel et al. [2010] conducted a study to understand how InfoVis novices design visualizations. In this study, they found that every participant passes through different visualisation construction cycles. Each of these cycles is determined by a change of the visual mapping. These cycles may be seen as equivalent to the dynamic processes referred to as “remapping” by Cottam et al. [2012].

However during this study, Grammel et al. identified three major barriers that are related to the visual mapping process:

1. selecting which dimensions to map to visual variables,
2. selecting which visual marks to use,
3. and decoding and interpreting the visual result

While this study [Grammel et al., 2010] provides valuable insights, it is based on the participants choosing among pre-defined templates and thus leaves many questions unanswered about the dynamic aspect of the mapping and remapping process.

Currently existing tools to author visualisation can be classified according to their design approaches. Victor [2013] distinguishes
between three fundamentally different approaches: using, drawing and coding.

A recent, detailed survey of InfoVis authoring tool user interfaces inspects articles published in twelve major human computer interaction venues over the past twelve years [Grammel et al., 2013]. From this process the authors collected 282 research papers. They classified each of these papers into six different approaches (see the article reporting the study for more detail): visualisation spreadsheets, template editors, shelf configuration, textual programming, visual dataflow, and visual builders.

**Visualization spreadsheets**, are small multiples interfaces showing different versions of the same visualisation and which allow the user to apply and compare different visual mappings. This interface facilitates the exploration of different visual mappings (Figure 2.13).

**Template editors**, are probably the most common visualisation authoring tool. These allow the user to select a standard visualisation and apply it to existing structured data. It is easy and quick to use, but does not provide flexibility with respect to the final rendering or visual mapping. Microsoft Excel fall into this category (Figure 2.14).

**Shelf configuration**, permits the user to map data attributes to visual properties. The visual properties are organized in a virtual shelf. This shelf allows the user to attach attributes to visual properties such as marks, colors, size, shape, etc.

**Textual programming**, similar to precedent coding category, textual programming gives full freedom in visual expression for an expert user. This enables them to define the visual mapping freely as well as the possible dynamic updates and interactions. However, these are expert tasks and require some time to yield a final result (Figure 2.15).

**Visual dataflow** user interfaces are generally node-link diagrams (Figure 2.16). These diagrams represent the pipeline of transformation from the raw data to the representation. Each node can be edited and manipulated in order to transform or filter the data, choose a visual mapping, change the presentation, etc.

**Visual builders**, user interface concept is similar to graphical editors such as Adobe Illustrator or Photoshop. They contain an assembly area and some toolbars with prototypes of graphical elements that one can select to use in one’s own visualisation (Figure 2.17). The way the visualisation is constructed is by selecting the graphical elements, which are visual variables, putting them into the scene, and assigning them data properties. These types of interfaces have the benefit of providing great flexibility in the visual design.

Apart the Visual dataflow, most of the tool categories are highly focused on the visual mapping specification process rather than the remapping process. Remapping can be due either to the dynamic aspects of the data or to changes in visual mapping for exploration.
2.4.1 Summary of authoring tools

Information visualisation authoring has been a major area of work for decades. A lot of different approaches have been proposed but most of them are focused on either providing a fully expressive tool for an expert user or on providing automated and less expressive tools for non-expert user. I also found that all of these tools permit updates to the dataset while keeping the visual mapping the same but are not explicitly focused on the remapping aspect of dynamic visualizations. In the second part of this dissertation I will discuss this point in more detail (Chapter 7) as well as defining and studying (Chapter 8) a new approach to dynamic visualisation authoring tools.

2.5 Chapter Summary

In this related work we present works from three different aspects of dynamic visualizations for InfoVis non-experts. Each of these aspects is positioned at different stages of the visualisation pipeline (figure section 2.2). The fields associated with these different aspects are also relatively new in the research area. The first aspect is the dynamic data analysis of data streams by non-expert users. The second is the design of dynamic visualizations to represent data streams. The third is authoring tools for visualizations.

From the related work on dynamic data analysis, we find that most existing approaches are only focused on expert users [Grammel et al., 2010]. However, crowdsourcing media annotation and backchannels both require that non-expert users engage in dynamic practices. From this previous work we note that crowdsourcing has the following properties: (i) it can be processed on social networks and used by the general public, (ii) certain dynamic analysis tasks could be done in a short period of time, (iii) existing practices on social networks already provide some useful information for visualization. Based on these observations we argue that this application domain is a rich field for experimentation in order to determine whether non-experts can conduct dynamic data analysis. In its current state, crowdwourcing suffers from pitfalls such as the cost, the speed and the possible ambiguity. In the two first chapters (Chapter 4, Chapter 5) of the second part of this dissertation I will investigate how we can reduce these problems by using dynamic visualization.

From our survey of dynamic visualizations of datastream we note that: (i) the vocabulary related to dynamic visualization is not yet standardized, (ii) no generic techniques exist to visualize dynamic data, (iii) despite some common design principles emerging between several techniques, no guidelines or general approaches exist. In this literature selection we identified common principles in several techniques was the emphasis on incoming independent discreet elements and their decay over time. Also, others, such as Viega and Vande Moere, introduce the idea of using metaphor to provide a visualization system to cope with dynamic systems. Based on these
observations, in the section that follows (Chapter 3), we will investigate the history of independent discrete elements used for dynamic visual representation in others domains.

Our review of related work on authoring dynamic visualizations revealed that current tools are either (i) complex to use and understand, (ii) limited in their degree of expression and personalization, or (iii) do not easily support dynamic functions such as custom remapping and update. We also found that the most powerful tools (coding) required a high level of expertise. This observation serves as the main motivation for the second part of this dissertation (Chapter 7) to define the design challenges for dynamic InfoVis authoring tools for non-expert users.

From these three surveys we conclude that: (i) backchannel and crowdsourcing media annotation is a good application domain in which to experiment whether the general public can conduct dynamic analysis, (ii) dynamic visualization is a young area with no generic vocabulary and no generic techniques, but some design approaches exist based on independent discrete elements, (iii) dynamic information visualization authoring tools are subject to different constraints and do not provide a simple solution for non-expert users wishing to author their own dynamic visualizations. Based on these three observations, we will study and design three aspects of dynamic visual representation based on independent discrete manipulative elements: (i) the possibility of using dynamic visualizations to engage the general public in an analysis process, (ii) the creation of generic techniques for dynamic visualization, (iii) the creation of dynamic visualisation authoring tools for the public.
3

A Short History of Token as used in Visual Representation

Token: “A thing serving as a visible or tangible representation of a fact, quality, feeling, etc.” ¹.

In the previous chapter I surveyed the dynamic information visualisation field in the domain of Computer Science. From this survey I found dynamic information visualisation to be a relatively new research area with an emerging vocabulary and no generic techniques. However, I found that different techniques share common design principles such as the use of discrete elements [Cao et al., 2012, Krstajić et al., 2010] that decay [Krstajić et al., 2011, Viégas et al., 2004], and the use of metaphors [Viégas et al., 2004, Vande Moere, 2004]. Motivated by this, I wanted to further investigate the use of discrete elements like token in history of monosemic visual representation.

From this observation I concluded that discrete visual elements standing for data-tokens could provide benefit to dynamic visualizations because they allows me to identify each data items at an initial stage and keep their identity over time. This belief is grounded in the expressive power of tokens, that can be understood through their history, which is further illustrated in this chapter.

This collection uncovered a substantial amount of past related work from both near and distant history. The work was also drawn from a wide variety of domains (Figure 3.1), including pre-computer instruments, table games, computer human interaction, graphical statistics and information visualization. Most of this work shares the principle of providing a visual dynamic representation based on the assembly of *individual discrete elements*. It also included principles that are highly instructive for our research and design of dynamic information visualizations.

I have organized this history chapter as follows: (*i*) I will describe some of the artefacts and their use as well as the literature before the computer era, (*ii*) In the second section I describe the replication of discrete visual elements in different technical manifestations as well as other classic visual representations during the printing press era. (*iii*) Then I describe how similar approaches have been exploited in other computer domains such as human computer interaction, pedagogical coding environments, and tangible interactions. (*vi*) And last I will present some contemporary art and design pieces sharing the same principles.

3.1 Introduction

One of the major problems of dynamic visualizations is to process a dynamic change, which is easily predictable by the user [Cottam et al., 2012]. Designing a system that can operate a predictable change is not trivial. And it is even less trivial when the user is not specially trained to use the system. Due to the limited number of established guidelines in the domain, our research and design draws inspiration from dynamic visual representations throughout time, from antique systems to the computer era.

Visual representations of abstract information can be defined either by a visual mapping correspondence with the data [Bertin, 1977], by a binding of the data to a tangible object [Vande Moere, 2008, Jansen et al., 2013], or by providing a metaphor [Gentner, 1983, Blackwell, 2006, Lakoff and Johnson, 2008] to bind some properties of a concrete system to a representational system.

None of these ways of mapping or binding information provide a specific solution for visual dynamics representation. And even if most of our current information visualizations in the computer domain have dynamic properties due to interaction techniques [Heer and Shneiderman, 2012] such as, brushing and linking, dynamic queries, etc. these functions are limited to a fixed dataset and do not support dynamic data updates over time or dynamic remapping with the same representational system.
One of the possible reasons for these limitations, is that most of our current information visualizations are based on classical designs. For example, area charts are most likely visually inspired by 18th century graphical production in a domain called by [Beniger and Robyn, 1978] "statistical graphic". I hypothesize that during this era, the dataset was not updated as regularly as it is today. Moreover, the technical manifestations of visual representations were mostly based on ink and paper technologies, which are not amenable to dynamic changes.

However, since the year 1000 but before printing press, humans used other technologies to produce visual representations in many different ways [Schmandt-Besserat, 1996, Crump, 1992, Hsieh, 1981, Catepillán and Szymanski, 2012, Robson, 2003]. Independently from the technology, many of them are based on the manipulation of discrete objects spatially organized to express information.

In this chapter I will present some snippets of this history as well as some details of the technologies and representation mappings. I will start the chapter by introducing the use of discrete elements in the past for counting and then discuss different token-based systems. All these systems preceded the computer era. I will then briefly present some of the classical area charts created during the printing press era, and following later developments, the use of discrete elements in human computer interfaces, tangible interfaces and contemporary art and design information representation.
3.2 Pre computer era: A short history on the use of discrete elements for dynamic representation

Before the computing era, humans created many instruments to visually represent dynamic data and also to count, measure, and process data. Examples of these can be found in the artefacts we find in our daily life, for example clocks, thermometers, abacuses, monetary currency, among others (Figure 3.2). All of these instruments have specific types of data input functions, data storage functions, and provide a visual representation of the processed data.

In this section I will focus on a particular subset of these instruments, a subset regrouped by the common use of a discrete - sometimes manipulable - elements which stand for an information unit. In the majority of cases, these discrete elements are organized spatially and assembled with dynamic operations on the information units. These information units might be of any type: quantitative, qualitative or both.

In this category of instruments we can list different types of systems: tally marks, clays tokens (Figure 3.7), coins for money, beads and abacus, pawns in board games, pictograms, digital icons on virtual desktops, building blocks in educational games. These artefacts have different functions, for example simplifying counting, calculating, paying etc... Some of them are the result of a long history of design refinement and selection throughout the ages. Most of them are also dependent on specific cultural and technical rules. For instance, abacus processing is different according to culture, coins are part of the wider system of money regulated by law, and virtual icons are elements of a desktop metaphor environment. Despite these differences, these systems all provide a simple and pervasive means for manipulating abstract information dynamically. In this section I will present a short and non-exhaustive history of these instruments.
Perhaps one of the oldest and still in use forms of dynamic visual representation systems are tally mark systems. Tally marks (Figure 3.3) are discrete inscriptions of objects representing single units. In most cases, these are clustered spatially in groups of five for legibility and counting. These systems are useful for counting on-going events such as cyclic natural phenomena or scores in a game.

The oldest traces of such a system have been identified by Marshack [1972] on Ishango bones (18,000 to 20,000 B.C.) and Lebombo bones (35,000 B.C.), which are sets of bones dating back to the middle Palaeolithic to the Mesolithic era. Alexander Marshack interpreted the notches of the Ishango bones (Figure 3.4) as the first tally mark counting system hypothesizing that they could represent a lunar calendar. Even though the hypothesis that the notches are tally marks is accepted, there is no unanimously agreed upon interpretation of what these marks represent. For instance, Thompson [1996] hypothesized that these notches marked the menstruation cycles of the author.

The spatial encoding of tally marks evolved in different ways over time with different local cultures. Some used symbols to represent larger units, for example, the system used in China, Japan, and Korea [Hsieh, 1981] encodes the accumulation of five units in the character meaning "stop" (Figure 3.5). More modern tally systems have a more complex spatial organization for compactness while providing greater cardinality. For example, two types of signs could be used: dots and lines (Figure 3.6).

The initial motivation for tally mark systems came from the need to provide the following:

1. **A incremental writing system**: The intermediate inscriptions do not need to be erased or discarded to execute additive operations (e.g. adding an extra unit).

2. **A countable representation**: Even if a tally cluster indicates a fixed sum and offers a way of efficiently getting an idea of the count or quantity, it is still possible to see the smaller units to get more precision.

3. **One to one correspondence between the tally marks and the objects being counted**: for most of them the representation of the natural number N is represented by N repetitions of the chosen symbol.

Tally marks constitute a visual counting system composed of the incremental addition of discrete elements. Dynamic data are reflected...
in changes in the visual representation, allowing it to serve both as both a means of recording data over time (input) and a means of representing data with visual cues over time (output). This dual input-output capability of tally marks informs the designs of our systems presented in Chapters 4 and 5; these systems also provide a way to record and represent dynamic data over time.

3.2.2 Evolution of Tokens Systems (8000 B.C.)

Like tally marks, token-based systems have been in use for a long time, from 8000 B.C. to the current day. The appearance of the first tokens coincided with the invention of agriculture; according to Schmandt-Besserat [1996].

Unlike tally marks, which are not semantically related to what they represent, the first tokens were semantically defined: their shapes were determined by the kinds of goods they represented. Denise Schmandt-Besserat conjectures that they were used for trading. Today the majority of our use of tokens is in local trading, taking place independently from the mainstream monetary system, for example, in casinos, subways or automatic delivery machines. The primitive system of tokens is likely to have inspired the creation of coins. Coins differ from tokens in that they are part of the monetary system and semantically free, standing simply for units.

It is likely that token-inspired systems have had a long life in human history because they are very simple to understand, allow us to easily manipulate small quantities of data, and permit flexible computations.

In this subsection I present a selection of different artefacts that used tokens for different purposes before the computer era.
Clay tokens (8000 BC)

The first trace of a token-based system dates back to between 8000 and 3000 B.C. and was identified as such by Schmandt-Besserat [1996]. In her book “How writing came about”, she studies a collection of 8,162 tokens discovered in the Middle East (Iraq, Iran, Turkey).

Clay tokens were an archaic counting system based on small objects of many shapes representing units of different types of goods. A semantic value was assigned to the shape and etching of the token. For example, an ovoid shape represented a jar of oil, and a round shape represented a sheep. These tokens were used to count, process, and record the exchange of goods. As with tally marks, the tokens had a one to one correspondence with the goods they represented, one jar of oil was represented by one ovoid, two jars of oil by two ovoids, and so on. There is some evidence that these tokens had a socially defined “syntax”, Schmandt-Besserat [1996] reports that “tokens were arranged in lines of [tokens] of the same kind, with the largest units placed at the right”. It is possible that this spatial ordering already permitted visual comparison of two lines.

Tokens pre-dated the abstract numerical system; the token was a tool for concretizing the counting process. Other concrete counting routines still exist in our society today, for example, the use of our fingers. These methods have the benefit of functioning without the need to invoke our memory.

Clay tokens had many benefits compared to their previous technologies. They provided more flexibility than tally marks in information manipulation such as addition, subtraction, undo operations and corrections because they were tangible independent objects.
Storing Clay tokens: Envelops and Tablets (4000 BC)

The spatial flexibility of the clay token system makes it well suited to basic computations. On the other hand, this spatial flexibility also means that the positions of tokens are not fixed, thus making the system unsuitable as a means of storage.

Schmandt-Besserat [1996] points to the invention of token envelopes (Figure 3.9) as the first solution to address the increasing need for token storage in archives. A token envelope was basically a clay ball in which the tokens were placed and confined. Before placing the tokens in the envelope, the shapes of the tokens were impressed into the surface of the envelope. The number of units was reflected in the number of impressed shapes. The envelope could be unsealed to verify the count.

Four millennia later, a second method appeared when people realized that given the presence of the impressions, it was unnecessary to keep the tokens inside the envelope. Consequently, the clay tablet replaced the envelope, and the impressed tablet became the conventional means for recording token counts. Making markings on tablets with a pointed stylus subsequently became a system in its own right. This system had several new features, including (i) “pictographs” of the tokens, (ii) the ability to add layout elements such as strokes to create tables, and (iii) the ability to encode metadata so as to provide contextual information, for example, the names of people involved in an exchange.

As Robson [Robson, 2003] notes, some of the layouts were used to produce ordered data tables; in Section 3.3.2 I observe similar layouts in a different technical system.
3.2.3 Counting board (300 B.C. or before)

After the invention of impressed tablets and abstract notation to record counting information, but before the invention of written numbers, token systems evolved to support calculation. One example of such a system is the counting board (Figure 3.10) used by Babylonian, Greek and Roman civilizations to perform calculations. The board provided information-mapping units to tokens. In this system, unlike in the Sumerian system, tokens did not need different shapes. Simple pebbles without specific semantics replaced tokens. For this reason token no longer needed to be manufactured. Their value was defined by their position on the board. One of these boards was discovered on the island of Salamis (Figure 3.11).

The Salamis board was a marble tablet containing different marks. The most visible ones in the center of the tablet were a set of parallel lines equally divided by a vertical line. An X sign is marked every three intersections between the parallel lines and the horizontal line, and a semicircle is marked at the top of the intersections. Three sets of Greek symbols representing numbers are marked on the left, right and bottom of the tablet. The horizontal lines are used to assign the units to the tokens. The vertical line is used to separate the space for negative and positive numbers. A particular value is expressed by the position of the tokens on the tablets.

By abstracting the semantics of the tokens and dynamically assigning the units to tokens according to the spatial position, this system delivered several improvements to the previous system. On the counting board a token stands for a unit and not for a particular type of good as in the previous clay token system. Also, the assignment of the value is dynamic since the unit value of a token change according to its position on the lines. The counting board therefore enabled processing of larger numbers without requiring a large number of tokens; it also enabled more complex operations such as multiplication and division.

According to Stephen K. [2005] the roman numeral notation system is derived from the optimisation of a notation based on the counting board as shown in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10: Example of token counting board counting process: black dots represent tokens, all the tokens on the right of the vertical line are positive values, those on the left of the line are negative values; the horizontal line corresponds to 1, 5, 10 from bottom to top. In grey the notation in Roman numerals and in black in Arabic numbers.

Figure 3.11: Photos of a the Salamis Tablet. cf: http://www.computerhistory.org/revolution/calculators/1/1/128
3.2.4 Counting frame: Abacus, Soroban, Yupana

It is likely that the counting frame and abacus evolved from the counting board (Figure 3.12). A counting frame is a class of device having a frame that holds axes or a container with freely sliding tokens mounted on it. In the case of the abacus the tokens are beads, in the case of Yupana they are corn seeds, and in the case of kipu they are knots. The layout and logic of the abacus remains close to that of the counting board. The abacus mostly fixes the lines from the counting board into mechanical constraints. Abacuses were used before the written numeral system and are still in use today. Abacuses constrain token moves to a single dimension, which makes them easier to manipulate but restricts their flexibility. Similar to the counting board, the abacus supports addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. Yupana is a word meaning “count” in Quechua. This device is a two or three-dimensional frame delimiting several containers holding corn seeds, which are used as tokens. It has been conjectured that the value of a token is based on the position of corn in the containers.

However, the precise details of how the Incas used this device are yet not known. In a similar geographic area, the Maya used a counting system (Figure 3.14) based on two symbols which can be identified as tokens. George Ifrah [2001] describe this specific system of counting and its spatial organisation is explained in Figure 3.13.

Quipu came from the same civilisation and appears to provide a storage device. According to Garcilaso de la Vega [Joseph, 2011], the value of the knot also depends on its position on the cords. Each string has a different color, which might encodes other information according to O’Connor and Robertson [2001]. It is conjectured that the just as the Yupana had subsidiary containers, the Quipu had subsidiary cords.
3.2.5 Board games: Senet, Roman Tabula, Mancala (3000 BC)

Board games originating from Ancient Egypt have been identified as close relations of the counting board. The board games consist of boards with marks or physical constraints, and a set of rules. These boards are accompanied by small pieces similar to tokens, called pawns that are used either as counters, avatars, or other types of information. In most cases, movement of the tokens express state changes over time. In these board games, play is a sort of iterative dynamic computation, with the score changing with each step due to the action of one of the players.

One of the first board games discovered was the Senet (Figure 3.15 A.), which was played by Egyptian nobles. Several paintings of Pharaohs playing this game, as well as the board games themselves, have been discovered in the tombs of Pharaohs. The board is a grid of 30 squares arranged in three rows of ten. The precise rules of the game are still unknown.

Roman tabula (Figure 3.15 B.) is considered to be the ancestor of backgammon; a comprehensive description of how to play is available online. According to Kowalski [1998], Roman tabula was a popular game played by soldiers as well as nobles.

Mancala is a popular family of board games (Figure 3.15 C.) played in different continents, from Asia to Africa. The earliest traces of this game come from Africa 6 century AD. This family of board games consists of several lines of containers (the numbers of lines and containers can vary between different versions of the game). Two containers are larger than the other and used to hold the tokens won by the player. Tokens are pass from one container to the other, and the winner is the one who has the most tokens at the end of the game.

Figure 3.15: Different board game through ages, (A) Senet 3100 BC., (B) Roman tabula 480 C.E., (C) Mancala.

\[ http://www.bkgm.com/variants/Tabula.html \]
3.2.6 Coin and money system (600 BC till the current day)

A coin (Figure 3.16,A,B) is a round piece of hard material used to exchange a value. The earliest coins discovered are dated around the 6th century BC. Shortly after, coins from different cities of Greece appeared and spread around the Mediterranean. Since that time coins have been the most common embodiment of money. We still use coins today as a part of our monetary system.

Contrary to clay tokens, at one point in their history, coins became flat. This property permitted them to be stacked in columns, initially manually and later mechanically. These physical properties and others such as the diversity of sizes, weights, and values, led people to optimized their size and make specific arrangements and machinery to process them. During the 19th century, coin machines were created to automatically perform tasks similar to those performed by current computer processes with data, such as dispensing, counting, sorting, packaging. These systems sometimes provided a visual representation of the quantity of tokens by simple stacking. Coins can be considered to have evolved from the token system.
3.2.7 Building block: Froebel educative materials to teach numeracy (19th century A.D.)

Token-based systems have also been used for teaching mathematics, geometry and modelling to children. In the 19th century, schooling was only provided for children who already knew how to read and write. To democratize mathematical and geometrical education for illiterate children, Froebel ([Kraus-Bœlte and Kraus, 1892] designed educational materials, called “Gifts” (Figure 3.17). Some of the “Gifts” (3 to 10) are basically wooden blocks mapped to units according to their shape, as in the Sumerian clay token system. Unlike the clay tokens in the Sumerian system however, even if each shape corresponds to a specific unit, this unit is not semantically assigned to a specific type of good.

The mappings from unit values to Gifts are defined in a manual for teachers (Figure 3.18), with three types of exercises, those for learning geometry, those for learning mathematics, and those for modelling and aesthetics. The exercises are designed to teach mathematics and geometry using concrete counting and tangible manipulation to explain abstract numbers. This wooden block and unit mapping system is similar to the archaic clay token system cited before (Section 3.2.2) in several ways, but also differs in some respects to make it more suited to their application context.

Similarities:
1. has independent discrete elements
2. has values and semantics determined by shape
3. permits manipulation for counting
4. is simple to understand

Differences:
1. is related to a defined process
2. has stackable and 3d constructions

Figure 3.17: Froebel’s “Gift” No.3 contains 8 wooden cubes of the same size.

Figure 3.18: Froebel’s illustration of building blocks manipulation. In this case (A) a volume of 8 building blocks organized in a square and corresponding to Gift 3, (B) divide the volume by two, by pulling apart two blocks of 4 (C) look at the result over a different angle by rotating the parts.
Summary

In this subsection I have presented a short pre-computer era history of how people manipulated discrete elements in order to process abstract information. I have presented a variety of systems (Table 3.1) that enabled humans from different cultures and civilisations to count, store data, play, educate children, and perform trade. What these different systems share is their manipulation of discrete elements to represent more abstract information.

In all of these systems, the manipulation of these elements are bound to certain abstract functions and constrained by different types of limitations. For example, a clay token cannot be stacked and a pebble does not have meaning outside of the counting board. These systems were used by a population that was highly diverse in terms of educational level and social status, from the Sumerian farmers to the Egyptian aristocracy, from the Roman soldier to the German children of the 19th century. Finally we saw that most of these systems provide a dynamic representation as well as a data input and computational support.

While this survey is limited, it provides an overview of how people manipulated representations based on discrete elements before the computer era. From this survey we get a glimpse of the diversity in systems supported by these types of objects (Table 3.1) and also the dynamic, pervasive and simple nature of these systems. Throughout this dissertation, the designs of our visualisations are inspired by the properties and uses of such discrete elements, which bind to data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discrete element</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>Data types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tally</td>
<td>Tally marks</td>
<td>Numerical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clay token</td>
<td>Free manipulation</td>
<td>Numerical + categorical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clay token</td>
<td>Envelope</td>
<td>Numerical + categorical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clay token</td>
<td>Tablete</td>
<td>Numerical + categorical + metadata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pawn</td>
<td>Board games</td>
<td>Categorical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coins</td>
<td>Money</td>
<td>Numerical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pebble</td>
<td>Counting board</td>
<td>Numerical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knot</td>
<td>Quipu</td>
<td>Numerical + categorical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corn</td>
<td>Seeds</td>
<td>Numerical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yupana</td>
<td>Quantitative</td>
<td>Numerical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beads</td>
<td>Abacus</td>
<td>Numerical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building block</td>
<td>Educational toys</td>
<td>Numerical + categorical + aesthetics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3 The Printing Press era: from statistical graphics to the roots of information visualization

As we saw in the previous section, visual representation has a more extensive history than information visualisation in the computing domain. It is very likely that humans used visual representations to count and communicate information before they even had words to describe the concept of counting.

However, during the 18th century, states and organisations began to systematically collect data consisting of demographic and economical measures, which led to the beginning of “statistics”. Beniger and Robyn [1978] report that one of the tasks was to transform the data into visual representations, a domain named “statistical graphics”. During this period many new representations were developed that still prevail in our culture. An important example is the area chart, which includes barcharts, piecharts and others.

All of these charts were designed and produced on paper without manipulating discrete elements. The motivation for presenting this work here is to inspect the difference between these artefacts and previous ones. Furthermore, in Chapter 6 we will propose a technique for transforming these classic static charts into dynamic ones. And in Chapter 8 we will study how people can construct dynamic charts by manipulating discrete elements.

3.3.1 From line charts to area charts (1700-1800)

As observed by Friendly and Denis [Friendly and Denis, 2001], the 18th century was a very productive period for abstract graphs and visual representation. This period was the early beginning of the systematic collection of data and statistics, and new visual representations were required in order to understand and represent this data. These new practices and requirements were also simultaneous with several technical innovations such as colour printing and new lithographic procedures, which introduced new graphical possibilities.

From this period we can identified some of the first area-based charts. For instance Joseph Prietley (Figure 3.19) is credited with having produced full timeline charts (1765). According to Beniger

![A) Timeline of philosophe, Joseph Priestley, 1769. B) Barchart by William Playfair, 1786.](image)

Figure 3.19: A) Timeline of philosophe, Joseph Priestley, 1769. B) Barchart by William Playfair, 1786.
and Robyn [1978], a few years later in 1786, William Playfair wanted to reproduce these charts but ironically, due to lack of times data, he was constrained to producing the first paper-based barchart (Figure 3.19). Later he created the pie chart and the circle graph (Figure 3.20). Alexander von Humbolt, influenced by Playfair, combined these ideas to create the stack graph and the superimposed square for comparing areas.

These works had a great influence on information visualisation in general and are now part of common culture; we are able to easily produce them and use them in many contexts to communicate. And their widespread adoption is evidenced by the fact that most of them are implemented in generic computing tools such as Microsoft Excel.

Beniger and Robin describe this work as useful for “discrete quantitative comparisons” [Beniger and Robyn, 1978]. But apart from the timeline, all these charts are based on expressing an ensemble or sum of categorical data by mapping their values to an area filled by a graphical mark. We will later refer to this class of representation as an “area chart”.

During this period of history, collecting data, analysing it and producing a graphical representation, took long periods of time. It is perhaps for this reason, as well as the constraints posed by technology, that these charts were based on fixed elements. In Chapter 6 we will use the layouts previously defined for barcharts, piecharts and others to transform them into dynamic representations.
3.3.2 Otto Neurath Isotype. (1882-1945)

Like Playfair, Priestley and Von Humboldt, Otto Neurath used paper for his visual representations, but instead of using area, he reintroduced discrete elements to make his chart more accessible and easy to compose. Otto Neurath [Cat, 2010] was an Austrian professor of political economy in Europe during the last century. He strongly believed that statistical data and information such as scientific results should be accessible to everyone. This led Neurath to define a graphical system for informing citizens and children about their position in the world according to statistics. He named this method Isotype for “International System Of Typographic Picture Education”) [Neurath, 2009]. The Isotype method is composed of two mains components. One is to show numeracy via countable units. The other is to employ simple pictograms to indicate the semantics of these units.

The unitization of visualizations generated a segmented layout by the repetition of elements in lines. This recalls the layout structures displayed on the antique clay tablets (Section 3.2.2). Neurath argued that his approach of making a countable chart was easier to read than the previous area charts (Section 3.3.1). In addition, he claimed it provided further benefits:

1. the pictogram provides a semantic signifier for the unit
2. the division of the area into sub units permits one to count units and makes it easier to compare quantities between two categories (Figure 3.22)
3. the division of the area into equal sub units between two charts permits comparisons which wouldn’t be possible otherwise (Figure 3.23)

Neurath’s approach is based on keeping countability accessible both within a chart and between charts, and providing semantics for each countable unit. To achieve this goal, he subdivided the sum of the values into discrete sub units organized in a layout permitting comparison and countability between categories. The resulting pictures (Figure 3.22) with common graphical patterns recall the way

Figure 3.21: (A) Gerd Arntz designing one of the isotype pictograms, (B) A mold to print the isotype pictograms, (C) a assistant cutting pictograms in order to assemble them, (D) The result of assembling a set of pictograms.

Figure 3.22: “Home and Factory Weaving in England”, Each pictogram stands for a multiple. Each blue symbol represents 50 million pounds total production. Each black man symbol represents 10,000 home weavers, each red man symbol represents 10,000 factory weavers.

Figure 3.23: Explanation of the Isotype principle of countability (initially shown in London 1933 by the Isotype Institute.)
Sumerians organized their clay tablets (Figure 3.8 C). The design of the visualisation we present in Chapter 4 was inspired by this countability principle. Later, in Chapter 6 we design a method for making the transition between a countable element representation and an area chart representation. Also, in Chapter 7 we analyse the approach of Otto Neurath to define a new visualisation design paradigm.

3.3.3 “La graphique” and the semiology of graphics (1918-2010)

Jacques Bertin (1918-2010) is a famous cartographer, well known for investigating the theoretical foundations of the modern information visualisation domain [Card et al., 1999]. He is also recognized as having identified visual variables (Figure 3.25) which are the basic components of visualisation. He classified these into two groups, the spatial variables (position of the mark) and the retinal variables (properties of the mark). The spatial variables are the positions on the plan, the retinal are the visual aspects. In his book “The semiology of graphics” [Bertin, 1973] he defined “graphics” as a monosemic system of signs based on those variables:

A system is monosemic when the meaning of each sign is known prior to observation of the collection of signs. An equation can be comprehended only when the unique meaning of each term has been specified. A graphic can be comprehended only when the unique meaning of each sign has been specified (by the legend).

(…)

On the other hand, in graphics, with a diagram or map, for example, each element is defined before hand. The perceptual process is very different and translates into the question: Given that such a sign signifies such a thing, what are the relationships among all the signs, among all the things represented?

(…)

This agreement is then used to discuss the assembly of signs and chain the proposals in a sequence of evidence. Visualization can become indisputable, that is to say related to the three dimensions of spatial perception. On this point, mathematics and graphics are similar and allows rational processing.

Bertin’s definition of graphics as a monosemic system of signs, is
particularly illuminating for explaining the visual mapping process. We identify four major actions in his definition:

1. the attribution of a meaning (data properties) to a visual sign (visual mark)
2. an agreement between people on the meaning of this visual sign
3. the assembly of signs
4. the possibility of discussing and analysing the assembly of these signs according to this agreement.

Bertin’s “Semiology of graphics” was published just before the introduction of the first computer with a graphical user interface. Even if he saw potential in computers for providing the technical means to analyse and visualize data, he used mainly tangible media, such as printed papers and photography, to construct his visualizations (Figure 3.24). In the book “La graphique et le traitement graphique de l’information” [Bertin, 1977], he described how he dynamically manipulated and assembled marks printed on papers (Figure 3.24,A) and how he used sets of dominos (Figure 3.26) to construct and reorder 2d matrices (Figure 3.24,B). After manipulating these tangible media, he captured the version he wanted to communicate using a camera or photocopier. Like Neurath, in these two cases Bertin dynamically assembled a representation through operations such as sorting, ordering and others, and then fixed the visual representation, which also captured the different operations of sorting, ordering etc. Another point that is important to note is that Bertin used both discrete elements that could be manipulated (dominos in matrices) and grouped data elements (printed bar chart) to construct the composition of a visualization. However we do not know whether he used a similar approach for dynamically updating datasets.
In the previous subsection (Section 3.2.1) we saw how discrete elements were used before the computer era, then we saw how these techniques were applied using paper as the medium (Section 3.3). In this section I will survey the design of a similar approach for different purposes in human computer interaction. Human computer interaction is a field that emerged around 1970 [Myers, 1998, Myers et al., 2000] from the need to understand and predict how humans control a computer, with the objective of minimising the occurrence of errors and optimising actions.

Before 1970, people interacting with computers were trained by professional experts. The introduction of devices such as personal computers with a screen, a mouse and a keyboard, as well as the introduction of interaction metaphors such as the desktop, windows, icons and menus, stimulated a radical change and democratized computer technology, making it available to less expert audiences. In this subsection I will review some of the concepts and techniques related to discrete individual elements, which stand for information items.

### 3.4.1 Graphical user interfaces and metaphors

The currently popular interaction paradigm of having an interface that can be directly manipulated, i.e. where the elements of interest are visible on the screen and can be manipulated using a pointing device, was first introduced by Ivan Sutherland with his Sketchpad [Sutherland, 1963] (Figure 3.28) prototype in 1963. With the aid of a light pen device, the user can create shapes, select them, move them, and change their size.

Later, in 1973, Kay [1989] introduced the desktop metaphor at Xerox PARC to design the Xerox Alto computer. However, the interface was based on only a menu and windows system; the icon system had not yet been introduced. Two years later, Kay’s Phd student David Canfield Smith, invented icons: “(a) visual entities called icons, subsuming the notions of variable, reference, data structure, function and picture.” [Smith, 1975]. Pygmalion, the system he was working on at that time, was the first custom visual programming interface. Later, Smith became the chief designer of the Xerox Star. The Xerox Star was the first commercial personal computer with a Graphical User Interface [Smith et al., 1987] (Figure 3.29), and when working on
this device, Smith added icons to the interface. In this interface, the icons (Figure 3.27) refer to a paper metaphor: files are represented by rectangles with text inside like a paper sheet, the folders follow the same metaphor structurally – they contain files – and graphically – their function is signified by an icon that graphically represents a folder. Icons are symbolic representations that are particularly interesting. They are discrete marks on a desktop that graphically signify independent elements and can be manipulated to deliver particular functions. Concretely, a user of the Xerox Star can select an icon simply by pointing to it with a mouse and re-organise their icons on the desktop, although the original spatial organisation of icons was constrain by a grid. Later the drag-and-drop function was invented and the grid was relaxed.

Icons have some similarities to the Sumerian tokens such as the fact that they: (i) have independent discrete elements (ii) have fixed semantics defined by symbols (iii) can be manipulated into different spatial organisations, (vi) are simple to understand. On the other hand, they also different from Sumerian tokens in that they: (i) are visual and not tangible, (ii) consist of textual as well as pictorial information, (iii) do not provide the means to count, even though they provide the means to organise sets (folders). (vi) and can be generated or deleted as needed.

The icons and desktop metaphor have been very successful. To cope with the flow of information on desktops, some authors such as Mander et al. [1992], created a “pile” metaphor for supporting casual organization of information flow. This technique is based on the idea of demarcating areas to represent sets of individual elements.

To address the accumulation of icons on the desktop, designers and computer scientists began to create other metaphors that could provide more space than a single desktop. For example, Data Montain [Robertson et al., 1998] is based on a metaphor that models a 3d desktop environment (Figure 3.30), allowing document icons to be positioned anywhere on a virtual inclined plane. The metaphor provides more space for icons and creates a setup where they don’t overlap.

Agarawala and Balakrishnan [2006] introduced the BumpTop system (Figure 3.31) to explore the application of physical properties to the virtual desktop metaphor. In BumpTop, icons have physical properties so that gravity and collision management are incorporated. BumpTop also offers different layout interaction techniques to organize icons into comparable assemblies, such as piles or mosaics.
3.4.2 Assembly of visual building blocks for learning, modelling, designing

Influenced by the work of Froebel (Section 3.2.7) some researchers adapted this idea to programming languages to create “Scratch” [Resnick, 2007]. They used the building block idea as a visual metaphor for programming, created the “command block” [Papert, 1999, Resnick et al., 2009].

These blocks represent variables, statements, expressions and control structures; the process is to snap them together to do the programming. This approach was so successful that “Scratch” now has a few hundred thousand users [Monroy-Hernández, 2012] and its logic is integrated into the programming interfaces of commercial products such as Lego Mindstorms. In their exploration of the design space of “Scratch” (Figure 3.32), Maloney et al. [Maloney et al., 2010] report the following dimensions as a possible factors of success: 1) a single window interface, 2) liveness and tinkerability, 3) Making execution visible, 4) No error messages, and 5) Making data concrete.

In computer graphics, the adaptation of Froebel visual building blocks was also beneficial. The best example is the work of Stiny [1980]. Stiny defined a computable shape grammar (Figure 3.33) based
on the Froebel Gifts to assist computer-aided design (Figure 3.34). The
generative properties of this work inspired several works on proce-
dural modelling [Müller et al., 2006], computer aided design [Renner
and Ekárt, 2003] and mechanical engineering design [Hsu and Woon,
1998]. Stiny’s contribution is to define a constructive computable
language of shape designs. Our work is inspired by the same idea
but the goal of our approach is specific to information visualisation
and not to computer graphics in general.

3.4.3 Summary on token like metaphors in GUI

In this subsection I have presented a some elements of history of
graphical user interface development for providing simpler ways
for non-experts to manipulate information using computers. This
evolution took place around a set of technologies, including the
mouse, icons, desktop metaphors and the idea of direct manipulation.
I argue that successful democratization of computer usage was in
large part due to the use of metaphors and discrete elements that can
be manipulated with simple procedures. We also presented different
projects that attempted to provide solutions for managing constant
flow of information and masses of documents, or simply supported
new styles of desktop organization based on physical simulations.

Most of these extensions to the desktop metaphor are based on
mimicry of physical forces and/or phenomena to provide ways of
organizing, arranging and assembling the icons in ways that could be
more easy to process. Finally, I also presented a few approaches using
the Froebel Building block idea either for learning programming or
for creating a computable grammar shape. Common to all these GUI
examples (desktop metaphor, programming environment, and shape
grammar) is the use of discrete elements. These elements stand for
abstract data and constitute part of a metaphor for manipulating
abstract systems. I summarise this view in Table 3.2. We also see
how using analogy and metaphors is a common and effective process
for defining computer user interfaces. As Carroll et al. [1987] notes,
metaphor provides different benefits with respect to simplifying the
interactions.

3.4.4 Tangible user interactions

In response to graphical user interfaces, in 1997, Ishii and Ullmer
[1997] proposed a new view on interfaces. From the observation that
we are living in a physical world and we have developed various work
practices for manipulating information in this environment, they pro-
posed the creation of tangible interfaces going beyond the traditional
graphical user interface paradigm and embodied in tangible objects.
A few years later, Ullmer et al. [2005] discuss, in the context of tangi-
ble interfaces, the concept of tokens to manipulate digital information.
His model is based on several examples I already presented, such as
board games (Section 3.2.5), abacuses (Section 3.2.4) and others.
Ullmer proposed a tangible interaction model in which digital in-

Figure 3.35: Structure mapping example of Gentner [1983] for the analogy “The
atom is like the solar system”. Top: mapping of planet and sun to electron and
nucleus. Bottom: properties common to the electron and nucleus. Not all prop-
erties of one system could apply to the second, but most of them.
formation is represented by physical tokens. In this system, logical constraints on the information are mapped to physical constraints. Ullmer explained that the relation between these two elements could be interpreted as an interaction event and as a trigger for digital actions. This approach is very powerful, since it can also be applied to analyses of previously introduced dynamic visual representations such as slider bars.

In this model Ullmer et al. distinguish between three types of token-based approachâȂĂŻs (Figure 3.36):

A **Interactive surfaces** are the devices or the techniques for manipulating physical objects on an augmented planar surface [Schäfer et al., 1997, Jordà et al., 2007]. Objects are used as physical controllers of digital objects.

B **Token + constraint** systems are similar to abacuses. They are systems that are most often used for manipulating abstract data that doesn’t have a physical counterpart. These systems are based on two types of elements: tokens, which can be manipulated, and constraints, which provide a frame limiting the possible interactions between the tokens. Constraints are also providing clues for interpreting these interactions. In chapter Chapter 6, our visualisation design is inspired by a token + constraint approach in a visual environment.

C **Constructive assembly** is based on the idea that tokens can be used as modular interconnecting building blocks to model more complex systems such as the Froebel system (Section 3.2.7). In the second part of this thesis (Part III) I explored the potential for using constructive assembly to define and study a token-based paradigm for information visualisation design.

A famous example of a tangible interface, token + constraints design project is Bishop’s “Marble answering machine” (Figure 3.37). In
this mock-up of a telephone answering machine. Each incoming voice message is represented by a marble of a different colour. The Marbles are released from a hole in the machine and physical constraints guide their flow to an area where they can stack. Then by grasping a marble and putting it into a container one can hear the message. Marbles can also be annotated or stored in groups inside other types of containers. The marble answering machine can be analysed as a token + constraints system, marbles standing for tokens and physical constraints creating a stacking assembly representing the number of remaining messages.

Building block approach in tangible interfaces

In the domain of tangible interfaces a lot of work has been done on manipulating discrete elements mapping to data to form a constructive assembly (Figure 3.38). Some of these interfaces are based on the idea of building blocks [Parkes et al., 2006, Girouard et al., 2007, Roberto et al., 2011, Schweikardt and Gross, 2006, Raffle et al., 2004, Wyeth and Wyeth, 2001] and some directly refer to the original idea of Froebel gifts [Anderson et al., 2000, Frei et al., 2000, Girouard et al., 2007, McCormack et al., 2004, Schweikardt and Gross, 2006, Raffle et al., 2004]. What they share is the basic idea that independent discrete elements can be assembled by construction to provide a more complex element. Most of these devices are used for pedagogical purposes. For instance, Smart block [Girouard et al., 2007] is a material to learn the mathematical principles behind volume. Ar block [] is a tangible programming environment. Topobo [Raffle et al., 2004] provides a means to model kinetic relations between blocks by example so that children can efficiently program the movement of robots. Roblock [Schweikardt and Gross, 2006] and Curly bot [Frei et al., 2000] both serve as pedagogical material. In these examples, the uses of discrete elements simplify complex abstract concepts for children.
Use of discrete elements also began to be applied by different people to information visualization. I identify several examples of people discussing the use of tangible building blocks such as Lego [Hunger, 2008, Wilson, 2012] to build their own visual representations. In these cases I can identify different user profiles in the population, such as InfoVis non-experts [Hunger, 2008, Wilson, 2012] and data scientists (Figure 3.39) who exploit the simplicity and pervasiveness of these tools. In the second part (Part III) of this dissertation I analyse some of these practices.

3.4.5 Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discreet element</th>
<th>System, Metaphor</th>
<th>Data types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Icons</td>
<td>Operating system, Desktop</td>
<td>Files, Set of files, program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command blocks</td>
<td>Programming environment, Building blocks</td>
<td>Variable, function, statement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building blocks</td>
<td>Computable shape grammar, Building blocks</td>
<td>Null</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glume project</td>
<td>Modelling and visualizing, null</td>
<td>Three dimensional data sets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart block, null</td>
<td>Mathematical Manipulative, Unit</td>
<td>Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topobo, null</td>
<td>Educational activities, Kinetic information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this section I considered two technical media for manipulating discrete elements: interaction on screen, and interaction with tangible elements. Different approaches to manipulating discrete elements are listed by Ullmer: i) Interactive surfaces, ii) tokens + constraints iii) and constructive assembly. Constructive assembly was exemplified in the survey by building blocks, sometimes as a metaphor, sometimes as a device. All of these elements provide a means of manipulating and controlling different types of abstract data, such as files, sets of files, variables, functions, statements, units, or kinetic information. Most of these systems are used to reduce the degree of complexity of a previous system. They are all used for interacting in a dynamic fashion. This collection of systems has inspired me to use similar types of approach in designing my dynamic visualisation systems for non-experts.
3.4.6 Tokens in Information Visualization

Recently, token-based information visualizations have emerged as a trend in the InfoVis community [Jetter et al., 2011, Steven Drucker, 2013, Rzeszotarski and Kittur, 2014, Yi et al., 2005, Vande Moere, 2002]. However, few studies exist on how people manipulate tokens as part of a visual mapping process. Here we summarize existing token-based visualisation techniques.

Yi et al. [2005] use a magnet metaphor to map multivariate data. Data dimensions are mapped to “magnets” and by moving these, data points are attracted depending on their value for the respective data dimension (Figure 3.40). Each data point can be seen as a token, though tokens are not interactive objects here and can only be indirectly manipulated through the “magnets”.

During the time of this research, several new token-based visualisation techniques have been presented in conferences; some based on screen such as SanDance [Steven Drucker, 2013], and Kinetica [Rzeszotarski and Kittur, 2014] and other with tangibles tokens [Jetter et al., 2011].

Jetter et al. [2011] use physical tokens to represent queries in a faceted search on a tabletop. Each token is a physical object representing a search facet. By manipulating the tokens, one can create a query through a hybrid interface.

SandDance [Steven Drucker, 2013] by Steven Drucker et al. is an information visualisation system (Figure 3.41). Focused on a “natural user interface”, Sanddance allows users to see individual records (data points map to grain of sand) and their overall structure. From a menu, users can map data attributes into different visual token (“sand”) to reveal patterns within the dataset. The system is designed to manipulate hundreds of thousands of tokens. The manipulation is operated by touch interactions and is never directly on the tokens. The transitions between the view are animated. Each grains of “sand” is moving to the new mapping position to constitute the new visual representation.

Rzeszotarski and Kittur [2014] visualize multivariate data as tokens and combine these with physical affordances (Figure 3.42). In their multitouch system, data are mapped to points, which are equivalent to tokens. The system provides a set of virtual tools that allow users to build a representation by changing points’ positions, appearances, and interactivity.

3.4.7 Summary

In this section I considered several dynamic tangible and on screen visualisation based on discreet manipulative element. Most of the on-screen visualizations are using either a metaphor [Steven Drucker, 2013, Yi et al., 2005] to aid the user comprehension, or physically simulated constraints [Steven Drucker, 2013, Yi et al., 2005] to manipulate the visual tokens. None of these systems provide a way to visualize a datastream or to author the visualization.
3.5 **Information art and design based on element assembling**

Lau and Vande Moere [2007] describe an information aesthetic continuum that spans from information visualisation to visualisation art. They observed that visualisation art often focuses on novel techniques for mapping data. In this subsection I focus on visualizations created by artists and designers.

In this domain, there is a broad range of representations involving the mapping of discrete elements to quantities. In the following section I described examples that explicitly use this approach. Some of these examples are used to represent dynamic data.

Pindices [Barry and Kimbell, 2005] (Figure 3.43) is a work of art created by Lucy Kimbell in collaboration with the sociologist Andrew Barry. The objective of the project was to “make political activity visible”. To do so the artist installed several 2m-high plastic tubes in a public space during an event. They filled the tubes with badges, each tube containing badges of a different colour. They asked the public to reply to a question by picking a badge.

The badges in each tube stand for a particular response. In this way, the quantity of badges in the tubes would decrement over time and reveal the distribution of responses to the question.

“The Dumpster” [Levin, 2006] (Figure 3.44) is a good example of this aesthetic trend. The work visualizes a collection of 20,000 blog posts, extracting posts related to breakups of romantic relationships over the course of a year. “The Dumpster’s” visual encoding uses “bubbles” (similar to our previously presented tangible tokens) for presenting each romantic behavior collected in blog posts. These bubbles are organized according to physical forces. The “bubble visualization” is linked to a pixel based visualisation which provides an aggregated view over the course of the year but does not provide a transition between the aggregated area and the tokens.
“We feel fine” [Harris, 2012] (Figure 3.45) is a well-known website which defines itself as “An exploration of human emotion, in six movements”.

Like “The Dumpster”, this website represents extracted blog-posts containing emotional words collected over the world. To show these elements in a visualization, the author, Jonathan Harris, uses rounded shapes that are spatially organized around templates such as bar charts. These templates permit quantitative analyses and serendipitous findings. Clicking on each token allows the user to view details.

Jordan [2008], in his artworks series “Running the Numbers” (Figure 3.46), produces monochromes based on accumulation of elements to express statistics about these elements. For instance, to represent the number of gun-related deaths in the US in 2004 (29,569), he painted 29,569 handguns on a canvas (Figures 3.46 and 3.47). Some of his canvas have a layout, some do not. This work shows how accumulation of individual discreet element (Figure 3.47) can be highly adapted to communicate emotions.

“US debt” [demonocracy.info, 2012] (Figure 3.48) is a famous infographic of the US debt, based on the accumulation of $100 bills. This infographic video uses a storytelling process to provide a sense of scale between a unit token (100 dollars), which is commonly known, and the amount of US Debt at that time, which is not commonly known, $122.1 trillion. To bridge the gap between the unit and the total sum, no aggregation process is used; instead, a viewport zooms out and large objects are displayed so as to allow visual comparison. However, the aggregation is only achieved by scaling down since the purpose of the infographic is to convey the scale of the debt by relating it to the size of $100 bills.

Recently the design studio Vitamin [Vitamin, 2013] presented a device called the “Lego Calendar” (Figure 3.49). The Legocalendar is a time and resource planner for teamwork based on Legoblocks. It is positioned vertically on a wall. Each row represent a month,
each rectangle represents a day of the week. One Legobrick represents a human resource. Software automatically synchronizes a digital version online based on the tangible Legoversion.

There also exist other initiatives in which calendars are built from Lego bricks, such as Knud Molenbach’s Lego wall prototype [George Fitzmaurice, 2009], or Pinata design agency’s similar system in [Pinata, 2009]. We present two further instances of this type in Chapter 7.

3.6 Summary

In this section, I sketched from various snippets through time, a brief history of visual representation systems based on manipulative discreet individual elements. This history was given through four different time frames. First, I considered artifacts from the pre-computing era and the printing press era; then I surveyed the early days of human-computer interaction to the current day; finally I reviewed some pieces from contemporary art and design. From these four time periods I identified artifacts from different domains: counting devices, memorizing devices, table games, pedagogical material, exchange devices, computers interfaces. This collection of artifacts has spread through time, space, cultures and populations, and strongly supports the claim that discrete elements have been one of the primary instrument for manipulating dynamic visual representations of information over time. This overview provides the motivation for the research and designs presented in this dissertation.

We also noted that discrete elements were previously treated as tokens by Ullmer et al. [2005] in the domain of tangible interfaces. The same author also recognised the possibility of using such elements to manipulate computer systems. Ullmer et al. define three styles of mapping for token-based tangible interface architectures: Spatial, Relational and Constructive. In this research, I will apply this approach to the visual encoding of information on screen. In the first part of this thesis, I will explore the Spatial and Relational token-based approaches to inspire my design of dynamic information visualizations. In the second part of this dissertation, I will investigate the token-based Constructive assembly approaches to define a new information visualisation design paradigm inspired by the examples presented in this history.

This token-based paradigm will instruct all my design and research. My motivation for that is: (i) this approach seems to withstand the test of time and is widespread, (ii) this approach gives us a typical pattern for simplifying complex elements in computer science, and (iii) this approach has yielded successful outcomes in many dynamic visual representation systems.
Part II

Dynamic Data Analysis for Non-Experts
In the previous related work chapter (Chapter 2) we identified that backchannel use and crowdsourcing could be a great application domains to experiment with dynamic visualizations for the general public. To the best of our knowledge previously there was no generic visualisation technique to visualize dynamic data for the general public. This part of the dissertation is focused on our first research problem posed in the question: could dynamic information visualisation be useful for the general public? To study this problem we first decomposed it into two sub questions: Problem 1.1 Is it feasible for the general public to process and analyse dynamic data? and Problem 1.2 is how can dynamic data be visualized for this audience?

In order to gain knowledge about the feasibility of using dynamic data visualisation for the general public (Problem 1.1) we present the design, deployment and evaluation of three different systems. Each of these systems have been deployed “in the wild”. We use the phrase “in the wild” as commonly used in human computer interaction domain to denote real world situations, where the researchers do their best to not interfere and to impose no controls. Two of the three - PolemicTweet and Bubble-TV - were specifically designed to engage audiences into a dynamic annotation and tagging process during the event. The first system, called “PolemicTweet” (Chapter 4) was design to engage the audience of a conference to produce structured tag through microposting in order to index the video tape of the event. The second system “Bubble-T” (Chapter 5), was designed to visualize in real time the opinion of Twitter users about the French presidential candidate during the 2012 national presidential campaign. From this second system we derived a third one “Bubble-TV” (Chapter 5). Bubble TV was designed to process a dynamic poll along with a TV show and gather metadata during the TV show. All of these systems used a social network as a communication channel to process the set of pre-defined tasks.

The visual encoding design of all of these systems were inspired by a token-based approach describe in previous chapter (Chapter 3). They all apply this idea in a different manner, and in progress through these three systems this token-based approach was refined incrementally. The first system, “PolemicTweet” (Chapter 4), visually encoded each tweet into a little square that were stacked one after the other into a barchart setup. Updating of this visual encoding was abrupt and lacked continuity. This motivated us to introduce smooth transitions in the next system by using a physical simulation. We implemented this in “Bubble T” (Chapter 5), where each tweets was encoded into as round shape and a physical simulation was used to assemble them in a barchart. Both of these visual encodings limited the amount of data that could be displayed over time, to solve this problem we merge these techniques with classical area chart in “Bubble-TV” (Chapter 5). From these different iteration we structured and defined a novel design metaphor: “Visual Sedimentation”.
Visual Sedimentation (Chapter 6) is a design metaphor that can be used to visualize dynamic data. This metaphor unifies our three previous design iterations and addressed our second sub problem: (Problem1.2) how to visually encode dynamic data for the general public. This metaphor provides a way to illustrate the various stages of dynamic data: appearing of new data, accumulating with previous data, and the aggregation of data to provide a context over time. In the Chapter 6 we defined the sedimentation process as it appears in the physical environment and describe how we selected some physical sedimentation properties to applies as a metaphor for dynamic visualization. To facilitate the design of visualizations using this metaphor we implemented a toolkit. We then explored the design space provided by this toolkit and present a group of variant visualizations.
4 
PolemicTweet: Engaging Audience in a Dynamic Data Analysis Process

The literature review discussed in Chapter 2, allow to identified few systems that already used the general public social activity surrounding an event to annotate and index videotape of the event. However in the context of these systems, the data analysis and visualization process were mostly static. In those cases, when the event happened, people’s social activities were recorded and later the data gathered was processed and tagged either by an algorithm or by crowdsourcing. Finally the visualized data were used to index a videotape of the event. We also identified in Chapter 2 that this process either generated some cost, or was slow, and it was not immune from ambiguity.

This situation seems to be a great application domain to evaluate our first problem Problem1 Is it feasible for the general public to perform dynamic data analysis? In this chapter we 1 Extend the previously describe process by introducing a different dynamic data visualisation component. For this purpose we designed a system and a protocol that engage the audience of the event in structured tagging activity of their own social activity.

Comparing this dynamic data analysis with the existing static data analysis approach suggests that dynamic data analysis by non-experts is possible, and also provides useful, quick and economic information. It also suggests that dynamic data analysis by non-experts may benefit both the public and the organisation of the event by providing instruments that involve the audience into the interpretation process of the event.

1 Portions of this chapter were previously published in [Huron et al., 2013a]. Thus, any use of “we” in this chapter refers to Samuel Huron, Petra Isenberg and Jean Daniel Fekete, and also Raphael Veit, Karim Hamidou, Yves Marie Haussonne from IRI development team.

Figure 4.1: Additional resources:
Online System:
http://polemictweet.com/
Metadata player code source:
https://github.com/IRI-Research/metadataplayer
In this first case study, I designed a new system with the goal of crowdsourcing dynamic data analysis. This was achieved by the design and deployment of PolemicTweet. PolemicTweet is a web-based structured video stream tagging, browsing, and analysis system. We present in this chapter the design the results of a long-term evaluation of the system under live deployment. The system is unique in that it supports a wide variety of related activities ranging from video tagging to analysis and provides its different components offering a variety of benefits for different kinds of audiences. PolemicTweet was developed in response to the need for effortless but rich video tagging for event recordings and their subsequent browsing and analysis. A number of organizations in the world, including the Pompidou Center, regularly organize midsized conference-style events, with audiences of 25-300 attendees. Many of these events are recorded using videos for archival purposes or for sharing on the web. For example, a rapidly growing global audience regularly follows the TED events series [TED, 2013]. However, with current online video players it is difficult to get additional information on a recorded video. Video metadata does not generally give good information scent about the events unfolding during the course of a video, such as the topic(s) covered, controversies that may have arisen, or reactions of the audience to a speaker shown in the video. This is because videos are complex to summarize, analyse, search and browse. Yet, we argue that providing additional information scent is highly valuable to external viewers for both casual browsing and deeper video analysis.

We thus, designed PolemicTweet to capture structured annotations in a cost-effective manner and provide this information for perusal. The captured metadata is meant to help both casual browsing and analysis of video content. PolemicTweet also provides visual summarization of annotations captured during live events and includes additional features for search and browsing. We specifically contribute a web-based solution to video annotation and analysis that is
easy to deploy and use. It is engaging in that the annotation phase offers benefits to participants beyond their involvement in a tagging activity. PolemicTweet is a well-rounded system of integrated components and has been evaluated in a long-term study involving the capture and annotation of video from 27 different events over one year.

4.2 Motivation

Our design of PolemicTweet was motivated by the proliferation of microblogging activities at live events associated with our organization: the “Institut de recherche et d’innovation du Centre Pompidou” (IRI). IRI is a research association focusing on the study of cultural practices enabled by digital technologies. A part of IRI’s activities is to organize seminars (Figure 4.3) on subjects such as philosophy, design, and digital cultures. A typical seminar is video recorded. A formal procedure of human annotation and tagging on the video footage was used to follow the event in order to make the videos more searchable and comprehensible. This video annotation task was generally assigned to interns (often archivist students) using a custom software called “Ligne de temps” [Puig et al., 2007]. This process had several major disadvantages: without having attended the event, the job was tedious and time-consuming for the student, and costly for the organization.

After this internal annotation process, the video recordings were published online on a web platform displaying the same annotation interface as “Ligne de temps” (Figure 4.4). In addition to the first set of annotations, the attendees of the event were allowed to add further annotations. However, the participation remained low: the interface for annotation was designed for an expert user and did not entice the public participation we had wished for. Also at the end the annotation was based on just one person’s interpretation of the video which is not representative of how the public appreciated the video content.
The previous process was a typical static analysis process: data (the video) is produced at one time and then later it is analysed and annotated by a someone. This process takes a long time. To optimize this problem IRI had already started to transform the static process into a dynamic one by developing a note-taking mode in “Ligne de temps”. The intern or somebody else at IRI then had to take some notes during the conference, the software timestamped these notes, and later these notes were re-synchronized with the video. This dynamic system was useful but its best use was limited to the organizers.

From these past experiences, we wanted to expand the dynamic analysis process by including the conference in the process. To do this we decided to take advantage of the micropost data produced by the audiences attending our events. The resulting system, PolemicTweet, was, thus, motivated by three goals:

1. Engage the audience to tweet and to crowdsource video annotation and tagging,
2. Provide a visual backchannel to incite people to tag their tweets with predefined tags and thus provide structured annotations,
3. Provide a easily accessible tools in an encompassing system that spans the whole process from annotation to video analysis.

In order to reduce the complexity of the annotation process we decided to make it more engaging and to open the process to a wider audience. As indicated in Goal 1 above, we opted for a crowdsourced solution. Crowdsourcing was a promising solution since the behaviour of participants in live events has evolved due to two digital enablers: microblogging and portable devices. The speaker nowadays is no longer the only information channel during an event, a second information channel (backchannel) is now regularly used:
the audience’s tweets. This discussion is the data source we wanted to leverage for video annotation and analysis in our tool PolemicTweet.

4.3 Video and sentiment analysis

To analyze or study an event, video recordings and/or audio tapes are frequently used [Allen, 1989]. For this reason the study and design of video analysis software is a popular topic in information retrieval [Hauptmann, 2005], computer human interaction [Diakopoulos et al., 2009, Abowd et al., 2003, Mackay and Beaudouin-Lafon, 1998, Roschelle and Goldman, 1991], computer supported collaborative work [Cockburn and Dale, 1997, Schroeter et al., 2011, Engström et al., 2012], and visual analytics [Daniel and Chen, 2003, Ruppert and Kohlhammer, 2010, Tonomura et al., 1993, Parry et al., 2011] as well as hypertext [Aubert and Prié, 2005].

In this section, we discuss efforts most closely related to our goals and solutions in regards to our video analysis interface and tweet sentiment analysis.

4.3.1 Video content analysis

Mackay and Beaudouin-Lafon [1998] designed DIVA, DIVA was one of the earliest systems on video annotation, tagging, and analysis (Figure 4.5). Mackay synchronized records of metadata with her video records, such as the movements of a mouse on a screen, with her video records.

Nowadays recorded metadata is often taken from real-time web social services like chat or microblogging. PolemicTweet relates to this trend but asks Twitter users to tag their own tweets for structured annotation. Another solution that aids in the process of video analysis has been to support multiple analysts in parallel. Cockburn and Dale [1997], for example, designed and developed CEVA a synchronous collaborative video annotation system that focuses on supporting parallel analysis. Parallel analysis is based on the idea that multiple video analysts (five in their prototype) share their analyses in real-time for distributing the workload. The authors argue that this synchronicity property offers two potential benefits: 1) synergy of group participation and 2) distributing the analysis workload. We were particularly interested in supporting the synchronicity property for the PolemicTweet tagging phases to similarly take advantage of the synergy of the audience during event recording. The Videolyzer tool [Diakopoulos et al., 2009] also includes an asynchronous formal semantic tagging tool to increase information quality by allowing users to collaboratively organize their comments on the video. Their tool differs from ours in that we did not want to rely on a complex tagging interface in order to more easily spur user tagging in real-time during the event. Nevertheless, Videolyzer inspired the social use case scenario of PolemicTweet.
Transcripts, tweets, and other temporal data streams are often used to annotate video. In the case of temporal data composed of text, it is common to use named-entity recognition, sentiment analysis, and natural language processing to recognize and tag events of interest. When we started developing PolemicTweet, sentiment classification methods used on tweets were not as effective as on classical natural language corpora due to the limited length of tweets and the common use of shortened and non-standard English words [Pang and Lee, 2008]. Now, the combination of different techniques from machine learning [McCarthy et al., 2005], semantic rule based approaches [Jiang et al., 2011], and graph-based optimization [Speriosu et al., 2011], have improved sentiment classification of tweets significantly, and can achieve 85.6% accuracy [Jiang et al., 2011]. In this last work, the authors considered three types of sentiments: negative, positive, and neutral. The reported accuracy rate was achieved on an English tweet corpus of the most popular queries on Twitter (Obama, Google, iPad, Lakers, Lady Gaga), and on a clearly targeted subject. We did not take advantage of this approach as it only works for English tweets, it is complex to set up, and has only been tested on a topic-limited tweet corpus. Instead, for PolemicTweet, we needed to find a solution that would work in multiple and mixed languages, was simple to deploy, and would work on a variety of specialized corpora like philosophy, aesthetics, or design. Diakopoulos and Shamma [2010] used another approach for sentiment classification: they used Amazon Mechanical Turk to perform hand-annotated sentiment classification on tweets. Turkers were compensated $0.05 per ten tweets analysed. Turkers were asked to tag four types of sentiments: negative, positive, mixed, and “other”. The corpus of tweets was in English and about politics (2008 US presidential debate). In a second article [Diakopoulos et al., 2010], the authors described the use of machine-learning algorithms to perform the same analysis with lower accuracy and cost but higher speed. Crowdsourcing sentiment classification on tweets with its higher success rate and relatively low overall cost is becoming more and more common. For instance, it is one of the products of CrowdFlower [Cowdflower, 2012] a well-known crowdsourcing platform. However, this approach cannot be used to tag tweets in real-time. Whether or not to use crowdsourcing as a tool depends on one’s annotation goal [Quinn and Bederson, 2011] since there is a speed vs. quality trade-off to consider. For PolemicTweet, we wanted to have the best of both worlds: classify tweets with a low cost (both in computer processing and in money) and have a high precision rate, even if the recall rate depended on the adoption of our tool. We also wanted to have this classification in real time.
4.4 Getting the right metadata to visualize

As we have presented in previous section, most of the actual systems are based either on asynchronous formal semantic tagging or use of social network conversations. In the case of social network conversation, tags are extracted by crowdsourcing or by natural language processing. We proposed a new approach based on user engagement that allows us to gather different types of information according to our need. This approach consists of engaging users in an active position. We ask them to tag and annotate the video stream dynamically by using their own social activity. The metadata produced is then each user’s own interpretation.

4.5 System Design

PolemicTweet is made of four interconnected components: 1) the definition of four tags to annotate tweets and the backchannel interface to read and write tagged tweets during the conference event, 2) a social protocol to set up and run an event live, and 3) a web video player synchronized to a tweet visualisation to navigate and replay conference video recordings, 4) a website to provide a fluid browsing between all PolemicTweet components. We describe the components in this order.

4.5.1 Backchannel to crowd source tag annotation

To provide an enriched visualisation of video annotations we wanted to collect tweets structured by specific annotation tags. We chose to provide a limited number of tags with a simple syntax and a specific colour code (Table 4.1). Our choice of tags was informed by observation of the types of tweets typically used in the conference-style events that we were targeting with PolemicTweet. For choosing our set of tags, we had to balance expressive power and simplicity. To provide a memorisable set of tags, we decided to use the simplest possible tagging format. At the same time, our interface needed to provide enough incentive for using the tags.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semantic</th>
<th>Syntax</th>
<th>Colour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agreement</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagreement</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question</td>
<td>??</td>
<td>Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>References</td>
<td>==</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Syntaxe used in PolemicTweet: agreement with the speaker (++), disagreement with the speaker (–), questions raised by or proposed to the speaker (??), and references (==), e.g. quotes or URLs to related content
The design rationales for choosing the tag syntax were:

- **Simplicity** of use and memorability, to facilitate its use and adoption;
- **Brevity**: to cope with the 140 character limitation of Twitter and for fast typing;
- **Client and language neutrality**: to be usable from any Twitter client with any kind of text input method, usable in any language;
- **Ease of parsing**: for automatic processing tools;
- **Expressiveness and univocality**: to allow clear statement of intent and for machines to be able to interpret it unambiguously.

### 4.5.2 Engaging the crowd, social protocol for synchronous annotation

One very unique feature of PolemicTweet is a social protocol we developed in order to help event organizers make best use of PolemicTweet. The main goal of our protocol is to inform the audience about the capture and future use of their tweets and that to introduce the four
specific tags. The protocol suggested that event organizers to follow three phases: Before the talk: Instructing the crowd. We designed a “connection package” to inform the audience. It consists of a flyer (Fig. 4.2) given to attendees during the registration process, containing information about the network access policy, the PolemicTweet tags, the website URL, and the Twitter hashtag for the event. Additionally, we asked organizers to make an announcement prior to the conferences. During the talk: Crowd source sentiment analysis and video annotation. Attendees send tweets with the PolemicTweet tags, a program records all the tweets relative to the Twitter event’s hashtag. The visual backchannel website is set up to provide real-time visual feedback of tweets and to give an incentive for participation and easy access to people who do not use Twitter (Fig. 4.6). Organizers can also make use of this interface to get informed about questions to ask at the end of a talks. After the talk: Publishing. Organizers synchronize the recorded data with the timestamps of the video streaming server and the tweets timestamps. Then they publish the video on the web (copying and modifying a configuration file) with the MetadataPlayer, which we discuss in the next section. Synchronization of the video and tweets could be complex due to the lack of reliable video timestamps. In the case of Diakopoulos et. al. [Diakopoulos et al., 2009], synchronization was simple because the video was provided by an official TV and had a well-known timestamps. In the academic context, the event could be recorded by different actors and not broadcasted. And most of the time if the video is not streamed the video timestamps is not reliable enough. We, thus, deploy several strategies for synchronizing video recording and tweet activity: we video record a clock before the event, we have a special tweet at the beginning of the event, and we re-synchronize the video with a custom script. Of course for resynchronization of tweets to a videotape it is important to use the originally captured video footage and not an already cut and edited version.

4.5.3 Video analysis web video player

The PolemicTweet video player (Fig. 4.7) is part of a bigger project at IRI and his named MetadataPlayer ². The MetadataPlayer is designed to play a video while showing different types of information such as the tagged and untagged tweets sent with the conference hashtag during the time of video recording. Our specific design goal for PolemicTweet was:

1. to provide a visualization that gives an overview of the tags and activity spikes,

2. to design a compact player that can be easily embedded, just like the YouTube player,

3. to augment the player’s video navigation techniques to get more benefit from the annotations.

² The MetadataPlayer is a free opensource project available on GitHub: http://goo.gl/eKr0QU
We designed all the time-related components as graphical horizontal projections on the time axis. All components have the same width and horizontal scale to allow for a vertical alignment between them. Navigation of the video is performed using the standard video player components and controls: a controller line with the buttons to play, pause, change the audio level, and a seek bar. Two novel components show context and allow for contextualized interactions: a segment line for quick access to chapters of the video such as topics of a presentation or name of presenters for a panel. The main novel component is the polemic line. It visualizes the tweet activity during the event, positioned on the time axis; it provides contextual feedback on the tweet activity, a direct access to video segments highlighted by tweets, and direct access to the tweet contents through hovering. The polemic line has the following characteristics:

- **Polemic line visualization**: The visualization is a bar chart composed of colored graphical tokens. Each token is a square that represents a tweet colored according to the tweet's tag or grey if the tweet does not contain any tag. The token square has a fixed size of $5 \times 5$ pixels to facilitate its pointing and selection without taking too much screen real estate. Depending on the length of the video, each $5\times5$ slot represents a certain time range. At each timeslot each recorded tweet is represented by a token square sorted top-to-bottom by type (green, red, blue, yellow, and grey) and by time, so that the most expressive tweets are at the top of the bars.

- **Interaction**: Moving the mouse over a token square shows a tooltip with the tweet's text, author name, and tag colour. Clicking on it seeks the video corresponding to the time of the tweet, and makes meta information appear in the details information component.
The position of each token provides information about when the tweet was emitted but also about the contextual activity level at the moment.

- **Search**: A search text-field (Fig. 4.7) in the controller bar allows finding text in the tweets. When a search string is entered, the visualisation is updated to highlight each token representing a tweet containing the string. As shown in Figure 4.8 this feedback shows the distribution of tweets containing the specified string (in pink).

### 4.5.4 Polemic line design rationale

To define the design of the polemic line, we explored different design alternatives. In this section we relate this exploration to the rationale. The PolemicLine requirement was to visualize categorical time stamped data. The distribution of data over time was defined by IRI as an important factor from which some points of interest could be extracted. The first solution for this requirement was to use a classic stacked barchart as presented in Figure 4.9.
homothetic mapping between the video player control bar and the chart of the polemic line (Figure 4.7) helped to avoid problems with scale comparisons. For this reason the x-axis was used to represent time, the y-axis to express the quantity of tweets by timeslot, and finally, stacked areas were used for the category comparison. This barchart design benefited from being culturally shared, well known, and providing a simple tried and tested solution that had already been implemented many times before.

However there were two desirable features that this chart could not provide: 1) the ability to point to individual annotations inside the chart and get information directly, 2) the ability to update the chart iteratively (Figure 4.11) during the event so the tokens could operate as tally marks (Chapter 3.2.7).

To address the first problem, we considered using a fisheye [Furnas, 1986] view to show individual elements inside the surface, as illustrated in the mock up in Figure 4.12. However, this solution is complicated to implement and does not address the second problem. Based on these two goals, the idea of being able to point to individual elements, and the inspiration of previous token-based visualizations (Chapter 3), I generated several different designs variations as shown in Figure 4.10. The first iteration of this series was “Token array”. Influenced by the “ligne de temps” interface I decided to use horizontal lines by category, and inside these add tokens to represent the position of the annotation. this design was not selected because it did not effectively show the frequency of annotation in the same category within the same time frame. I derived other designs from
other inspirations such as “Token Tetris” and “Token Streamgraph”. “Token Tetris” is close to the “Token array” design, but the tokens are stacks on a vertical axis and can show the frequency of annotation by time slot.

Our specific design goal for the Polemic line visualisation was to provide:

1. a visualisation that would be simple to understand for a non-expert user and that could be explained in a single short sentence such as “Each square represents a tweet, and the horizontal axis is the time.”

2. a visualisation where one could see the overview first and get the details [Shneiderman, 1996] of the tweets just by moussing over (Figure 4.13)

3. a visualisation that could be used as an interface widget to control the video player,

4. a visualisation that could be updated iteratively

After presenting the different chart variations and specific design goals to the IRI team, we selected the “Token tetris” variation. The “Token Tetris” variation fulfilled all of the above criteria and is also close to the “barchart” reading convention.
4.5.5 Website

The next step was to provide a fluid browsing experience between all of the PolemicTweet components and to build a public website composed of three main pages which embed the previous components as follows:

1. a home page presenting the past, present and future events,
2. an archive page to find older events,
3. a backchannel webpage which is only available during a live event, and
4. a page for past event that show the annotated videos.

We could have a lot more pages to enrich the user experience. For instance, a summary of annotations by Twitter users, or a user page, but we were limited in resources and choose to stay focus on the dynamic part.

4.6 Assessing the Impact of PolemicTweet

In order to better understand how PolemicTweet would support our goals of inexpensive, useful, and engaging video annotation, we studied the tool using a mixed methods approach, incorporating both qualitative and quantitative approaches under a long-term deployment. We successfully deployed PolemicTweet in 27 real conferences, seminars, and events at different locations, on different topics, and with varying sizes of audience during 2012. During these 27 events we recorded 46 tracks (video and tweets), each track being one speaker or one session. 20 events took place at the Pompidou Center in our conference room, 7 events took place at various places in the city of Paris. Nine events had between 25-50 attendees, 13 events 51-100 and five events 101-290. The topics of the events varied greatly, including academic topics such as science, technology, philosophy, and design.
The duration of 24 events was limited to one day while three events took place over several days. The recorded tracks from each event ranged from 30 to 395 minutes. Overall, we received and collected 9,088 tweets from 1,012 unique accounts. Over the year 2012, the website (player, backchannel, and also other additional pages like home and archives) received about 157,000 page views from over 15,000 unique visitors with an average visit duration of 3 minutes which is comparable to National video websites with substantially more content and public coverage like Francetvod.fr [Mediametrie, 2012] which had a 3.2 min average visit duration during February 2012. Except for the video recording, sound capture, and the communication support for the tags (flyers and poster boards), the components of PolemicTweet were deployed on the web, which greatly simplified the process for the organizers. The recorded videos are all published on the open site 3.

4.6.1 Data Collection

To study the use of PolemicTweet we gathered three types of data: all tweets using the various conference’s hashtags, logs from the usage of the PolemicTweet MetadataPlayer and the backchannel interface, and two questionnaires sent to various users of PolemicTweet, either as designers, organizers, speakers, or audience participants. We used Google Analytics to log the website pages and a logging system 4 to collect low-level traces of user interactions with the video player that Google Analytics could not provide. On our backchannel interface, we recorded usage logs only via Google Analytics to give us information about where users came from (direct access, Twitter, devices, others) and where the users were physically located (inside or outside the conference room). This last information does not take into account attendees not using the provided free Wifi connection (e.g. using their mobile’s own 3G network) and possible errors of domain detection. Though there were a few tablets in use. Device most frequently used for connection were mostly computers. We also recorded the web client’s signature for each tweet to understand where tweets were sent from. We sent two web surveys, the first consisted mainly of close ended questions sent by Twitter to 140 randomly chosen attendees of one of the recorded events; the second questionnaire was sent to understand how PolemicTweet faired from the organizer’s point of view. This questionnaire consisted of open-ended questions sent by email to five members of the event organization team in our institute. For the first questionnaire we received 47 responses, 27 of which completed all parts of the survey. 70% (19) of the respondents attended at least one of the conferences. 96% (26) had already used Twitter at conferences, 3% had only used it for reading. This shows a clear positive feedback towards the goals of PolemicTweet. For the second questionnaire we received four completed responses.

3 http://www.polemictweet.com

4 We used Aubert’s ktbs4js. Source code: https://github.com/oaubert/ktbs4js
4.6.2 Analysis

In this section we report on the analysis of our collected data according to three main questions:

1. Is the system sufficiently engaging to collect data for crowd sourced video tagging?

2. Does the visual backchannel incite people to tag their tweets and thus provide annotation structure?

3. Is the video web player with annotations useful?

4.6.3 Is the system sufficiently engaging?

Through our live deployment of PolemicTweet, we found that engagement in the crowdsourced video tagging was highly diverse. We recorded from 0.20 to 7.94 tweets per minute (mean at 1.47, median at 0.89), with 0.12 to 2.13 tags per minute (mean 0.47, median 0.32). Averaged across all events tweets were tagged using our syntax 40% of the time. Considering tagging a tweet as an additional cost, we conclude that the system provided enough tagging incentive on average. Otherwise, we found that engagement in the annotation process was highly varied and depended on several factors including the type of audience, the content of the event, the number of Twitter users, and whether the PolemicTweet protocol had been respected or not. We discuss these in more detail now: Type of Audience. Our audiences were varied in terms of size, culture, equipment, incentive to achieve a task, and distribution of local and distant attendees. All of these factors played a role on the participation and engagement of attendees in the tweeting and tagging task. In our collected data, we had a group of events in which the number of recorded Twitter accounts in comparison to the number of attendees was very high (between 64% to 187% on 7 events with 825 tweets on average, (e.g. Fig. 4.15. A).

Groups with values higher than 100% represent those in which more Twitter accounts were recorded than participants in the events. Here remote attendees also used the conference hashtag to participate in the backchannel. The recorded events can be categorized according to two participation types: medium participation (51% to 20% on twelve events with 209 tweets on average) and low participation (18% to 1%, on seven events with 61 tweets on average, Fig. 4.15. C). Type of Speaker and Twitter Reaction. Some attendees reported through
our informal interview that writing a tweet and tagging it took more attention in-situ than when following the event online. We had originally hypothesized that a captivating speaker would probably lead to less Twitter activity, but from our observations organizing and attending our events we could not confirm this hypothesis. On some events we observed a high level of tweet activity during a captivating talk and others with a captivating speaker had hardly any tweet activity.

On the other hand we also noticed that in cases of less captivating talks, a peak of tweet activity arose because the audience was no longer focused on the speaker. Overall, regardless of the quality of the speaker we found that the audiences of our events were polite and only used negative tags 14% of the time. Type of Content. We found that the type of content of an event and its audience could be highly related factors when it comes to annotation activity. For instance, one of the events’ topic was the websites of the Pompidou Center. In accordance to the topic, the audience consisted of people active on the web and social networks. During this event we saw a very high participation (Figure 4.15 A) in terms of tweets and tags: 6.06 tweets per minute and 2.13 tags per minute. On the other hand, we were also surprised to see low participation for certain events where the content would have suggested high Twitter usage. For example the “Muséologie 2.0” had the topic: museum digitization, and preservation policies (Figure 4.17). Here, the level of participation was extremely low: 0.20 tweets per minutes and 0.12 tags per minute. Observance of the PolemicTweet Protocol. We found that the protocol was generally well applied by the event organizers (Figure 4.16). Yet, in some cases we observed that deviance from the protocol could impact user activity. In particular we found problems related to hashtag selection, instruction diffusion, and connectivity.

For the event “L’Open Data, et nous, et nous, et nous ?”, organizers chose to use an existing hashtag to boost interaction between audience and remote Twitter users. They used #opendata, a common hashtag, which had been in use daily before the event by this community and others. The effect was that the tweet number per minute exploded to 7.94 but the number of tags per minute stayed really low at 0.88 as the tags were not known outside of the event. The backchannel was crowded by other tweets relative to the subject but not to the conference. This was a source of frustration for some attendees and made our system less useful in real-time and as a video annotation tool.

Choosing a specific hashtag is important if video annotation is a goal, even if the event should stay connected to existing Twitter communities. Another issue regarding the observance of the PolemicTweet protocol was that the instruction distribution to the audience was always different. Sometimes flyers were put on a seat, sometimes handed out with oral instructions, and sometimes placed somewhere on a table at the entrance. Despite these differences, most of the time attendees found the information and tweeted. Yet on some events...
we observed that flyers were not provided and the announcement of instructions was made during the event and not at the beginning. This dramatically impacted the audience participation. For example this resulted in only 0.27 tweets per minute for the event “Du vinyl au numérique” (Figure 4.15.C). The last and most obvious factor that highly impacted the audience participation was network connectivity. For instance, in the event “Mashup and Remix” (Figure 4.18) mobile networks (3G and others) were hidden because the conference room was usually a cinema. A wifi network was provided but connectivity information was just given orally and not on the flyer. Thus, despite an audience of 70 people only five sent any tweets (0.85 per minute).

4.6.4 Does the visual backchannel incite people to add tags?

Of the 27 responses to our first questionnaire, 89% (24) reported that they remembered PolemicTweet tags from attending the event. While our general goal in making the tags known was reached, we were interested in learning more about people’s tagging practices and in particular in regards to our backchannel interface. We observed that tweets sent by the PolemicTweet backchannel interface had a higher rate of tag adopt (55% of tweets were tagged) than for the top ten other clients used (20% of tweet were tagged) (Figure 4.19.). A Welch’s t-test was conducted to compare percentage of tagged tweet emitted through the backchannel and by all other clients. There was a significant difference in the score for the backchannel (M=70%, SD=26%) compared to all other clients (M=24%, SD=11): t(23)=6.74, p<.001. Attendees sent significantly more tagged tweets through the backchannel than through all other clients, suggesting that the backchannel interface did engage people to participate in tagged tweeting. Remote attendees spent more time on the backchannel interface than local attendees. Of those attendees who spent more than 5 minutes on the interface, 62% (Table 4.2) were remotely connected through outside the conference wifi. From informal feedback from attendees we hypothesize that local attendees did not need some of backchannel interface features like video streaming and preferred their own Twitter client but that these features were useful for remote attendees.

Based on a Welch’s t-test, we observed that, on average, attendees who used our tags on more than one tweet per event tweeted significantly more than those who did not tweet using our tags (average of 5.3 tweets per person without tags, 15.5 with tags, p < .01). This shows a strong correlation between tweeting activity and their use
of the tags. Although we cannot conclude on causality at this point, the two alternative explanations are either that 1) attendees using the syntax were tweeting more meaning they were more engaged, or that 2) attendees who tweeted frequently had no difficulty adopting our tags. Informal feedback leads us to think that both situations happened.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>&gt; 1 minutes</th>
<th>&gt; 3 minutes</th>
<th>&gt; 5 minutes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.6.5 What is the impact of presenting tweets and tags on a video web player?

To measure if the tweet visualisation component was useful, we logged user interaction on the video player as described in Section 4. To identify impact on the user activity on six events, we conducted a Welch’s t-test to compare if there is a correlation between where the video was played and the density of tweets present at these locations. According to these measures, viewers seemed to specifically seek out spikes of Twitter activity on five of the six videos: three trails followed the Twitter activity significantly (p < .01), two showed trends (.01 < p < .05) and one did not follow (p > .1). All trails that were correlated to the tweets had on average more than one tweet by bar in the chart. According to the attendees survey sent after the end of the event 40% (11) reported to have used the Polemic line Visualization. 90% (10) of these respondents found that the interface provided the following useful information:

- Item summary of Twitter activity: 90 % (10).
- To view a part of video with:
  - Many tweets: 81 % (9)
  - Positive opinions (+++): 36 % (4)
81% (9) respondents agreed or strongly agreed that the visualization helped them to browse the video and 100% (11) would recommend PolemicTweet to a friend. We received additional feedback from open questions in our surveys and report the most interesting here. One particularly prominent comment was the notion of hotspots and points of interest, which also resonates in the answers above. Several comments were similar to this one: “PolemicTweet is useful to browse videos faster and find a hotspot (polemic, debate, synthesis, and minutes)”. Another frequent comment related to video overview. Five users wrote that PolemicTweet was useful for “viewing the mood (of the audience)”, and that this overview helped them to “construct an opinion”, and to put the talk “in perspective to the audience’s opinions and references”. Others commented on the usefulness of the player after an event to “re-find some information and share it with people who could not attend.” We also received a comment from one of the organizers that the player was useful to “prepare the chaptering, for taking notes of a speaker change, and references (to others resources).” On the same point, probably one of the most enthusiastic organizers reported that during the event he used the system for note taking: “it replaced my pencil and paper for note taking.”.

4.7 Discussion

Evaluating PolemicTweet as a deployed system over a long period of time was challenging because we had little control over our audience and settings. Yet, our analysis and feedback of PolemicTweet has been predominantly positive on both usability and usefulness. Was PolemicTweet successful? According to our analysis, the three main goals of PolemicTweet were achieved:

1. The system engaged the audience, encouraging them to provide data for crowdsourced video tagging,

2. The visual backchannel incited people to tag their tweets and thus provided an annotation structure, and

3. The media player augmented with the annotated tweet visualization, was considered a significant improvement over traditional video players

We found that PolemicTweet was successful beyond its originally intended purpose of video tagging. In particular remote participants were able to get real-time visual feedback about audience sentiment and could be involved in the event as a commentator and annotator and not just a passive listener. The PolemicTweet environment and
backchannel interface provide a friendly tool for augmenting the public debate around conferences; this is something we consider valuable for improving the communication around important societal issues such as citizens and science or politics in the digital era. Beyond that, the PolemicTweet outcomes indicate that we can crowdsourc an annotation task using social networks (and not only with dedicated crowdsourcing platforms) depending on the content and community. Last, the use of the backchannel interface can aid by providing an incentive to achieve a task, like tagging during a collaborative synchronous activity. In summary we found a considerable amount of excitement among participants and event organizers. PolemicTweet can be considered as a first step into exploring real-time information visualisation of crowdsourced tasks. Our design is applicable to a variety of different scenarios and events such as classroom presentations, MOOC [Aubert et al., 2014], synchronous web seminars, public debates, and social TV. We believe our experience could be applied on popular video websites to leverage the crowd for annotating the videos to provide a richer user experience. Despite this, some of our choices should be re-assessed:

- **Possible optimization.** We collected a large number of annotations through tweets but not all were tagged. With our pre-defined tags we could achieve a better precision than sentiment analysis algorithms, but for some events had only low recall. More work is needed to research incentives for the audience to tag tweets.

- **Shared attention.** Asking the audience to tweet during an event and moreover to tag their tweets comes with challenges. First, it requires additional work to remember the tags and to add them. The danger is that attendees may be losing the focus of their main activity (listening to the conference) and even of their secondary activity such as writing a tweet (Figure 4.21). Can we further simplify the interface so that it would require less attention?

- **Tags Property.** We received a lot of feedback from Twitter users on our tags. Some of them criticized their restrictiveness; others felt that tags should be based on existing usage for expressing sentiment. We have several reasons not to rely on existing tags or practices: tags like #fail, #happy, as well as Smileys, are not universal, are ambiguous and are longer than our syntax.

- **Scalability.** User interface design and system. PolemicTweet comes with some scalability problems. Due to the homothetic representation of tweets, the interface is limited by temporal density. Our design works well for events in which Twitter activity is between 0.5-5.0 tweets per minute However we met a graphical scalability problem with two of our recorded events: the standard representation took too much screen real estate. To solve this problem, we used a classical aggregated stacked area chart.

- **Update Mechanism.** Because at this time there are no design guideline we designed the visualisation update to be as simple as pos-

---

7 MOOC stand for Massive Online Open Courserware.
sible. The update is incremental without animation. When the visualization is updating a new token square simply appears, but the way it appears does not provide any emphasis that is status is new. We think that improvement have to be done on that topic.

4.7.1 Is it possible to process dynamic data analysis with non-expert users?

We deployed PolemicTweet during 27 events with between 25 to 300 attendees per events. During these events 1012 people used Twitter to send a tweets with the hashtag of our event and in total 9088 tweets was recorded. Over these 9088 tweets 40% used our syntax to tag their tweets and annotate the video. During the event part of the public was engaged in the activity, allowing us to collect structured annotation of the video data stream. During these events the visual backchannel seems to provide a great support to the dynamic data annotation activity. After the event, the public changed their video watching comportment, by giving more importance to the tagging part of the video. This system allows people to gather, structuring and represent useful information for the public of this event.

This system demonstrates the feasibility of achieving dynamic data analysis with non-experts during live event. However, our study suggests that the system is highly dependant on the context, the public engagement, the visual backchannel design, and the respect of the protocol.

4.7.2 Follow up applications

Due to the success of this application several organizations contacted us to deploy the system in different scenarios such as the speech of a minister, a Web TV of a newspaper (Figure 4.22), and a Cinema projection, etc. Most of these events can be found on the PolemicTweet archive page: http://goo.gl/Mprnn9

Figure 4.22: PolemicTweet used during a web tv application for the news paper Mediapart.

4.8 Chapter Summary

In this chapter we presented PolemicTweet a system and a social protocol that allows to engage conference public into a dynamic data analysis process. PolemicTweet is a deployed system, used regularly
now at least once a month. This system was deployed for more than one year and co evolved during several cycles with its users (audience and organizers). This is the reason for its success as well as for the difficulty of evaluating it according to its design goals: they have evolved. We assessed the success of PolemicTweet and the factors influencing adoption, participation, and use in a long-term deployment. We recorded a wide range of different events and despite the differences in audience, topic content, and event location. The system showed its robustness and effectiveness: 1) to produce useful structured annotation and tagging in most cases, 2) to provide a method and tool to engage the audience in a live tagging activity through a visualization, 3) to support web-based video browsing activity while providing useful landmarks with a simple yet powerful navigation tool.

The main contribution of this chapter is the design, deployment and analysis of the system. PolemicTweet is reducing video annotation complexity and cost for events of approximately 25-300 attendees, such as academic conferences. This system provide a proof of concept that general public could perform dynamic data analysis task. In this really specific situation we solve the problem **Problem1.1** “Is it possible to leverage a crowd of data stack holders to analyse dynamic data for free?”.

However despite the success of PolemicTweet, this system allow us to identify some problems relative to **Problem1.2** the way we designed the visual encoding such as the update mechanism and the scalability. In order to explore possible solution to this problems we will explore other designs in the next chapter with two new systems “Bubble T” and “Bubble Tv” (Chapter 5). In this design we visualize similar data stream, and support similar activity, but with a larger population scale and bigger datastream.
5
Bubble T&Tv - Design Exploration: Combining Token With Physical Simulation & Area Chart

In Chapter 3, I presented a set of historical examples of token-based dynamic visual representation. In Chapter 4 an initial token-based visualisation system, PolemicTweet, was presented. This system allowed the audience of an event to analyse tag and annotate the video stream from the event dynamically. As such, this system addressed Problem 1. However PolemicTweet partially addressed Problem 1.2: “How do we visually represent also dynamic data for this specific audience?”.

By analysing PolemicTweet, we were able to identify several limitations and sub-problems such as: (i) the abrupt update mechanism, (ii) the scalability of the visual representation (iii) the applicability to other contexts and (iv) the scalability to more than 300 people. The focus of this chapter concerns the two sub-problems that we characterized (Section 5.2), and the visual representation design solutions that we explored (Section 5.3, Section 5.5).

To explore the possible solutions for the two different sub-problems, we iteratively designed, deployed and studied two visualizations based on dynamic data streams similar to those used by PolemicTweet. The first design, Bubbel-T, addresses the problem of visually representing the update with a token-based approach. The second, Bubble-TV,
addresses the problem of the scalability limit of token-based visual representation.

In this chapter I first describe the problems. I then describe our new designs, their contexts of deployment, and some observations. Finally I discuss the possible solutions provide by this design and there limitations.

5.1 Introduction

Here we focus on two problems related to using dynamic visualizations based on tokens: (i) the mechanism by which the visualization is updated, and (ii) the scalability of the visual representation. To find visual mapping solutions to these problems, we conducted two short design studies, which we present in this chapter. Each of these design studies was meant to address one of the aforementioned visual representation problems.

The first design study focused on a visualization system called “Bubble-T”. Bubble T was designed to provide a live visualisation of what French people were saying on Twitter about presidential candidates during the 2012 French presidential campaign. With Bubble-T, we sought to create a token-based visualization system that addressed the visual update problem. We released Bubble-T for several months during the presidential campaign and it gathered significant positive feedback during this time. Bubble-T allowed one to visualize incoming data, but did not provide a solution to our second problem: how to represent past data in a dynamic token visualization system with a limited screen real estate, i.e. the scalability of the visual representation.

The reception of Bubble-T was so positive that the innovation service of the National TV broadcast contacted us to apply it to a Social Tv application. This provided an additional application case that we used to extend our design and work on the second problem. To this end, we designed “Bubble-TV” as a live visualisation for the tweets sent by TV viewers. The visual encoding used in Bubble-TV is similar to that of Bubble-T, but it provides a solution to the second problem. The visual encoding of Bubble-TV does so by combining classic visual marks for representing aggregated amounts of data and token-based visual representation.

In this chapter, we first describe the two problems, (i) and (ii), in greater details. We then provide details about the visualization systems that we designed to address these two problems, Bubble-T and Bubble-TV, and our results from our subsequent deployment of the two systems.

5.2 Problems

Visualizing streaming data, such as tweets, is challenging. In particular, the way to update the visual representation is nontrivial. The constant and unpredictable data updates make it difficult to allocate...
an optimal portion of the screen to the visualization. This is compounded by the requirement that the visualization should be able to reflect changes at different temporal scales while keeping the visual mapping continuous for the viewer, in order to support tasks such as monitoring.

5.2.1 Emphasis and Smooth Visual Update of Incoming tokens

In PolemicTweet description (Chapter 4), when a new tweet was available, the visual representation displayed a new square next to or on top of the previous one. This visualization updating process occurred without transition from the first visual state to the second visual state. Consequently, if the user was not paying enough attention during this updating process, he could have been unable to detect the new token and unaware of the corresponding change to the visualization. Therefore, this early design was a simple, but naïve approach to updating a visualization of streaming data.

In their taxonomy for dynamic visualization, Cottam et al. [Cottam et al., 2012] explained that the ability to recognize an element as representing the same entity at multiple time points is important for comparing the representation across time. They use the term “identity preserving” to describe a visualization that exhibits this property. In a token-based system, each token represents a single element, so it is easier to keep track of a token’s identity over time. However, the appearance of new tokens into the display area should be identifiable so as to avoid incorrect interpretations in terms of the current state of the visualization, and to avoid confusion between incoming tokens and old tokens.

**Problem 1.2.1**: This visual update problem can be summarized as trying to find an answer to the question: “How can incoming data in token-based dynamic visual representation be highlighted?”. To address this problem, we created and studied “Bubble-T” (Figure 5.3), which is described in Section 5.3.

5.2.2 Scalability of token-based system

Most visual representations based on area charts are scalable to different dataset sizes. This is because most of these visual representations can be adapted to different mapping scales. Here the term mapping scale describes the ratio between a given unit of area in an area chart and the amount of data that the unit of area represents.

By changing the mapping scale, a designer can increase the amount of data that is presented in a visualisation while simultaneously ensuring that the visualisation occupies a fixed amount of screen space. This approach to increasing the amount of data provided in a visual representation has already been utilized in static token-based visual representations by simply changing the token-to-data ratio. For instance, Otto Neurath used different types of scale in all his isotype charts (Section 3.3.2).

In a dynamic visual representation, the scale of a token while it is
being displayed on the screen could affect the perceived mapping of the token. This could in turn affect the user’s ability to recognize the token’s value at different points in time. Consequently, changing the mapping scale of a token in a dynamic visual representation, as a means to deal with scalability issues, would go against the recommendation of creating “identity preserving” visualizations. However, not changing the scale of the token would quickly lead to a screen real estate problem as shown in Figure 5.7.

Problem 1.2.2: The scalability problem can be summarized as trying to find an answer to the question: “What is the appropriate visual representation for dynamic token-based visualizations such that these visualizations are scalable?”. To address this problem, we created and studied “Bubble-TV”, which is described in Section 5.5.

5.3 Bubble-T: Monitoring Twitter during elections

5.3.1 Introduction

During political election campaigns, different channels of information, e.g. newspapers and the political parties, provide information to citizens. Most of the time newspapers discuss the positions of the political candidates, provide the results of polls showing people’s support for the different candidates, or cover related events. Political parties generally publicize their political agenda and candidates. In contrast, the social networks allow people to express their own perspectives on candidates in addition to spreading information from the two previous sources. In contrast to the abundant amount of information provided by these different sources, there are relatively few places where one can build an idea of what people are expressing about a candidate right now. In this section, we describe our experiences while designing and deploying Bubble-T.

5.3.2 Context

Tweets can provide an informative pulse of what is being said on various public subjects. Their quantity, rhythms, and conversational structures are ways to understand a general opinion despite the fact they are short messages. As discussed in Section 5.2.1, one challenging aspect of monitoring near real-time updates is that one needs to integrate the incoming data into the visual representation of data that has already arrived in some visual manner. This challenge could arise in different scenarios such as during a meeting or a TV show, but also during a major event like presidential elections.

What is Bubble-T?

It addresses the challenges of updating a visualisation in real-time by using a particle simulation to fill a bar chart. Each particle is a new piece of information that we refer to as a “token” (Figure 5.5). In the current context, each Tweet is mapped to a token, and each column corresponds to a presidential candidate. Therefore, once a tweet is
Figure 5.3: Bubble-T screenshot (21/12/2011), a video of the top of the interface is accessible here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TEfLV7FXO7E.
sent about a candidate, it is transformed into a token (Figure 5.4 E) that is thrown into the candidate’s column (Figure 5.4 F,G). A physical simulation engine processes the throwing animation. The columns are progressively filled as they accumulate tokens. When a column is full, then tweets that first arrived are flushed. We mapped the Twitter user’s avatar to the token for additional information. A static bar chart at the bottom of the visualisation captures all tweets during two different time periods, seven days and 24 hours (Figure 5.4 D).
Visual components

The Bubble-T interface, is composed of 6 different components:

A. **Header** The header provides a visual identity and a short menu that allows people to access to the explanation page, to get the credits, and to expose the tweeter sharing button.

B. **Control bar** The control bar is composed of three areas: the tweet reader, which presents the incoming tweet and avatar before they are transformed into tokens, the search filter, a play pause button to pause the data stream if needed; a counter for tweets that have been read; and a counter for waiting tweets.

C. **Real-time visualization** This space is divides into columns. Each column represents a candidate to the elections. Incoming token appear from tweet reader area (Figure 5.4,E). Each token falls into the column corresponding to the candidate cited in the tweet (Figure 5.4,G). Each tweet could be point and a tooltip will show the content of that tweet (Figure 5.5). Each column contains additional information thought a tooltip to present the candidates.

D. **Day and week time frame visualizations** This area allows one to switch between three different views: a 24-hour bar chart, a seven-day bar chart and a tag cloud representation.
5.3.3 Interesting observations

Bubble-T received very positive feedback. It was selected among the finalists for the DataViz Google Elections 2012 competitions and hosted on the YouTube page dedicated to the French presidential elections (Figure 5.6). Also 1800 tweets referenced the URL when it was published (not the YouTube one), and the average visit duration on our server is 4:21 minutes, which is far longer than similar pages [Mediometrie, 2012]. According to Google analytics, up to 81 273 unique visitors browsed our website in the six months during the presidential elections, and this does not even take into account the YouTube version of the application. Moreover, several national media wrote articles about Bubble-T on their web version like LeMonde.fr [LeMonde, 2012], Radio France [Martin, 2012], 01.net [le Bourlout, 2012]. Also we collected comments on Twitter from various people, all were positive and people used words such as “Nice”, “excellent”, “hypnotic” to describe the visualisation. We also get some explicit direct feedback on Twitter from domain professionals. For example, this digital project manager from the French Senate’s broadcast team tweeted, “Bravo for the Bubble-T, the interface is innovative and relevant.”.

Finally, one interesting and unexpected behaviour that we observed was that when the visualisation was publicly presented, the audience in the room sent tweets, not only to test the system but also to show or see their own avatar inside the chart. We interpreted this behaviour as a potential engaging property of this system. Despite the public success of this visualisation, we observed that the visual updating process for Bubble-T, based on a physical simulation of tokens, seemed to be easy to read and sufficiently emphasized the incoming elements.
Moreover, as a solution to Problem 1.2.1, Bubble-T seemed to be appealing and engaging.

5.3.4 Limitations

Despite our success with applying animations and physical simulations to a token-based dynamic visualization, we did not solve the scalability problem Problem 1.2.2 in Bubble T. In particular, the time period represented in the token-based bar chart is limited to a rather short window of time due to the limited amount of screen real estate that we chose to dedicate to this visualisation. Figure 5.7 shows what could happen if the columns were not flushed frequently.

5.4 Bubble-T Summary

Bubble-T was designed in order to response problem Problem 1.2.1 “How can incoming data in token-based dynamic visual representation be emphasized?”. To arrive to a solution, we combined particle physical simulation with a visual representation of data based on tokens. Each token is bound to a particle with physical properties and then the physical simulations pilot its spatial position. This simulation allows one to create predictable animations for new tokens appear into the scene. This visual representation design received positive feedback from people on Twitter as well from French national media. However, Bubble-T, our solution to problem P1.2.1, is not a scalable visual representation, i.e. it does not solve Problem 1.2.2. In the next section, we will present “Bubble-TV”, which responds specifically to Problem 1.2.2.
5.5 Bubble-TV: Adapting Bubble-T for TV show

5.5.1 Introduction

Live visualizations connected to Twitter are an opportunity to engage television (TV) viewers by providing them with visual feedback, social awareness and the possibility to interact with others. In this section, we describe our experiences while deploying Bubble-TV, an extension of Bubble-T. Bubble-TV was intended to be a live visualization of TV viewers’ Tweets. It was used as a background for the French TV show: “Le grand Webzé”. Specifically, Bubble-TV allowed the hosts of “Le grand Webzé” to explore and comment on the social activity that took place around the show. In addition, we found that Bubble-TV impacted the viewers’ experiences, since half of all the viewers who Tweeted actively used the system guidelines that were given to them.

5.5.2 Context

What is Bubble-TV?

Bubble-TV is a dynamic visualization that encodes Tweets as small tokens called bubbles. Similarly to Bubble-T, the motion of the tweets is determined using a physical simulation. Tokens continuously fall from the top of the screen and fill up the bins of a bar chart. After a small amount of time, each bin shows the total number of
Tweets (Figure 5.8), divided into two areas: 1) the tokens representing tweets that have been sent in the last 30 seconds, and 2) an aggregate representing older tweets, which is updated every time a bubble disappears for being more than 30 seconds old.

This offers a double reading: latest tweets are expressed by the density of tokens, and the total count by the bar chart beneath. Thus one can easily visualize social networking activities. This visualisation technique has already been used to monitor real time evolution of 2012 French presidential candidates’ popularity on Twitter.

For which live TV show?
“Le Grand Webzé” was the live TV show for which Bubble-TV was deployed. While in production, “Le Grand Webzé” aired on “France 5”, a national public TV channel,. Moreover, each month there was one instalment of the show that would air at 11 pm on a Friday and would last 1 hour and 30 minutes. “Le Grand Webzé” was presented by two hosts and a community manager, and had an average of 115,060 viewers with its peak number of viewers being 708,000. The main goal of “Le Grand Webzé” was to promote emerging talents on the Web (YouTubers, bloggers, ...), which is why Bubble-T [Huron et al., 2012] was picked up by the show. The episode in which Bubble-TV appeared aired on February 24th, 2012.

Design and deployment constraint for the show
TV shows have a well-established complex production chain. Many people are involved: scenarists, directors, producers, TV hosts, guests, and in our particular case, a community manager. The first preparation meeting we had with the TV show team was held 45 days before the show in which Bubble-TV was to appear, so the design and the deployment of the project were quick. We designed and deployed Bubble-TV in the following three steps:

1. **Preparation of the TV Show (Weeks before).** We discussed with the scenarists and the directors when Bubble-TV would appear on screen, when the TV hosts and community manager would have to introduce it, what role the visualisation would have, and what guidelines would be given to viewers. From this discussion, we designed and developed the visual mapping and the user experience of Bubble-TV.

2. **Before the TV Show (Hours before).** We set the system up on stage and in the video control room (Figure 5.9). We explained to the community manager how to interact with the visualisation feature by showing her how to point at and display details of an individual Tweet.

3. **During the TV Show.** We gave the community manager, TV hosts, and directors autonomy. They followed the initial script we agreed upon, but had room to improvise (Figure 5.10).
5.5.3 Design

The scenarists and the directors of Bubble-TV episode of “Le Grand Webzé” were interested in actively engaging viewers using Twitter and including the viewers in the TV show itself. Traditionally, viewers would be actively engaged in a TV show by inviting them to be physically present during filming, by having them call into the TV show, through the use of SMS or via emails.

Scenario and User Experience

Scenarized and explaining Bubble-TV to a very diverse audience was not straightforward. The timing had to be precise. The description of Bubble-TV had to be short, easily understood, and repeated throughout the show both regularly as well as consistently.

Scenario: Instead of monitoring the whole Twitter activity, a specific scenario was chosen, which corresponded to a real time poll system would be used during the TV show. This is quite common, but is usually done with phone calls or SMS, which are hard to visualize collectively and expensive. At the beginning of the show, the speaker introduced Bubble-TV (Figure 5.11, duration 2min15). Next, the speaker asked the polling question to the public, “Does the second host have to be fired?” and provided them with four possible answers (#yes, #no, #hehastochange, and #whoisthisguy). The speaker then quickly explained how to send tweets with hashtags, and how to read Bubble-TV. During the show, the community manager made quantitative and qualitative reports (Figure 5.14, between 30 and 50 seconds longs). At the end of the show, the hosts and the community manager discussed the final results of the poll; they ended up keeping the second host.

Audience Instruction: During the broadcast, the hosts commented on Bubble-TV as if it were a weather forecast with the difference that they had to introduce what a Tweet was and its meaning in the context of the question being asked. They had to repeat both questions and instructions to engage in Bubble-TV frequently as the show was quite long and people could join in at any time. The community manager reported several interesting Tweets and interacted them live.

Visual Mapping Design: For the TV show, tweets had to be mostly presented on TV in aggregated forms, i.e. total numbers of Tweets for a given answer to the question, or one Tweet at a time. In contrast, the original Bubble-T visual representation showed a group of tweets as an assembly of individual token without providing an aggregated view. The TV show was a perfect application case to investigate our scalability problem, P1.2.2. According to the poll scenarios, we thought that it would be preferable to have the both views, token and aggregated, represented in a dynamic way. The TV show’s team
wanted the token view to engage Twitter users because it indicated the source of every Tweet based on individual avatar face of each token. They also wanted an aggregated view that could provide an idea of the polling trends overtime. Our approach to solve this problem was to combine an area chart with a token-based chart. After several iterations of possible combinations, we chose to use the visual constrains of the area chart to simulate physical constrains on token trajectories. The rational to our design was to keep the area chart visual identity as well as the token identity safer as possible by avoiding: i) occlusion: not have a visual mark on top of a other, ii) layout identity: not have a visual mark entering a space that is already structured for reading without following it’s constraints, iii) predictability: having always the same type of token movements.

Different interfaces: Bubble-TV was created iteratively to make it compatible with the TV format and the different roles of each of actor on the TV show, e.g. the hosts and scenarists. Stability was a prime issue since no crashes, or reboots were allowed, and we had to ensure that the system would not freeze. This design process resulted in the development of three different interfaces dedicated to the viewers and hosts, the community manager and the producers. These were:

- The stage visualization (Figure 5.8), which used the Bubble-TV visualisation introduced earlier. It presented Twitter activity in real time.
- The community manager interface (Figure 5.12), which was similar to the stage visualisation but fit for a computer screen, and augmented with interactive features used to monitor, read, select, and display Tweets. This interface also controlled the visualisation on stage.
- The tweets counter (Figure 5.13), which allowed the viewers, hosts, and producers to know the exact number of tweets throughout the show.

5.5.4 Interesting observations from the TV show

During the approximate 20 minutes (out of 1h30) Bubble-TV² was visible and in focus Figure 5.8, a series of unexpected events occurred. For instance, one of the two hosts voted on Twitter to fire the other (Figure 5.14). At one point, the visualisation suddenly refreshed while a host was pointing a specific bubble making bubble disappear. At another, one of the hosts made a connection between an avatar and a person in the audience.

After the TV broadcast

During the show in which Bubble-TV was deployed, twice as many Tweets were sent compared to the previous one (4658 versus approximately 2000). 23% (1094) of the tweets were sent using the
answer hashtags, and the viewers sending these tweets accounted for 518 out of the 1268 active Twitter users. We believe that this high level of adoption, which was 40% of the Twitter accounts sending tweets related to the TV show, is linked not only to the polling scenario that occurred during the TV show, but also to viewers wanting to see their avatar on TV. Overall, we received positive feedback; we were congratulated by the producers, viewers and broadcaster of the show. Unfortunately, Le Grand Webzé”has since been cancelled for casting issues. However, Bubble-TV has since appeared in the France Television 2012 innovation teaser for programs, and is still under consideration for further use.

Bubble-TV summary

Figure 5.15: The state of the visualization few minutes before the end of the emission.

Our experiences with Bubble-TV (Figure 5.15) indicate that social networking activity could be highly impacted by the experience provided by TV broadcasting. We believe that live social network interactions driven by a broadcaster will enable tasks such as live tagging. Indeed, people seem motivated to tag their own tweets if their opinion is asked for [Huron and Fekete, 2012]. This demonstrates that similar scenarios to that of PolemicTweet (Chapter 4) could be applied to even larger public groups such as 700 000 viewers in the case of Bubble-TV. The benefits of this include providing real-time feedback and accuracy that other systems may not deliver. It would also provide quantitative and qualitative data from which broadcasters could benefit. For example, such data could be used for sentiment analysis, video annotation, or specific metadata collection for future applications. We believe visualizing tweets in real time will have an important role to play. However, such visualization will have to be carefully designed and used in well thought scenarios.

It seems that our visual mapping was successful for the goals
of Bubble-TV. This visual mapping has the advantage of providing detailed and aggregated views of the data while emphasizing the dynamic arrival of each new datum, i.e. tweet in the case of Bubble-TV. The Bubble-TV visualisation was a major improvement on Bubble-T as the design of Bubble-TV allowed us to encode the total number of tweets in different categories while also providing the latest tweets to the viewers. This visual representation enabled us to solve the scalability problem, Problem1.2.2, define in previous Section 5.2.2. The combination of two visual systems, token charts and area charts, seems working with this constrain. The Bubble-TV visualisation provided a first step towards creating visualizations that incorporate both a token-based system and area chart for dynamic visualization. However, the major limitation of Bubble-TV’s visualisation was its generalizability. Bubble-TV’s visualisation was just one instance of an infinite number of combinations of token-based systems and area charts that one could use to make visualization. A framework to guide the generation of this new style of visualization, which combines token-based charts and area charts, would be useful.

5.6 Chapter Summary

One of the challenges considered in this dissertation is How can dynamic data be visually represented for non-expert Problem1.2. In this chapter, we presented two visual encoding sub-problems related to Problem1.2 and our token-based approach to visualizations. These problems were: Problem1.2.1 “How can incoming data in a token-based dynamic visual representation be emphasized?”, and Problem1.2.2 “What is an appropriate visual representation for dynamic token-based visualizations such that these visualizations are scalable?”.

During this chapter, we presented two visualisation solutions designed specifically to address these visual encoding problem. In our solution to Problem1.2.1, we introduced animation and the use of physical simulation to represent data updating process visually in a token-based system. In our solution to Problem1.2.2, we combined our previous design that solved P1.2.1 with the use of visual area to represent aggregate data. This combination allowed us to represent incoming data as well as past data. Our visualisation solutions to Problem1.2.1 and Problem1.2.2 allowed non-expert audiences to monitor Twitter feeds for different tasks and in different contexts. Both of them met with great interest from the general public. Both Bubble-T and Bubble-TV received positive feedback and the attention of a large number of people (10,000 to 700,000). Finally, the two improvements to our token-based approach of dynamic visualisation seem to have been adopted by a large group of people. These improvements were (i) the use of physics-based animation for updating the visualization, and (ii) and the transformation of tokens to visual area of aggregated data. However, despite the success the visualizations presented in this chapter, Bubble-T and Bubble-TV are not
generic, but based on specific application case. Therefore, we have only partially solved our problem \text{Problem1.2}. In the next chapter, we will present a metaphor and a toolkit to unify our approach to using tokens for dynamic visualization.
Chapter 4 focused on how one can engage people in dynamic data analysis through the use of a token-based visualisation system. In Chapter 5, two case studies were presented, which were dedicated to determining an appropriate visual encoding for dynamic data. The first case study was designed to explore how one can use tokens and physical simulations to represent the data updates that occur in a data stream in a visual and smooth manner. The second case study focused on how to increase the amount of data that could be represented using token-based visualizations; this was achieved by combining a token-based visualisation with a classic bar chart.

The visualisation techniques developed during the two aforementioned case studies received enthusiasm, but the techniques were created for specific applications and were consequently not generalizable.

In this chapter, we study and group the specific design features into a more generalizable visualisation technique for dynamic data. In order to achieve this, we present “Visual Sedimentation” as a metaphor that allows us to define and describe a design space that...
encompasses both “Bubble-T” and “Bubble-TV”. This metaphor and design space allows us to achieve visual updating in classical area chart visualizations such as bar charts, bubble charts and pie charts. Visual Sedimentation also provides a framework within which we can extend token-based visualizations further by generating new visualizations based on token assemblies aggregating area charts. In this chapter, we discuss our exploration of the design space described by Visual Sedimentation, as well as the generation of new visualizations using Visual Sedimentation.

6.1 Introduction

This chapter introduces Visual Sedimentation, a novel design metaphor inspired by the physical process of sedimentation. This process is the result of objects falling due to gravitational forces and then aggregating over time into compact layers. We show how the physical properties of the sedimentation process can be applied to the design of effective visualizations of data streams through metaphor: new items are the equivalent to falling objects, animated by virtual forces, and aggregating over time in area charts.

Data streams are sequences of typed objects, and are very common with social networks updates, tweets, emails, network logs, RSS feeds, or updates in distributed version control systems. The challenges of visualizing data streams match many characteristics of the physical sedimentation process: data appear at unpredictable times, accumulate until they are processed, and need to be kept in aggregated form to provide historical and contextual information over time. Designing visualizations to convey those various stages is not straightforward as many visual representations may have to be displayed simultaneously.

We are specifically interested in smoothing the transition between the data stream’s focus—recent data—and the context—older data.

In this chapter, we define the sedimentation process as it appears in physical environment, followed by an explanation of how it applies as a metaphor for data streams visualizations. To facilitate the design of visualizations using this metaphor, we implemented a supporting toolkit; we applied this toolkit to design and implement case studies of both classical and novel visualizations based on real-life datasets.

We then explore the Visual Sedimentation design space by modifying the toolkit parameters and creating a group of variant visualizations. This process of deconstructing the design space has provided us with creative results that we present. We finally address technical issues related to the implementation of the Visual Sedimentation metaphor before discussing future works.
6.2 Sedimentation

Sedimentation is commonly understood as the deposition of a solid material from air or water. Biologists define it as “the tendency for particles in suspension to settle out of the fluid in which they are entrained, and come to rest against barrier” [Wikipedia, 2013]. Geologists extend this definition to “deposits from glacial ice and those materials collected under the impetus of gravity alone, as in talus deposits, or accumulations of rock debris at the base of cliffs” [of Encyclopædia Britannica, 2013].

Many factors contribute to the sedimentation process; we focus here on several elements that are applicable to our metaphor. The central element of the sedimentation process is the sediment itself: rock, dust or particles that vary in composition, size and weathering stage (Figure 6.3, center). External physical forces are applied to sediments transporting them according to the forces’ directions and magnitudes. Furthermore, depending on weathering and collisions, sediments may split or become compressed. The process that compresses sediments over time is called decay. Sediments end their journey as they accumulate on each other and on barriers, settling and aggregating into sedimentary rocks; this process is called flocculation. Sedimentary rocks may separate into distinctive layers or strata, with the oldest strata on the bottom and the youngest on the top. These strata reflect the different nature of sediments, time periods, or compression over time with deformations in organic or liquid-like shapes.

As sedimentation is part of a global physical environment, physical forces also play a role in this process and the deposit of visible traces. For example, glaciers leave trails of heterogeneous sediments in their wake. Similarly, riverbed deposits show historical meanders in a river’s floodplain (Figure 6.3, right); finer grain sediments deposits in suspension visually mark the maximum water level, an example of naturally-occurring contours. Fluids may also leave traces of past interactions between its flow and the sediment deposits with ripple marks. Sedimentation not only leaves visual cues or traces of the past, but also captures snapshots of living ecosystems through fossils.

Humans are familiar with the visible parts of the sedimentation process, such as mountain formations, dunes or riverbeds occurring at the surface of the Earth. The underground portion of sedimentation
(i.e. strata) previously had only been revealed to us as exposed cliff faces. During the industrial revolution, digging and coring techniques were developed that brought sedimentary layers to the surface. It was not until the late eighteenth century that James Hutton revealed a complete understanding of the laws that govern the formation of sediment on the Earth [Hutton, 1788]. Strata became a familiar concept when cut representations in cartography became incorporated into our standard educational material. Our work builds upon the general popular’s widespread understanding of sedimentation.

6.3 Visual Sedimentation

Visual Sedimentation applies the metaphor of the process of sedimentation to the visual representation of data streams. The following section explains how sedimentation concepts can be mapped to their visual counterparts, particularly: tokens (corresponding to sediments), layout, physical forces, and aggregated areas.

6.3.1 Tokens

Similarly than in our previous design studies (Chapter 4: page 77; Chapter 5: pages 94 and 100) a token is a visual mark [Bertin, 1977] representing a data item arriving from the stream. For the purposes of this chapter, each data item appears at a particular time t, and carries attributes (e.g. size, weight, texture); one of these attributes is categorical and is considered as the token’s category. The token may be as graphically rich as needed in order to visually express the
data it represents. Each token undergoes four states during its lifetime (Figure 6.4):

- *entrance* into the scene from an *entrance point*;
- *suspension* while falling to the ground;
- *accumulation* on the ground or on top of previous tokens;
- *decay* and finally merging or *flocculating* into an aggregated area.

The token’s visual appearance can change during its lifetime to reflect its current state, but it should remain recognizable and identifiable through some consistent visual encoding to clearly keep its identity or category until it flocculates.

### 6.3.2 Layout

The layout roughly corresponds to a two-dimensional geological cross-section of strata layers in which the tokens are shown in their multiple forms. The layout is comprised of four components that satisfy these constraints:

- *Walls* are separators used to control tokens’ trajectories and to separate tokens according to possible categories while maintaining their arrival order visually.
- The *Ground* is the baseline or barrier on which tokens accumulate and generate deposits over time.
- *Aggregated areas* lie under the ground and reflect the history of tokens previously accumulated underground.
- *Containers* are compound physical elements made of walls and ground. They are semi-closed shapes that contain categorized tokens.

### 6.3.3 Forces

*Physical forces* specify the movement and behavior of tokens, for example their trajectories and reactions to collisions with other tokens or obstacles. They indirectly impact the tokens’ states as their position changes and form decays. Properties of physical forces are specified as follows:

- *Gravity* moves tokens from their entrance point to the ground; it is probably the most intuitive and predictive type of force. Furthermore, token dynamics under gravity forces can be influenced by friction, such as fluid viscosity or dry friction.
- *Decay* simulates the weathering of a token. It is effectively an aging function that begins to work once tokens start to accumulate. The application of this force can produce different effects on tokens, including shrinking, flattening, or darkening.
- *Flocculation* is the transformation of individual tokens into a continuous aggregated area. This transformation can be rendered with various visual effects.
6.3.4 Aggregated Areas

The final state undergone by tokens is **aggregation** with previous tokens into **strata** (Figure 6.4, bottom). **Stacked layers** represent a period of time, with a height proportional to the number of flocculated tokens. Layers are stacked but visually separated by a line or a different visual encoding. **Deformation** is caused by physical forces that change the shape and thickness of the layer, and its visual representation (e.g. colour or texture).

### 6.4 Visual Sedimentation Toolkit

To facilitate the exploration of the Visual Sedimentation design space, we implemented an open-source toolkit, written in JavaScript to run in modern web browsers. It provides templates for using the common charts described in the next section. For example, the bar chart on the left in Figure 6.1 can be programmed with the parameters details shown in Listing A.2. The toolkit reads parameters following the design space described in Table 6.1 to configure the Visual Sedimentation engine. The capabilities of the toolkit can be extended through a programming API to control the data sources, visual encodings, dynamic behavior, layout, and interactions.

The Visual Sedimentation toolkit relies on two existing libraries: the physics engine Box2DWeb [Catto, 2010] to manage force-based animation and collision, and the visualisation toolkit D3 [Bostock et al., 2011] for implementing the visual encodings of the aggregated areas and their deformations. Token management is handled by the physics engine in a dynamic fashion, while the aggregated areas are handled using D3 according to the strata model and created once for all when the visualisation starts.

The Visual Sedimentation toolkit relies on tokens being discrete,
however datastreams can carry continuous data or discrete high volume-rate data produced at high-speed, both of which can be unsuitable for most types of visualization. To use Visual Sedimentation with such data streams, the programmer will need to first split the continuous or fast stream into discrete chunks that the user will be able to see and understand. Furthermore, when the data flow rate is irregular or bursty, it may need some regulation; the toolkit provides some pre-processing facilities to smooth the stream throughput.

The toolkit’s parameters are summarized in Table 6.1. They can be set individually to explore numerous design variations. To help designers get started, we predefined a series of templates that can be loaded by setting the chart type to type: ‘StackedAreaChart’ for bar charts. Other charts (pie and bubble charts) can be loaded in the same way and then be customized to meet the designers’ needs.

However, not all parameter values will produce visualizations compliant with the sedimentation metaphor. Parameter setting should be done carefully since parameters may depend on or influence each other. For example, changing the incoming point position will impact the accumulation location, forcing tokens to land on the wrong part of a chart. To ensure that the resulting visualisation will comply with the metaphor, designers should observe the following high level guidelines that are not enforced by the toolkit:

1. The accumulation area and the aggregated area should look continuous at their interface;
2. The trajectory of tokens in the accumulation area should be consistent with the orientation of the aggregated areas (the perceived “time direction”), at least locally around their interface;
3. The encoding of strata sizes in the aggregated area should decrease monotonically starting at the interface following the “time direction”;
4. To support the metaphor, the flocculated area and the aggregated area should be visually consistent around the interface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(l) TOKEN</th>
<th>(a) AGGREGATED AREA</th>
<th>(f) FORCE</th>
<th>(l) LAYOUT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 - Visual encoding</td>
<td>1 - Geometric primitive</td>
<td>1 - Gravity</td>
<td>1 - Wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 - Incoming point</td>
<td>2 - Stacked geometric</td>
<td>2 - Decay</td>
<td>2 - Ground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 - Trajectory</td>
<td>primitive</td>
<td>3 - Flocculation</td>
<td>3 - Container</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 - Target</td>
<td>3 - Trail</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 - Impulse</td>
<td>4 - Pixel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 - Physical parameters</td>
<td>5 - Isocontours</td>
<td>6 - None</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Parameters of the Visual Sedimentation Toolkit
Figure 6.6: Template schemas: Blue lines represent the walls; red lines the ground; green arrows the entrance point; black arrow the gravity direction; light grey shapes the deposit area; and dark grey shapes the aggregated area.

(A) A common bar chart and (B) its template; (C) the pie chart template; (D) the bubble chart template.

Listing 6.1: Bar Chart implementation based on a template

```javascript
mySettings = {
  width: 300, height: 300,
  chart: {
    type:'StackedAreaChart', ...
  }
  data: {
    model: [
      {label: "Column A"}, ...
    ],
    strata:[
      [ {initValue: 100, label: "Bar A"} ], ...
    ],
    stream: {
      provider: 'generator', refresh:10000/4
    }
  }, // data:
  sedimentation: {
    token: {
      size: {original: 6, minimum: 2}
    },
    aggregation: {type:"stacked"},
    suspension: { decay: {power: 1.01} },
    flocculation:{...}
  }, // sedimentation:
  var barChart = $('#myDivChartContainer').vs(mySettings);
```
6.5 Case studies

We implemented a series of examples and cases studies using the Visual Sedimentation toolkit to demonstrate which parameters combinations can be effectively used in real settings. The Visual Sedimentation toolkit not only facilitates the implementation of the sedimentation metaphor; it allows its exploration in a guided way by parametric exploration of the design space.

6.5.1 Common Area Charts with Visual Sedimentation

The toolkit supports the application of the Visual Sedimentation metaphor to common area charts such as bar charts, pie charts and bubble charts. We explain how these charts are specified and how to control their visual encoding.
A simple way to use a bar chart with Visual Sedimentation (see Figure 6.8, left), is to consider each vertical bar as an aggregated area, with a height proportional to the number of tokens stratified. Walls are added to separate the chart into bins, each containing a different category of tokens (Figure 6.6 B). The top of the bar becomes the sedimentation ground where incoming tokens will bounce and deposit before they flocculate. The upper area of the bin, above the bar, becomes a container which is to be filled up by incoming tokens. Tokens fall from an entrance point that can be right above each bin, moved by gravity. To accommodate entrance points and tokens in suspension, the maximum bar height should remain below the top of the bin containers.
Similarly, a pie chart with Visual Sedimentation (see Figure 6.9) considers each sector as an aggregated area, where the angle is proportional to the number of stratified tokens. Just as with bar charts, walls are added between sectors. The ground is represented as an arc in each sector that forms a container delimited by two walls crossing at the center. The arc radius should be small enough to leave room for entrance points. Tokens enter in the containers from an entrance point that can be in front of each sector, and move towards the center of the chart, as though tokens were gravitationally drawn to by the pie center.
Bubble chart

A bubble chart with Visual Sedimentation is slightly different than the other two types of area charts (Figure 6.10). There is one center per token category, organized in a grid. Aggregated areas are discs with a radius proportional to the number of tokens stratified. Bubble charts have no walls; the ground is the external circle of each disc where tokens are deposited. Tokens can enter from any point; they are gravitationally drawn to the center of the category to which they belong.

Note that for these 3 charts, the perceived size of the areas is slightly perturbed by the tokens that float outside and their non-linear aggregation over time. Value retrieval tasks cannot be performed accurately but comparisons between area sizes remain valid. If accurate value retrieval is needed, a corrected aggregated area can be drawn translucently over the deposit and aggregated areas.
SediClock

SediClock is a hybrid of an hourglass and a water clock (Figure 6.11). Like an hourglass, SediClock uses sand particles as tokens to depict seconds. Like a water clock, it simulates a liquid filling-up a translucent recipient. SediClock encodes minutes and longer time units as strata. Tokens representing seconds flocculate each minute; therefore the minute container is filled with the latest count of seconds from the starting time. In addition to second tokens, SediClock also shows time in 200 ms units using smaller tokens. Interestingly, these extra tokens have no consequence on the layout: they fill up the empty space left between the stacked second tokens when they fall in the container.

Real-Time World Population

Worldometers\(^2\) is a website that provides real-time statistics on global issues such as demography, ecology, health, and economics, as counters updated in real time. Their real-time counters are streams of numbers using a specified unit, updated every millisecond; unfortunately, the scale and context of their numerical data is difficult to understand without a proper visualization.

We used Visual Sedimentation to visualize the real-time world population, using the aggregated area to represent the living population. Unlike the previous examples, birth tokens enter and quickly flocculate to the circle representing the world population, while grey death tokens leave the disc, fall down, and vanish (Figure 6.12).

Due to the high frequency of updates, we do not use any accumulation; the speed of tokens during suspension conveys the scale of the counters clearly showing that the birth rate is higher than the death rate.

---

\(^2\) http://www.worldometers.info/
StackOverflow Questions Visualization

StackOverflow is a popular website where users ask technical questions and get answers from the Web community; the questions are freely tagged by users for categorization and search [Stackoverflow]. Questions and answers flow in rapidly: as of the submission of this paper of this article, the ten most popular tags are associated with 428,345 to 160,826 questions and the site receives 20 to 500 new questions every day. Applying Visual Sedimentation to this stream, questions map to tokens and the 10 most popular tags. Our visualization uses the classical bar chart layout (Figure 6.13). To visually match StackOverflow’s logo (Figure 6.14), we use flat rectangles instead of circles as token shapes. This factor highly impacts the organization of the chart, because the stacking and grouping behaviour of squared shape are radically different than rounded shape. This force us to revise the layout of the chart. We choose to force the falling rectangular tokens to remain approximately flat when the physics engine could make them rotate, we limited the height of the deposit area above the bars and tuned the force model. To match the logo style we also set the decay function to not change the shape of tokens but instead darken their colour over time. Consequently, there is no flocculation and tokens are removed after their decay time.

To control the data flow rate, a buffer containing the last 100 questions is loaded when the application is launched. This buffer is asynchronously filled, while each second, a question is taken out of the buffer and enters the visualization.
WikiFlow

WikiFlow

WikiFlow

WikiFlow

Wikipedia4, the free encyclopedia online, manages each of its languages as a different Web site, resulting in differences in the number of articles, coverage, style, and frequency of edits. We apply Visual Sedimentation to create the WikiFlow visualization, showing real-time edits made in five languages: English, German, French, Polish, and Japanese (Figure 6.15). Languages correspond to categories, page edits correspond to tokens with a size proportional to the edit’s length.

Interactions with tokens allow users to get details on demand: hovering on a token shows the page name, author, and summary of the edit. After edit details are shown, a black outline is drawn around the token. Clicking on the token opens the edited page. For managing the updates, new data is buffered and appear every 30 seconds to give users enough time to detect changes.

Figure 6.15: Birth, death and population screen capture at 3h15 pm.

http://www.wikipedia.com/
We extracted edit logs from our research team SVN repository, reflecting the writing and programming of 11 researchers; relating to activity both on articles and programming during the 20 days preceding the VisWeek 2012 deadline. To visualize this data stream, we designed SediVN, a Visual Sedimentation bar chart where researchers correspond to categories, edits correspond to tokens with a size proportional to the edit’s length, and the sequence of edits is replayed in the original order at higher speed (Figure 6.16). Tokens had a 24-hour lifetime before flocculating into three strata that encoded the token count during the past 24 hours, the previous week and the overall period of time since the beginning of the recording, respectively. Since data was known in advance, the maximum bar heights (representing the total quantity of edited text for one researcher) were shown as bar contours that fill up when tokens flocculated. To provide more control and an overview, we added a static visualization under the animated bar chart showing the distribution of edits over time during the total 20-day period; it clearly shows the increase of activity in the run-up to deadline. The progression of the SediVN animation is depicted as a temporal slider, with a darker translucent background from the starting time (left) to the current time. The current time position can be interactively moved to replay the animation, jump to interesting times, or control the animation speed.

As tokens may appear simultaneously, we reinforced token arrival notifications both visually and with sound. Visually, we increased the label size of the bin that will fall into. The size then decreased slowly until another token arrives. Thus, label sizes reflect the recent activity of each bin (Figure 6.7, left). Each entering token makes a short audible beep, with a different pitch associated with each bin category. This effect is designed to evoke the vocal pitch of different researchers.

Figure 6.16: SVN Commits visualization
working in the same room; it also expresses accurately how frequently edits can occur. All these feedback modes are reminiscent of a ripple effect.

We received feedback from many researchers within and outside our team; they commented that they could feel the heat of the deadline by watching SediVN. However, they sought more information relating to collaborations. We made an adjustment to SediVN by adding lines between tokens that are related to the same edited files. Since the lines also added visual clutter, they only appeared when hovering the mouse over a particular researcher’s bin (Figure 6.7).

Twitter Popularity of M&M’s Colors

During two months, we recorded 19,852 tweets containing both the word “M&M’s” and a colour name among red, yellow, blue, green, orange and brown. The SediMMS application visualized them in a Visual Sedimentation bar chart with colors as categories (Figure 6.17).

Each tweet is a token, represented as a real-looking M&M’s. They initially appear as their tweet’s text in the upper part of the chart and then morph into the well-known M&M’s rounded shape. This visual effect enforces continuity between the textual and graphical representations. During initial design feedback, a user suggested that the visual transformation should give a momentum to the tokens. Therefore, we added an initial force with a random magnitude to simulate a propelling force. To show the strata, we used a background texture of M&M’s at multiple scales to simulate token accumulations. Lower-level strata showed denser M&M’s using a scaled-down texture to express compression over time.

One major design issue was how to display all the recorded tweets. Standard stratification applied independently for each category made it difficult to compare the evolution of strata sizes. To preserve the strata alignment, each bar was rotated by 90 degrees at the end of each day and stacked, resulting in a streamgraph [Byron and Wattenberg, 2008]. This created an organic shape that showed the varying trends of M&M’s colors over time. We advertised the visualisation through Twitter, explained the streamgraph to users as the temporal trail left by the bar chart over time.
6.6 Deconstructing the Metaphor

The aforementioned case studies are based on pre-configured range parameters from the toolkit. In these standard cases, the aggregated area always defines the visualization template and tokens fall and flocculate within these areas.

Despite the abundant literature on designing user interfaces (e.g. [Shneiderman and Plaisant, 2010]), there are few accepted methodologies in information visualisation to explore design spaces. In this work, we adhere to the design methodology described by Buxton [Buxton, 2010]: starting from our initial experience on Bubble-t and Bubble-TV (Chapter 5), we generalized the design space by creating the Visual Sedimentation metaphor. We then applied the design space to several examples that are instantiations of the metaphor (Section 6.5). We now further extend the metaphor by deconstructing it. We will progressively modify toolkit parameters that imitate physical-constraints and are implicit in the sedimentation metaphor; physical constraints are not necessarily required. This deconstruction is compelling for two reasons: first, from a design standpoint, it extends the possibilities of Visual Sedimentation to richer and more creative solutions; second, from a technical standpoint, it adapts Visual Sedimentation to simulate conditions that go beyond a literal physical metaphor. Moreover the design space exploration is also useful to provide some guidelines for designers and developers.

6.6.1 Methodology

To explore the design space, we relied on the parametric space provided by the toolkit (Table 6.1). One simple way to explore it would
be to vary all the parameters systematically and observe the results. However, this is not possible due to the strong constraints linking the parameters. Instead, we created variations by focusing on three parameters: force, layout, and aggregated area. We created a large number of designs with variations of these parameters, selected the “best” samples, and iteratively improved them. The criteria we used to select the best samples were:

- consistency with the metaphor,
- readability of the mapping function, and
- interesting or surprising results.

6.6.2 Variations on Force-Based Behavior

The pie chart, bar chart, and bubble chart standard templates (Figure 6.6) are provided to the designer as starting points to produce variations (Table 6.1, a[1,2], l[1,2,3]; f[1,2,3]). The three first variations (Figure 6.18A, 6E and 6I) are based on changing some parameters of these templates. The Bar Chart without boundaries (Figure 6.19, Figure 6.18A) uses the general container but without the walls that indicate a column structure (Table 6.1, f[2,3]). The same process was applied to (Figure 6.18E). In this case, the three categories show the same dataset. Because the categories are colour coded, the chart remains meaningful, although less readable than the original. Because the number of categories may be unknown at start-up time, we found this chart useful in allowing new category creation or removal. Despite the missing wall constraints, and even if tokens can organize freely around their landing position, the overall result remains close to a regular chart with the exception of a few tokens. In these two charts, we have also removed aggregated areas (Table 6.1, a[6]); the resulting token accumulation encodes information beyond the chronological order of the tokens, showing trends in the data stream. For example, a large number of green tokens are overflowing near the center of the pie chart, indicating that there was an abundance of green tokens early in the data stream.

Heap Charts (Figure 6.18I) are constructed like a bubble chart but with no container and a distributed entrance point. Because the tokens have full freedom, they even out in a circle; they produce a temporal fisheye effect, as tokens shrink and decay over time. We discuss the mechanisms to preserve the metaphor in Section 6.6.3.

Removing the ground and gravity in a bar chart results in a Silo Chart (Figure 6.18B, Table 6.1, f[1], l[2]). Having no ground removes the physical force of gravity (Table 6.1, f[1], l[3]), allowing the infinite spread of tokens. The chart preserves the separation between categories, and still provides a potentially infinite space for the tokens: only walls direct the tokens’ placement inside infinitely long strips. No gravity means that as the tokens enter through their entrance point, they push away older tokens, resulting in a growing circular shape. As the tokens decay over time, the outer ring of the chart ends-up containing smaller tokens than the center, making the more
recent tokens more prominent. Multiple contiguous silo charts can be compared visually as the tokens fill the strips additively.

The metaphor can also be deconstructed by perforating layouts with holes that enable tokens to escape through the holes and prevent unexpected overflows. A Drop Chart (Figure 6.18C) is a bar chart with a hole on the ground that is filled with tokens from the top and emptied at the bottom. A second container underneath is progressively filled with the falling tokens. This chart allows token paths to be specified, showing the time windows before the tokens flocculate.

Varying the container shapes produces a wide variety of layouts, sometimes requiring the force models to be adapted. Another variation is to assemble various shapes as obstacles to slow down and control the path followed by the tokens (Table 6.1, l[1]). In the Typo Chart (Figure 6.18, L), tokens follow predefined paths that are typographic characters or signs. In this example, tokens draw the letters “V”, “I”, and “Z” as they are constrained by invisible walls. These letters are drawn as tunnels in front of the entrance points. They are filled with tokens from the top and emptied from the bottom. Despite the high level of expressivity in this example, it is difficult to compare the quantities and arrival time of tokens when the containers have different shapes.

6.6.3 Variations on Aggregated-Area Layouts

We have found three possible strategies (Figure 6.20) for creating the area chart:

1. generate an area chart from scratch with the support of the D3 toolkit,
2. generate a layout from the flocculated tokens, and
3. generate a layout from the tokens’ trails.

The first strategy is provided by the default templates for the standard aggregated areas (Table 6.1, a[1,2]). It can either use extensions of templates to produce more complex area charts (as in SediMMS), or use new variations as in Figure 6.18G and 6H. To be consistent with the metaphor, the generated area chart should follow the requirements described in Section 6.4, but the toolkit cannot enforce these requirements: automatically generating area charts consistent with the tokens’ behavior and with the requirements remains an open research question.

For the second strategy, the toolkit makes it possible to use the tokens’ dynamic behavior against physical barriers to generate shapes that can be used in the area chart. For example, the flocculation process can be further simulated to generate future generations of flocculated tokens that will constitute the aggregated area (Table 6.1, a[4]); the toolkit allows exploration of several parametric configurations for that strategy. This is shown in Figure 6.18F where a pie chart is generated by the composition of flocculated tokens which, instead of disappearing, fill pixel by pixel the aggregated area at the center.
of the chart. Fading the colour of post-flocculated tokens visually creates different strata levels (Table 6.1, a[4,2]). Interestingly, this mechanism results in a rendition similar to Figure 6.18G which is based on the distribution of flocculated tokens, but requires the full execution of the simulation and may not result in a chart consistent with the flocculation stage.

The third strategy is to not only provide a visual persistence once the token is settled, but also while it is in motion starting from its incoming point. *Trail Chart* (Figure 6.18B; Table 6.1, a[3]) shows the trails of every single token trajectory, with the thickness decreasing as the token decays. This results in overlapping strips where colour encodes the token’s dimension and fades out after a certain amount of time. Overlapping trails may thus indicate trends thanks to transparency. Large trails indicate that a data burst happened, which is not visible anymore once the tokens become deposited in the chart. Trails have the same properties as strata as they show previous tokens’ activity. They can even systematically be used in any type of chart as a way to add motion blur and facilitate token tracking, as well as to capture screenshots of charts (Figure 6.18, I). Once they disappear, tokens may also leave a trail, which also fades away over time resulting in distinct horizontal layers similar to strata (Figure 6.18, E, I).

In addition to aggregated areas, dynamically generating strata according to token positions can be done by adding *isocontours* (Table 6.1, a[5]): area boundaries containing the tokens just before they flocculate. These boundaries provide a persistent visual footprint of maximal radii during a sliding time window (e.g. last minute, hour, and day). Isocontours explicitly encode the maximum value of their perimeter of deposits, they are useful for visual comparison tasks. In Figure 6.18, J, we display them low opacity so as to keep them both visible because they share the same visual space as tokens. Isocontours can only be used when the aggregated areas are generated in a way consistent and continuous with time, unlike e.g. Figure 6.18, F. Just like obtaining consistent isocontours, obtaining aggregated areas suitable to perform specific reading tasks is not straightforward since the aggregated area depicts the number of flocculated tokens modulated by their age. To address that issue, Figure 6.18, H visualizes the total number of tokens as bar heights and number per time window as bar widths, allowing comparisons between categories.
Variations on Token Encoding

Token visual encoding variations over time could provide a high degree of expressivity to process different encodings or effects. One encoding could highlight different time periods in the token deposit area while keeping the visual identity of each individual element without adding additional information layers. One way to create such an encoding, while still remaining consistent with the metaphor, would be to change the stroke thickness over time according to a function of interest. We can see sketches of this approach in Figure 6.21A,B,C.

An important benefit of token-based visual encodings is the possibility to select and manipulate directly a token that corresponds to one datum. This effect, i.e., selecting one or a set of tokens, could be achieved with various strategies. One strategy could be to vary, e.g., reduce or augment, the collision area of the token while keeping its visual mark stable. This can be seen in figure 6.22 with token C and D. If the collision areas of the tokens were reduced, then the visual marks corresponding to the tokens could visually merge to form a collective visual mark as can be seen by the partially formed group of tokens in figure 6.21B and E inside the deposit area. Allowing reduction could render the token hard to perceive and a high reduction would radically impact its identity. If the collision areas of the tokens were increased, then it may be easier to select individual tokens. Such a situation where the tokens have an increased collision area can be seen in 6.22 with token E, and also in figure 6.21 with column D. In the latter example, the collision areas of the tokens are increasing as the tokens age and the visual marks shrink.

Token shape is an important factor to consider when designing a visual encoding to use in combination with the Visual Sedimentation metaphor. Token shape strongly affects the spatial organisation of the tokens in the deposit area, i.e., how tokens will group and stack. For instance, in the stackoverflow case study (Section 6.5.1), we chose to use rectangular tokens for aesthetic reasons.

As such, we were obliged to review our default layout so as to add more constraints to it. This could happen with every other potential token shape. Token shape could provide rich new visual properties. In the case of stackoverflow, rectangular tokens were easier to count than
round ones due to how the rectangular tokens organized themselves in the deposit area.

6.7 Technical and Design Implications

We now relate and comment on technical and design observations from our experience in the implementation of the previous case studies and extended designs. These issues arise because, while the physical world is mostly self-regulated (except occasional catastrophes), the digital world is not. Therefore, implementations should take measures to adjust to scale variations in an adequate way. These scale variations can relate to the tokens rate, the token sizes, the deposit time, or flocculation time.

To mitigate these issues, Visual Sedimentation uses a physics engine that behaves in understandable ways when pushed over the tokens capacity. Very much like a dam overflow, tokens overflow their containers and walls but continue to behave consistently so the metaphor is still valid to some extent. However, visualizations can become cluttered and unpredictable, sometimes in creative ways but not under the designer’s control. We discuss the current performances of the toolkit and its mechanisms to improve control.

6.7.1 Performance

As the primary purpose of the toolkit is to enable the exploration of the metaphor’s design space, its current implementation has not yet been optimized for performance. Still, we tested it and identified strategies to improve its performance with different parameters using the following configuration: MacBookPro, processor 2.4Ghz Corei7, 8GB Ram, Mac Os X 10.7.5, Chrome Version 27.0.1453.93. We ran the test on the default chart of the library (a 300 × 300 pixel canvas with a 3-bin bar chart). We recorded the number of frames per second (fps) as a measure of visual rendering quality, and also the number of collisions per second (cps) as we hypothesized that this could be a bottleneck for fps drops. We implemented various scenarios (see results Figure 6.23) with multiple strategies to keep the fps consistent. All scenarios are based on the same range of the number of incoming tokens per second (tps), from 3 to 105 (tps).

Two factors seem to account for the drop of performance: 1) increases in cps, and 2) triggers of the token aggregation function (which requires JavaScript code processing by the browser). Beyond 541 cps (measured with 15 tps), the refresh rate drops under 25 fps, which is below the standard quality for animation. To limit the number of collisions per second and maintain a decent frame rate some strategies can be adopted. We call these strategies adaptive as they are activated according to dynamic parameters such as tps or cps.

The first strategy is to change the decay rate according to the number of tps to limit the number of tokens in the deposit area and, indirectly, the number of collisions. The second strategy is to delay
the aggregation shape update to a limited number of tokens. In this type of configuration the simulation can go beyond 25 fps for more than 105 fps. The pitfall of these two strategies is that they introduce a variation of the encoding according to the data flow rate. To avoid confusion for these adaptive solutions we recommend that designers indicate any change of encoding to the user.

6.7.2 Bursty Data Streams

The main mechanism for managing bursty data streams is buffering tokens to control their entrance rate. Buffering implies adding delay or forcing a constant interval between token, creating lag between what the data stream sends and what the visualisation displays.

Visualizing tokens immediately after a new data arrives from the stream is the simplest and most sensible strategy, when possible. Variations in token rate become visible, for example, in SediVN, an increasing edit rate as the deadline approaches. However, SediVN tunes the token sizes and gravity forces optimally for the stream because it replays recorded data and can prepare in advance.

For online cases where the data stream rate is unknown, we adopted an hourglass buffering and reading strategy: each token is displayed for a short time before it flocculates. This is the case for Bubble-t, Bubble-TV, StackOverflowChart, WikiFlow and SediMMS. This short time allows users to read the token data and it also ensures the deposit area does not overflow (Figure 6.18, I, Figure 6.24).

Other strategies include enlarging the deposit area, increasing the suspension time, and decreasing the flocculation time. These parameters affect the look and feel of the visualisation and are therefore design trade-offs. Alternatively, modifying the buffering strategy has no impact on the look and feel but on the faithfulness of the interface: if it pretends to be near real time but it is severely delayed, the interface is not faithful for the user. A simple way to fix the problem consists of showing a count of buffered items or a visual feedback representing them, such as drops ready to fall. Interactive control can
be added to flush all the buffered tokens.

6.7.3 Tokens Deposit and Strata Visual Comparison

Comparing stream throughput between categories requires choosing deposit and aggregated areas that are easy and accurate to compare.

In Bubble-t, as containers share a common ground and no decay, the comparison is facilitated, in contrast to Bubble-TV, SediMMS and SediVN where strata elevate the ground level, making the comparison task difficult. To solve this problem, the deposit areas could share an aligned ground level from which the deposit would grow up and the aggregation would grow down. This is the design choice made in SediMMS.

In addition to positions, visual variables encoding tokens such as size and shape impact the comparison, and even the overall readability since tokens filling speed is not uniform. For example, during one of the first iterations of StackOverflowChart, tokens were horizontal rectangles (4 × 12 pixels) in a container twice as wide. This configuration gave too much freedom for token accumulation in containers and resulted in unexpected stacking positions. By reducing the container’s width, the tokens became ordered in the next generation.

6.7.4 Token Provenance and Destination

Tokens may arrive from several entrance points, forcing users to scan many deposit areas to detect new incoming tokens. An appropriate visual encoding facilitates the provenance tracking of tokens. Adding labels for each entrance point is the natural solution, but is redundant with existing labels of the charts. Alternatively, using an arbitrary entrance point with no label has led to unexpected interpretations.

In SediVN, a user suggested making the tokens fall from the top of the web page, as it seems more natural than the tokens arriving from nowhere. Indeed, users tend to associate visual elements surrounding the entrance point with the origin of token data. If details about tokens are provided before token creation (e.g. tweet text) then a visual effect expressing causality has to transform the details into tokens: in Bubble-t, tokens are propelled in the direction of their destination column, in SediMMS a smooth transition changes the tweet’s text before it gets to its destination bin.

Deciding on the destination of tokens is not straightforward either. For example, in Bubble-t, the tokens are thrown similarly as a basketball shoot from a single entrance point to the final container.

The angles and forces applied to the tokens were manually tuned in order to create aesthetically pleasing token trajectories before entering the container, as well as to prevent collisions with other tokens and to reach the correct container. Having an interactive tool to test the parameters would have helped tremendously.
6.8 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, I have introduced a new design metaphor, *Visual Sedimentation*, which was directly inspired by the physical process of sedimentation. Using this metaphor, meaningful chunks of data are visualized as tokens, which enter the visualisation at an entrance point. These tokens remain in suspension while they fall to the ground based on a virtual gravitational force. The tokens then accumulate on the ground, decay, and finally aggregate into areas or strata. We have demonstrated the expressivity of this metaphor by applying it to a wide variety of dynamic data sources including: Twitter topics, social media sites such as StackOverflow or Wikipedia, and user activities in versioning system repositories.

In this chapter, I have also discussed how the metaphor reacts when adjusting design parameters that connect the visualisation to the physical constraints of physical sedimentation processes. This metaphor opens up a design space, that generalizes the possible bridge between token-based and area-chart visualisation while simultaneously providing great expressive potential.

We have created an open-source toolkit that enables designers to implement novel visualizations quickly using the Visual Sedimentation metaphor. This toolkit allows the community to explore further the design space that has been opened up by Visual Sedimentation. The exploration of this design space has already allowed us to create a broad spectrum of creative and unexpected visualizations.

The main contribution of this chapter is the integration of previous token-based visualisation systems into a generalizable design space that is supported by a metaphor that unifies token-based dynamic visualisation and classical area chart. This design space has allowed me to provide a solution to research Problem 1.2: How can one represent dynamic data updates for non-expert audience visually?

Visual Sedimentation provides new perspectives and a new level of expressiveness when visualizing dynamic data. However, it also raises several questions, I will address in the third part of this thesis:

- (1) How can one exploit the simplicity of the token-based incremental assembly processes for visualization?
- (2) How can one provide a graphical way for non-experts to build their own dynamic visualizations by making use of tokens?
- (3) How the direct manipulative properties of a tokens could be use actively in visualization?
6.9 Part Two Summary

In the second part of this dissertation I designed a token-based visual representation system: PolemicTweet (Chapter 4: page 77). Analysis of the system allowed us to validate and discuss the possibility of using this type of visual encoding to engage people in dynamic data analysis. We then reported on the design and development of two different token-based systems (Chapter 5: page 100). Based on these different applications we derived a generic visual mapping metaphor, Visual Sedimentation (Chapter 6: page 110). This metaphor allows the combination of two different types of visual representation token and an area chart by visually encoding data updates as the assembly of tokens into an area chart, over time. It also allowed me to set up a design space that incorporates classic information visualization, such as bar charts, pie charts and others.

The study with PolemicTweet and replicated at a different scale with Bubble-TV addresses our first sub research Problem 1.1 “Is it possible to leverage a crowd of InfoVis non-experts to analyse dynamic data?”. However, we cannot be certain that our findings are generalizable and valid in other contexts. Rather, these studies serve as proofs of concept which can be built upon to further validate the approach.

The work presented on Visual Sedimentation (Chapter 6) addresses our second sub research Problem 1.2 “How do we visually represent dynamic data updates to non-experts?”. Even if this approach is limited to certain types of data stream, the technique provides a new approach for composing area charts with tokens assembling over time.

Despite the new perspectives on dynamic data visualisation opened up by Visual Sedimentation, it does not provide a viable means for people without coding skills to author their own dynamic visualization. In the second part of this dissertation we will explore how we can provide a token-based authoring paradigm for non-experts, if people can construct their visualisation out of tokens, and how people can create and update token-based visualizations.
Part III

Democratization of Dynamic Visualization Authoring
During the previous part of this dissertation we demonstrated how token-based visual representation could be useful for dynamic visualization. All the visualizations presented in the previous part have a specific visual encoding. This encoding could be described as an assembly of discreet individual manipulative element into continuous aggregated visual area. We explored how this visual encoding could be useful to update dynamic data visualisation over time. We evaluated the feasibility to use such technique to engage a non-expert audience (Chapter 4) of different size (20, 300, 700 000) into a dynamic analysis process. Then we derive a generic technique to visually encode dynamic data for this population: Visual Sedimentation (Chapter 6). This technique is supported by a metaphor, a toolkit, and a design space. Despite the generalizability of this visual mapping, this technique doesn’t provide a mean for non-expert to design his or her own dynamic visualization, which is our second most important problem (P2).

To address P2, I hesitated between two different research strategies. The first one was to consolidate the Visual Sedimentation toolkit and create an on-screen interface for non-expert to author their own Visual Sedimentation mapping and remapping. The second one was: i) see if it is possible to formalize token assembly as a possible generic authoring approach to dynamic visualization, and ii) to investigate if, what and how non-expert could author their own visual representation by assembling tokens. I chose the second one.

In this part of the dissertation I will first define the challenges of providing visualisation authoring tools for non-expert. Then I explore how token assembly have been considering as a valid authoring tool for the information visualisation community. Because I found that this approach was never consider before in InfoVis community, I attempt to provide a first definition of this authoring paradigm. I build this definition by combining two sources of inspirations: previous constructivist approaches in other domains and real life examples.

The result of this research was the definition of a new information visualisation authoring paradigm: Constructive Visualization (Chapter 7: page 139). I will describe his different components, as well as his process. Then I will illustrate this paradigm, components and process through the description of four real life scenarios. This new authoring paradigm raises new questions. Among the most important, how non-expert people are performing visual representation authoring? But
also can I validate if Constructive Visualization paradigm empirically? To study empirically if non-experts could author their own visual representation based on previously defined paradigm, I designed and conducted a observational study. In chapter Chapter 8 I present this study in which I asked people to spontaneously transform data into visual representations by using tangible tokens (Section 8.3: page 164). This study allowed us to learn more about the visual mapping process and to refine my ideas about the approach of constructive authoring of visualizations.
7
Defining Constructive Visualization Paradigm

In Chapter 3 I provide a set of historical and design considerations for token-based visual representations. In the first part (Part II) of this thesis, I apply some of these considerations to the design of different visual representations for dynamic data analysis systems for the non-experts.

In this chapter we analyse the different existing InfoVis paradigms to extract important designs challenges. We then create a new paradigm to dynamic visualisation authoring tools. We describe the components and process, and then analyse different real life applications.

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we focus on supporting the democratization [Viégas et al., 2007] of visualization, which is in contrast to conventional visualization work where the focus has been to support data intensive science, industry and government. We are seeing visualizations in such places as: personal blogs [Hunger, 2008], as part of art works [Kosara, 2007, Lau and Vande Moere, 2007, Pousman et al., 2007,

Figure 7.1: Child playing and learning math.

1 Portions of this chapter were previously published in [Huron et al., 2014a]. Thus, any use of “we” in this chapter refers to Samuel Huron, Sheelagh Carpendale, Alice Thudt, Anthony Tang, and Michael Mauerer.
Viégas and Wattenberg, 2007], in the news media [Hullman and Diakopoulus, 2011, Segel and Heer, 2010, Weber and Rall, 2012], and as a growing part of the quantified self movement [quantifiedself.com, 2013]. These visualizations range from the intensely personal such as the visualization of the contents of one’s freezer [Viégas et al., 2008], to community-based visualizations such as crime in one’s neighbourhood [Viégas et al., 2008]. This movement opens several research questions. If democratization means that people (not just experts) will author and construct their own visualizations, what kinds of tools will these people need? What questions are they asking, and how will they explore the data that interests them? We investigate these questions by exploring situations where simple tools are being used to creatively and effectively construct complicated structures, in particular examining how these ideas arose in kindergarten education (Figure 7.1). Our goal is to explore educational theory to learn how to design tools that support non-professionals in the creation of visualizations.

For example, Grammel et al. [Grammel et al., 2010] show us that non-computer scientists have considerable trouble when designing visualizations particularly when selecting good data attributes, formulating visual mappings, and interpreting the visualizations produced. We examine how to address this problem by changing the design paradigm through which people manipulate the data in conjunction with visual variables to construct a visual mapping.

To this end, we take a fresh look at theories that speak to how people understand concepts that are new to them. The current way to support people in the creation of visual representations is to develop code libraries, toolkits, or create visualization templates and provide an infrastructure with which the created visualizations can be shared. In this chapter we discuss an alternate approach: we consider how people can author visualizations by using familiar elements. We build our perspective on the observation of practices in non-academic situations where people are actively engaging in the construction of their own visualizations in spite of the fact that there is a lack of tools supporting these kinds of activities. Our contribution is to propose a new visual mapping paradigm, to relate it to existing theories, and to discuss how it opens new directions for visualization authoring.

In this chapter we start by exploring the idea of democratization of visualization design: we identify and compare three existing approaches in which one can author a visual mapping. Then we explain how educational approaches from Froebel, Piaget, and Papert point the way to a new design paradigm, which we term “constructive visualization”. Then we define the components, processes and benefits of constructive visualization. Finally we illustrate it through real world non-academic examples and discuss the implications for developing new designs and research.
7.2 Towards Democratization of Visualization

The InfoVis research community has focused on making visual representations of data and on supporting data tasks via interaction.

A considerable emphasis has been placed on leveraging perceptual skills to improve readability of visual representations [Ware, 2004], studying the effectiveness of visualization in regards to the intended task [Amar and Stasko, 2005], and making progress towards assessing insight triggered through use of visualizations [Saraiya et al., 2005]. A major underlying goal of much of this work has been to empower information workers and data experts.

Viegas et al.’s discussion about the democratization of visualization [Viégas et al., 2007] provides a fresh perspective on how InfoVis could impact society more broadly if the tools to build and use visualizations are accessible to those other than information workers. To this end, they identify three major problems that should be addressed in order to make InfoVis accessible, understandable and beneficial for the general population:

- The ability to create one’s own visualizations.
- The ability to publish or make these visualizations generally available.
- The possibility for discussion of these visualizations.

The ManyEyes project (Figure 7.2) was an initial exploration in this direction. It provides facilities to upload one’s data, choose from a variety of InfoVis templates to create a visualization of one’s own data through a common website. The created visualization is then automatically published online, and an associated discussion forum is automatically generated for each of the visualizations on the site. This site has been successful and well used, but it limits possible visualisation variations to the given set of templates.

Victor’s [Victor, 2013] discussion on the creation of visualizations sheds new light on challenges to be overcome in the pursuit of the democratization of visualization, focusing on the issue of creation. He identifies three paradigms (Figure 7.3) that people use to create visualizations:

- Using a pre-coded visualisation (as a template),
- Drawing a visualisation freehand, and
- Coding a visualisation through computer programming.

He argues that each of these approaches has pitfalls. The first one, using a pre-coded visualization, describes the ManyEyes [Viégas et al., 2007] solution where one can choose from existing InfoVis templates (e.g. bar chart, scatter plot, etc.). The advantages here are that these templates can be well known, well understood and even
well researched in terms of readability, etc. The disadvantages are that data is usually unique and often has distinct needs to achieve best results in terms of possible understanding and insight. Also using established templates can limit natural human creativity. This type of approach is exemplified by software such as Excel, Tableau [Tableau, 2014a], Spotfire [SpotFire, 1990], and also web tools like ManyEyes or Chart Editor in Google Docs [Google, 2013]. In these cases variations in results are limited by the set of predefined mapping functions and the possible options to tune their parameters. These are effective in that they are easy to use but they can limit the power of expression.

The second approach is the use of free hand drawing. Victor includes, within drawing, done by hand with a pen and a paper, on a whiteboard, as well as using drawing software such as Photoshop or Illustrator. It is well accepted and studied that people often use freehand drawing (Figure 7.4) on napkins [Chao et al., 2010], sketchbooks [Greenberg et al., 2011], and whiteboards [Walny et al., 2012, ?] to help them think visually [McKim, 1972, Arnheim, 1969] about ideas and to create ad-hoc data representations for thought and discussion purposes. With freehand drawing people have great creative and expressive freedom, which is somewhat limited by software drawing packages. However, the real limitation is the same for both: the results are static. There is no support for data dynamism, temporal changes or trends. Drawing examples include everyday ad-hoc sketches and relatively famous carefully articulated ones: Napoleon’s March [Minard, 1869] (Figure 7.5), and rock music histories [Garfolo, 1979](Figure 7.6).

The third approach Victor describes is the use of code. Coding is probably the most common way to create new information visualizations in the research community. Arguably, coding offers considerable creative freedom in the ability to tailor visualizations directly for specific data and even for specific data tasks. Also, it can support data dynamics. In terms of democratization of visualization, the limitation is in the accessibility of the process. Coding is a skill that must be learned and is not the kind of skill that everyone possesses or that everyone would be able to take the time to develop. This is the challenge we address: Can we offer the power, expressive creative freedom and the ability to support data dynamics without requiring people to learn to code? With this basic challenge in mind we develop our design goals and then explore the ideas from theory of mind that can help us unlock this challenge.

7.3 Design Challenges

As noted above, we focus on the authoring of the visualisation from data, or, in other words, how the mapping from data to the visual structure is done. In this section, we first specify how this creation aspect of the visualisation process relates to the InfoVis reference model [Card et al., 1999] and Bertin’s Semiology of Graphics [Bertin, 1973]. Then, combining this InfoVis perspective with the ideas from
the discussion on democratization, we define three design challenges that need to be addressed to democratize the InfoVis design.

The information visualisation process has been previously modeled as a sequence of data and visual transformations in several steps. This process, known as the “InfoVis reference model” (Figure 7.7), has been described by Card et al. [Card et al., 1999], refined by Carpendale [Carpendale, 1999], and Chi and Riedl [Chi, 2000], and extended by Jansen and Dragicevic [Jansen and Dragicevic, 2013]. All these models share a visual mapping process. The visual mapping is the process which transforms the data tables into visual structures. Card et al. [Card and Mackinlay, 1997] define this visual structure as set of marks (Point, Line, Area, Surface, Volume), their retinal encoding (Color, Size, Shape, Gray-level, Orientation, Texture, Connection, Enclosure), and their positions (X,Y,Z,T). The paradigms to create visualizations discussed by Victor specifically examine this visual mapping process and the type of visual structure that is produced.

It is this mapping that transforms the data tables to visual structures that we explore. Bertin’s [Bertin, 1973] definition of graphics as a monosemic system of signs, is particularly illuminating for explaining the visual mapping process. We identify four major actions in his definition:

1. the attribution of a signification (data properties) to a visual sign,
2. an agreement between people on the signification of this visual sign,
3. the assembly of signs, and
4. the possibility of discussing and analyzing the assembly of these signs according to this agreement.

According to the context and the need, this visual mapping process could be done by a designer, or by the viewer, or defined by a programmer and done computationally. Bertin’s definition is particularly useful because it opens up this data to a visual mapping process specifying details that can be explored with the ideas in Victor’s visualisation creation paradigms. Based on these definitions and Victor’s paradigms of visualisation creation we define three designs challenges, DC, for democratizing the visual mapping in InfoVis. If a new paradigm meets each of these challenges, then we may have an effective paradigm for non-computer scientists.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paradigm</th>
<th>DC1: Simple</th>
<th>DC2: Expressive</th>
<th>DC3: Dynamic</th>
<th>Manipulation of Visual</th>
<th>Skills</th>
<th>Technical system</th>
<th>NoP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drawing</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Pen and paper, Illustrator, Photoshop, ...</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>Hard</td>
<td>Processing, InfoVis toolkit [Fekete, 2004], Prefuse [Heer et al., 2005], D3.js [Bostock et al., 2011], and others...</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constructing</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1: Table of existing information visualization design paradigms in comparison to constructive visualisation paradigm. NoP: Number of Papers referenced by Grammel et al. [Grammel et al., 2013] distributed across Victor’s [Victor, 2013] paradigms and including the option of constructive visualizations.

**DC1: Keeping it simple.** Here we see a strong link between simplicity and accessibility. If the actions one needs to take are similar to actions one has been comfortable with since Kindergarten, they are both simple and accessible. A good example of this is sketching, for which one of the best advantages is that we all can do it. We may not be artists or designers but making use of a few quick lines on any available scrap of paper to help us work out or explain an idea is accessible to all of us. The challenge then is to find creation activities that can be linked to data that are routed in deeply familiar activities.

**DC2: Enabling expressivity.** We are looking for a creation process that provides sufficient freedom to support the ability to express one’s ideas. Expressivity can be defined by three dimensions according to Bertin’s vocabulary, (DC2.1) the degree of freedom in defining the sign, (DC2.2) the degree of freedom in attributing a signification (data properties) to a sign, and (DC2.3) finally the degree of freedom by which these signs can be assembled. Ideally this would include flexibility, plasticity and freedom to manipulate: the ideal creation process would include the possibility of incorporating changes without damage, the ability for the representation to be easily molded and remolded, providing the freedom to readily make changes. Our ideal is to support the expressivity of sketching and the flexibility of digital tools by incorporating the concept of plasticity, or the ability to re-model during the creation process.

**DC3: Incorporating dynamics.** One of the biggest challenges of making visualisation creation more generally accessible is that thus far only through code can a visualisation support adaptability to data dynamics—that the visualisation can change in response to a change in the data stream. Coding remains, and is likely to remain, a skill of comparatively few. We explore the possibility of approaching this from a constructive perspective. Data dynamics incorporation can...
be defined with Bertin’s vocabulary applied to updating the three dimensions of expressivity: (DC3.1) defining a new sign (DC3.2) updating the attribution of signification to a sign (DC3.3) updating the assembly of signs. This is a major challenge because while Victor may provide the motivation and Bertin may offer a useful vocabulary, our challenge is to develop an accessible process that incorporates dynamics.

7.4 Inspiration from Froebel, Piaget and Papert

Here we discuss the ideas from three leading thinkers, Froebel, Piaget, and Papert, to show how the development of constructivist approaches can shed light on our challenges.

7.4.1 Froebel – Discovering the world through simple units

Thanks to Froebel’s ideas, for almost two centuries Kindergarten has been a place for children to learn complex and abstract concepts such as math and geometry by playing and manipulating objects.

Froebel’s legacy has extended beyond educators to architects [Manning, 2005, McCormack et al., 2004], designers [Cross, 1983, Stiny, 1980] and computer scientists [Resnick et al., 1996, 2009, Resnick, 2007]. Froebel’s Kindergarten used pedagogic activities called “Gifts” (Figure 7.9). Aleeb-Lundberg [Aleeb-Lundberg, 1970] describes these activities as a series of geometrical primitives or building blocks presented to a child in a sequence. Each “gift” comes with associated manipulation methods (Figure 7.14) that are designed to teach simple mathematical operations such as sorting, counting, adding, subtracting and fractions. It is this idea that simple manipulation of blocks can illustrate mathematical concepts (Figure 7.15), that we extend to constructive visualization.

7.4.2 Piaget – Learning by construction

Piaget used similar building blocks to the ones designed by Froebel [Piaget, 1977, 1989] in his experiments to study the cognitive processes of children. According to Piaget [Piaget and Inhelder, 1962, Piaget and et Niestlé, 1948] manipulating and experimenting with physical objects is the main way in that children learn.

Piaget provides a solid framework that helps us understand the learning stages during children’s cognitive development. More recently, Chapman’s studies [Chapman, 1988] have shown how this ability to grasp new ideas through construction applies to people of all ages, not just children.

7.4.3 Papert – Constructionism applied to programming

Building on constructivist theories [Papert and Harel, 1991], Papert [Papert, 1980] extended the idea of pedagogical manipulative materials to computer programming. The first result of this fruitful
approach was the programming language Logo [Papert, 1999] and
turtles (Figure 7.13). Then, Papert founded a research group at MIT
Media Lab, whose name was inspired by the Froebel system. The
“Lifelong Kindergarten Group” published several major works such
as Scratch (Figure 7.12) and Mindstorm [Papert, 1980].

Scratch follows this inspiration by transforming the building block
idea into a visual representation of the “command block”. These
blocks represent variables, statements, expressions and control struc-
tures; the essential process is to snap it together to do the program-
ing. This approach was so successful, that Scratch now has more
than a few hundred thousand followers and its logic is integrated
in the programming interface of commercial products such as Lego
Mindstorm.

From Froebel, Piaget and Papert we learn: (1) that understanding of
abstract and mathematical concepts can be developed through the
manipulation of simple elements such as wooden blocks, balls, etc.
(→ DC1: keeping it simple); (2) that this approach has continued
to prove accessible and effective as it has spread across the world,
and is still in use today (→ DC1: accessibility); (3) that this approach
is highly creative and generative (→ DC2: expressivity); (4) that
this approach also allows people to modify and understand their
constructions over time (→ DC3: dynamics).

To put this in the context of visualization, Froebel’s gifts relate to
Bertin’s definition of visualization a monosemic system. The blocks
are the signs, the significations are the numeric units, the agreement
of the attribution between sign and significations is defined in the
manual for teachers or in visualization by the mapping between the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>“Gift 3”</th>
<th>“Half of 8 is 4”</th>
<th>4 × 2 = 8</th>
<th>“Six take away four leaves two”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Gift 3" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Half of 8 is 4" /></td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="4 × 2 = 8" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="“Six take away four leaves two”" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7.13: Children playing with a tur-
ttle, a pedagogical learning material to
program logo by trial and errors.

Figure 7.14: Instruction for teacher to
explain mathematical operation with
Froebel Gifts.

Figure 7.15: Example of instruction for
teacher Illustration for the Froebel Gift
N°3 from the manual for teachers [Bult-
man, 2000]: A. Set of blocks in Gift 4,
B. Operation showing division by two,
C. Operation to teach multiplication. D.
Operation to teach subtraction.

7.4.4 Applying these Lessons to InfoVis

From Froebel, Piaget and Papert we learn: (1) that understanding of
abstract and mathematical concepts can be developed through the
manipulation of simple elements such as wooden blocks, balls, etc.
(→ DC1: keeping it simple); (2) that this approach has continued
to prove accessible and effective as it has spread across the world,
and is still in use today (→ DC1: accessibility); (3) that this approach
is highly creative and generative (→ DC2: expressivity); (4) that
this approach also allows people to modify and understand their
constructions over time (→ DC3: dynamics).

To put this in the context of visualization, Froebel’s gifts relate to
Bertin’s definition of visualization a monosemic system. The blocks
are the signs, the significations are the numeric units, the agreement
of the attribution between sign and significations is defined in the
manual for teachers or in visualization by the mapping between the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>“Gift 3”</th>
<th>“Half of 8 is 4”</th>
<th>4 × 2 = 8</th>
<th>“Six take away four leaves two”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Gift 3" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Half of 8 is 4" /></td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="4 × 2 = 8" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="“Six take away four leaves two”" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
visuals and the data. Since the assembly of blocks provides a unique way to learn numeracy, the assembly of signs that signify data may let us learn about data.

7.5 Elements of Constructive Visualization

In this section we incorporate lessons from Froebel, Piaget and Papert to define a new method for visualization design: constructive visualization. As an operational definition, the constructivist approach to designing information visualisation is the act of constructing a visualization by assembling blocks, that have previously been assigned a data unit through a mapping. We explain the central idea of manipulating building blocks for information visualisation in two parts: first we present the various components (figure 3) that comprise this approach; second, we describe the processes through which these components can be used to assemble visualizations specifically by non-experts.

7.5.1 Components:

Co1: The basic unit: a token
We will call the basic unit a token, which, in visualization, is a discrete visual mark representing a data unit. This token can be physical or virtual, can have any type of shape, volume, surface, area, texture, or colour, etc. A token can also have an assigned visually interactive direct manipulation functionality, for example, drag and drop, select and move. In the visualization, tokens represent data elements, though only after a data mapping has been assigned. For instance, a Lego block can be a token as it is a discrete unit, has a visual manifestation and supports direct manipulation. This token parallels Bertin’s mark in his vocabulary of graphics, being a visual sign that can assigned varying visual properties and data mappings.

Co2a: Token Vocabulary
The token vocabulary defines a set of different types of tokens, and the mapping of their visual properties to aspects of the data. For example, the size or position of a token can be mapped to the quantity of the data, while the colour of tokens might be mapped to different
aspects of the data. This mapping between properties of the tokens and aspects of the data is made by the individual constructing the visualization. According to Bertin’s vocabulary, the token grammar could be considered as the list of semantic assignations of each visual variable.

**Co2b: Token Grammar**
The token grammar defines a set of relations between types of tokens or tokens properties, and the mapping to the data. For example, in the case of two tokens different in sizes, one twice bigger the second, this size relation could be used to map a difference in quantity in the data. This relations between properties of the tokens and aspects of the mapping data could also be made by the individual constructing the visualization. According to Bertin’s vocabulary, the token grammar also fall down into the list of semantic assignations of each visual variables.

**Co3: Environment**
The environment is the space that provides constraints on how tokens can be assembled together using the token grammar and vocabulary. The properties of this space could include many different types of constraints such as gravity, 2D, 3D, space limitations, grids or others. These constraints can provide a structure to help the assembly or define limits of how tokens can be assembled. According to Bertin’s vocabulary, the environment is what he terms the graphic system, though we also include use of volumes (in tangible and 3D environments) as well as 1D and 2D environments.

**Co4: Assembly model**
The assembly model defines the rules of the construction process. This is the internal model of how the constructing and deconstructing of the visual representation is carried out. The final result contains the data articulated and represented through the assembly of the tokens.
7.5.2 Process:

Pr1: Environment initialization.
The first step involves the choice and establishment of the environment with its associated constraints and its relationship to the tokens.

Pr2: Mapping data to “tokens”, and data properties to token properties.
Decisions must be made about how to assign one or several units of data values to one or more token (this comprises the token grammar and vocabulary). Furthermore, data properties must also be assigned to the token properties, for example, relating position to some quantity/property of the data.

Pr3: Assembling the tokens.
Assembling consists of manipulating the tokens in a way that is valuable for those who are involved in the activity. This assembly may be for the purpose of inspection, exploration, or visualization. This assembly occurs in the environment, which may be defined in such a way to constrain the space of possible assembly methods, or allow for entirely free construction.

Pr4: Evolution over time.
The initial assembly constitutes a single state of the visual representation. This state can be updated as needed by a person, group of people or computer algorithm, depending on how the environment is defined.

Figure 7.17: Example constructive visualization process.
7.6 Examples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Picture fragment</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Co1: Token</th>
<th>Co2,3: Token Vocabulary &amp; Grammar</th>
<th>Co4: Assembly model</th>
<th>Co5: Environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Chris Jordan | ![Picture fragment](image1) | Artistic | Object / picture of object | 1 picture: 
= 1 plastic cup, used on airline flights in the US during last six hours | Artistic, the assembly model in this case does not follow the definition of a monosemic system. The assembly is not described as processing the data, but as providing a feeling about the data. | 2D Paper canvas |
| 2. Otto Neurath | ![Picture fragment](image2) | Analytic | Pictogram | 3 Pictograms: 
= 1 car per 50 people, 
= 1 bus per 50 people, 
= 1 phone per 50 people | ![Diagram](image3) | 2D Paper canvas |
| 3. Michael Hunger | ![Picture fragment](image4) | Analytic | Lego bricks | ![Diagram](image5) | 3D Physical tangible Lego board |
| 4. Kevin Quinn | ![Picture fragment](image6) | Analytic | Lego bricks | ![Diagram](image7) | 3D Physical tangible Lego board |


While our notion of constructive visualization is not yet in use digitally (Table 7.1), there are examples in the physical world. To provide a better understanding of how this visual mapping paradigm can work in practice we describe four real world examples. This illustrates the wide space of applicability, expressive and generative capabilities of constructive visualizations. We explain how each example implements the process of constructing the visualisation and how each fulfills our three design challenges.
7.6.1 Chris Jordan: Statistics as Engaging Art Pieces

Jordan is an artist who provokes thoughtfulness about everyday environmentalism. Jordan explains [Jordan, 2006]: “what I’m trying to do with my work, is to take these numbers, these statistics from the raw language of data, and to translate them into a more universal visual language, that can be felt”. He starts by choosing an object to illustrate a unit of the statistics (→ token), then he assembles it (→ assembly model), and photographs his results. For instance, the image in Table Table 7.2 and fig. 7.18 line 1, shows a part of an image of the number of plastic cups used every six hours on airline flights in the US (1 million plastic cups).

Jordan does not create a mapping from data to the constructive element; instead he uses the data item as the token or basic construction unit. His pieces are made with the appropriate number of data items for the specific statistic he has chosen to reveal. Since this practice makes for enormous constructions, Jordan’s art works are ultimately photographs of these constructions. He uses constructions of basic data tokens to communicate statistics in a manner that is understandable to everyone and has emotional impact.

Figure 7.18: Plastic Cups, 2008, 60x90, Depicts one million plastic cups, the number used on airline flights in the US every six hours. Chris Jordan.

Figure 7.19: Different level of zoom in the piece “Plastic Cups”.
7.6.2 Otto Neurath: Communicating Statistics to People

Neurath [Neurath, 2009, 1939] was a professor of political economics in Europe during the last century. His firm belief that information such as scientific results and statistical data should be accessible to everyone led him to create infographics to inform all citizens and school children about their position in the world according to statistics.

There are three basic principles in his assembly model: one, show numeracy via countable units (→token); two, employ simple pictograms as the countable units using each pictogram to encode different information (→token vocabulary); and three, position these pictograms in comparable layouts (→assembly model). Neurath’s work is internationally successful and still used in infographics to represent numerical values understandably. This example shows usage of the constructionist principle applied to printed graphics, which suggests that the approach is transferable to a 2D system.

7.6.3 Michael Hunger: Personal Time Management

Hunger created a tool to help himself manage (record, report, and plan) his time effectively when working on many different projects. To find a solution to his time management problem, he did an extensive review of software and artifacts that have been designed for this purpose including spreadsheets, browser based time tracking, Outlook, popup applications, as well as tangible solutions such as diaries, sticky notes, paper, tally sheets, and notebooks.

However, since none of these solutions worked well for him, he decided to design his own personal time management system which he could tailor to his needs. He created his time management tool out of Lego bricks (Figure 7.22) as follows: on top of a Lego baseboard, he placed five Lego row-bricks (8x1 pins)(→token). In his token grammar each row-brick represents a day of the week differentiated by colour (red for Monday, then orange, etc.). Then he partitioned the time
into quarters of an hour, using a 4 pin brick. The colour of these hourly 4 pin bricks encodes the project on which the time was spent. These hourly rows are stacked on top of each other to represent the amount of work done during a day (assembly model). For Hunger the benefits of his technique are obvious. It helped him where none of the previous solutions he had tried had and after four months he is still using it. In addition he says he finds it playful, pleasant, and fast with little to no overhead and that it allows him to report his time used and to plan his work time. To summarize, Hunger invented his own constructed tangible visualization. It provides him with an easy assembly process where Lego bricks are his tokens (simplicity). These Lego tokens offer considerable building freedom (expressivity) and allow him to update his visualization at will (dynamics) (Figure 7.23).

7.6.4 Kevin Quinn: Problem Resolution Tracking

Quinn [Wilson, 2012] is an engineer in the automobile industry. His job is to manage the vehicle engineering operations crossover team. Having an overview of the full car production process is a necessity for him. He needs to understand if there is a problem in the production process, and to know which resource to allocate to each part of the process. While he was provided with a visualization to work with, he and his colleagues found the visualization frustrating for several reasons: the visualization did not show what they “really needed to see”, and that they could not “grasp it or reshape it” (DC1, DC3). To address their need for reshape-able information overview, they designed a visual representation based on a Lego board (7.24).
Lego board is used as an array (the assembly model) according to the following: the horizontal axis corresponds to the time of production - each column is a week, and the last two columns are dedicated to canceled and closed issues. Each row corresponds to a special area of the vehicle (e.g. Body, Chassis, etc.), and the last row to cost savings. The token vocabulary and grammar are defined as follows: each Lego brick represents an issue in the vehicle; the size of the block represents the severity of the problem; and the colour the area of the vehicle. The tokens are labeled with the ID of the issues and a progress bar is printed on the side.

The company has adopted this system, and Quinn and colleagues continue to work with the Lego visual representation board. For instance, if a special part of the vehicle such as the brake does not function properly during the durability testing, the person in charge will make a paper report as usual and also provide hand-operated data dynamics by adding a Lego brick to the board, with the ID of the report on the side (Figure 7.25). One colleague said: “The teams either want to see their Legos moving in a positive direction or have a solid action plan for addressing one that is red”.

7.6.5 Learning from these Examples

Each of these examples is simple to construct and to read. Each also exhibits the principles of constructive visualization, as is summarized in Table 7.2, though each does so in a different way, providing instances within the broader design space. In this subsection we evaluate the constructive visualization paradigm using these examples by discussing how they address the design challenges outlined earlier.

All four examples address this design challenge in the following way: (i) they have been made by people who are not visualization experts, they are simple to make, understand and reproduce. They have simple and rich token mappings (→Co1), and grammar (→Co2), and in each case, the correspondence between the token and the data unit is easy to understand and to assign. Moreover, the assembly model is understandable (→Co3).

All examples address the expressivity design challenge in the following way: first, in each case the author was freely allowed define the signs; second, the data attribute mapping to these signs was also something the author could decide, and finally the author could freely assemble these signs. Jordan and Neurath’s examples illustrate the first point, where they design their own signs/tokens (→Co1=pictogram, object or picture) to express some dimension of the data. Hunger’s token grammar (→Co2) shows the second point: how with the same type of token (Lego brick), one can define a grammar with several types of semantics: a day token (ordered data) with a colour for each day, and the quarter of hour token (quantitative data) with a colour for each project. Even though Jordan takes artistic freedoms in his assembly model (→Co3), the constructions can be made and understood by everybody, and this exemplifies our third
point. Jordan’s assembly model expresses only one data dimension, the magnitude of his data. Neurath shows at least two data dimensions: amount and categories. Hunger expresses three dimensions in his model: day of the week, time of the day, and identity of the project and Quinn shows four dimensions: time spent, category of the issue, the ID of issues, and issues’ degree of completion. Finally, this diversity of token grammar shows the ease of assigning a data attribute ($\rightarrow$DC$^1$).

Hunger’s and Quinn’s examples address this design challenge in the way that they create their assembly model ($\rightarrow$Co$^3$) to support collective or individual updates. Hunger and Quinn both use their visualization as an input method of keeping track of their data over time and as a source of information both to make reports and to inform decisions. They both update their visualizations several times in a day by moving, adding, and removing tokens ($\rightarrow$Co$^1$). In addition, Quinn’s also updated by his group. They apparently do not update their token grammar ($\rightarrow$Co$^2$). However, the possibility of dynamics ($\rightarrow$DC$^3$) is also dependent on the environment. While Lego is updatable and adjustable, photographs and printed graphics are less so. Reproducing Neurath’s approach computationally could enable dynamics.

### 7.7 Discussion

To briefly recap, the initial call for democratization of visualizations suggested that the functionality to make this possible was the ability to create one’s own visualizations, the option of publishing these visualizations and the possibility of sharing and discussing them with others [Viégas et al., 2007]. Victor [Victor, 2013] raised questions about what it meant to be able to create one’s own visualizations. He described the exiting tools as supporting three visualization creation paradigms: using existing templates, drawing freehand, and coding. However, if one thinks the visualization creation process should be simple, expressive and support data and interaction dynamics, the three existing creation paradigms fall short. On the other hand, our suggestion, constructive visualization, can offer all three: it is simple in that the basic skills are akin to kindergarten play, it is expressive in that one can build freely within the constraints of the chosen environment (e.g. if it is tangible one will have to contend with gravity), and since visualizations created in this manner can be rebuilt and adjusted, it also supports dynamics. However, while it does suggest a new visualization construction paradigm that is simple, expressive and supports dynamics, it does not solve any other long standing visualization problems.

#### 7.7.1 Limitations

One of the strengths of constructive visualization is its reliance on direct manipulation of tokens as primitives, however, this does cause some
of the typical visualization challenges to have a new twist. We will
discuss the challenges relative to selecting a data unit, handling
data amplitude changes, data dynamics, and legibility by others.

**Defining a data unit.**

When developing a visualization, one of the first steps is to define
how data units map to visual tokens. If we provide *constructive visualization* tools, or even use Lego blocks, the problem of mapping
data units to token definition must be handled and the choice will
affect the usefulness of the resulting visualization. For example,
consider a visualization of a home’s energy usage: should the unit be
a joule, a kilowatt hour, “hours a light is left on”, or perhaps “carbon
footprint”? The interpretability of this choice has an impact on how
the visualization can be perceived. Layered atop this, should a unit
token be mapped to a single unit of the measure, one hundred units,
or a million units (e.g. watt hour vs. kilowatt hour)? There will be
a new challenge in *constructive visualization* tools of how or whether
to provide defaults or a sub-set of choices or some other solution.
The way to optimally choose and define this unit remains an open
research question.

**Data amplitude changes.**

Visualizing data with extreme or rapid changes of data range or
data amplitude can pose challenges to mapping data unit with token.
Changing token unit mapping can radically change the meaning of
the assembly model and create a lack of consistency. Alternatively,
not making such changes could render data variations sub-visible.
These types of visualisation problems are usually approached through
various non-linear presentations, however, such solutions are still
under debate and are often discussed as not desirable for optimal
readability. In addition, how such solutions could be incorporated
into a *constructive visualization* environment remains an open question.

**Data dynamics.**

In our physical examples, the data dynamics have to be executed
by hand, however, in a software implementation there are different
ways to automatically integrate data dynamics, for example, direct
manipulation [Hutchins *et al.*, 1985], or algorithmically placing or

**Legibility by others.**

The way people assemble a visualization (i.e. C3: assembly model)
is based on a set of choices made by those building the visualization. Some assembly models like Neurath’s [Neurath, 2009] make it
easier to read and compare the quantities while for others this can
be less apparent like Hunger’s, Jordan’s. Furthermore, some may adhere to conventional visualization approaches such as a bar chart, making themselves more easy to read by others. While it may be that environment constraints could assist the readability the specifics have yet to be studied, it is also possible that keeping the flexibility of the assembly model to enable freedom of expression, will remain an important tenet in this constructive visualization approach.

7.7.2 Applications

In our examples we have provided concrete illustrations of some applications of this approach, showing that it is general enough to be applicable in a number of application domains. For example, based on the background theory, an interesting application would be using these ideas to learn and teach visual literacy. The method can be applied to allow children, as well as adults, to learn about the relationships between visual variables and the data that underlies them.

The clear options for personalization can make this kind of approach appropriate for visualization of day-to-day social or personal data, where individuals can explore and manipulate data from their everyday lives. For instance, the Quantified Self community has focused on data collection (e.g. personal health), but this form of data manipulation and data visualization construction may help support this community to develop richer visualizations of personal data, and more importantly, perhaps provide a deeper understanding of their data.

We see this approach being amenable to integration with touch interfaces, tangibles, and multi-modal interaction. As these kinds of interfaces come with an inherent “environment” with constraints that we are familiar with (e.g. gravity, friction, etc.), this should help provide a frame for manipulation freedom, which would benefit the assembly task.

While we see a proliferation of this basic idea both among the research community, and among people in general, in that visualizations are becoming a more regular part of daily media, there are still stumbling blocks in the matter of widespread freedom to create visualizations. We can see through the ideas of Froebel, Piaget and Papert that creation through mapping data to unit tokens may be capable of offering this inclusion. We do think that we, the human computer interaction community, can realize this idea for a wide range of analytical and artistic visualizations(Section 3.5).

Most visualization creation paradigms focus first on creating a data representation and then developing interaction to suit data needs and tasks. The basic approach for constructive visualization is different. The focus is on creating an interactive environment where people can assemble, from modular data-linked units, visualizations that directly fit their needs.

This paradigm reveals new perspectives on the visualization design
process: (1) A new set of studies will need to be done to investigate this paradigm: How do people choose their unit blocks and why? How complex and generative are their visual grammars? How do people construct and code their assembly model? Is there a recurrent pattern in these assembly models? What are their limitations? (2) A new set of guidelines will be needed to drive innovative design of constructive visualization tools. (3) Based on these guidelines, new tools that support this approach could be produced to create, assist and support visualization construction.
7.8 Chapter Summary

In this chapter I have presented constructive visualization, a token-based paradigm, which can help democratize the authoring of visualisations. Constructive visualisation offers potentially provides people with the means to construct visualisations on their own in a simple, expressive and flexible way. To construct a visualization, the necessary components are:

- A set of basic units or tokens, which can be mapped to data,
- A token vocabulary and grammar, which declares how the attributes of the tokens can signify data, and how the tokens relate to each other,
- An environment, which holds the tokens,
- An assembly model, which describes what is permitted and forbidden in assembling the tokens.

The process of developing the constructed visualisation starts from initializing the environment in which the construction will take place. Then the data units are mapped to the tokens and the tokens’ visual attributes are assigned meaning according to the data. These tokens are then assembled in the environment. Changes in data can subsequently be expressed by manipulating the data tokens.

This new design approach to visualisation was inspired by ideas from three domains that all share a core tenet of simplicity. From the invention of the Kindergarten Gifts by Froebel, I imported the logic of using tokens to manipulate units. From the constructivist theory of Piaget, we learned that manipulation can help us better understand the world. From Papert’s research, we saw how these lessons can be applied to computer science in general and visualisation in particular. In applying the concepts of constructivism to information visualisation design, I have defined its components, token, vocabulary, grammar, environment and assembly model, and outlined the processes required for this approach: initialization, mapping, assembly, and evolution.

In the next chapter, I will gather empirical evidence to evaluate if and how people can create, update and discuss the visualisations they produce.
8

Studying Constructive Visualization & Visual Mapping

In the previous Chapter 7 I defined a new paradigm to author dynamic information visualizations based on constructive assembly of tokens. In this chapter I assess this paradigm. However, currently, little is known about the way people process visual mappings. To address this, we design an observational study based on constructive assembly of tokens to track this process, as well as to evaluate the constructive visualization paradigm.

This study enables us to evaluate if people can author, update and discuss visual representation through the constructive visualization paradigm. It is performed with a population that was educated but at the same time non-expert with respect to information visualization.

Analysis of the results allowed us to extend the model presented in the previous chapter and derive a model of the visual mapping process, something that to our knowledge has not been done before. In this chapter, I will describe the study design as well as how non-experts were able to create, update and discuss their own visual mappings.
8.1 Introduction

The use of information visualisation (InfoVis) is becoming increasingly widespread, with the result that InfoVis can now be encountered in everyday life: online, in newspapers, or on TV shows. In response, the research community started to consider InfoVis for purposes other than strictly analytical ones [Pousman et al., 2007, Lau and Vande Moere, 2007] and to explore questions such as the democratization of visualization [Viégas et al., 2007]. However, this democratization requires that the general public, not just experts, be able to design, publish, and discuss their own visualizations with their own data.

As Victor [2013] illustrates, and we discuss in previous chapter, the available software tools either offer only a limited set of pre-defined visualisation templates or require effort and skills, such as coding, to create more adapted or customized results. By comparing different approaches to creating visualizations, e.g. spreadsheet software, programming languages, and computer assisted drawing, he derives three relevant design challenges that may help the community reach the goal of creating accessible yet powerful visualisation tools: simplicity, expressivity, and dynamicity. We can find some of these properties in existing tools that people spontaneously use to help them think visually. Examples include creating visualizations with manual encoding [Alex Bigelow, 2014], on napkins [Chao et al., 2010], on whiteboards [Walny et al., 2011], with paper and scissors [Douglas et al., 1995], or building tangible visualizations [Jansen and Dragicevic, 2013].

In previous chapter (Chapter 7: page 147), we defined constructive visualization as a theoretical basis for a new visualisation authoring paradigm based on Papert, Piaget and Froebel’s ideas [Froebel, 1887]. Constructive Visualization is motivated by benefits that may arise from constructing a visualisation out of tokens. Since tokens can be added and removed as needed, such constructions offer possibilities for both expressive freedom and dynamic adjustment. We present in this article a study to examine and refine this paradigm. Our goal is to investigate: if non-experts people can construct their own visualizations using tokens, how they construct their visualizations, and what type of visualizations they create. Finally we are interested what limitations people encounter with this approach. In particular, we focus on the visual mapping process – the process by which people use tokens to create a visual arrangement that represents their data. Our deconstruction of this process reveals eleven logical tasks that can be grouped according to their main purpose of construction, computation and explanation.
8.2 Motivation & Background

Here we motivate our research question from open research challenges and provide a rationale for the design of our approach.

8.2.1 InfoVis Democratization

The benefits of visual thinking are currently well established [Arnheim, 1969, Card et al., 1999]. Beyond the consumption of prepared visual representations, studies show that the creation and manipulation of visual representations can improve the learning and understanding of students [Gabel and Sherwood, 1980, Gobert and Clement, 1999, Schönborn and Anderson, 2006]. Similarly, even for abstract problems such as Bayesian reasoning [Micallef et al., 2012], the active construction of a visual representation seems promising [Cosmides and Tooby, 1996]. These studies focus on simple diagrams or only require participants to draw on pre-existing visual representations. There is still a lack of studies investigating self-defined visual representations.

Indeed, as we already discuss in Chapter 1 the creation of information visualizations by a wide audience has been identified as a major challenge by several researchers. The NIH/NSF visualisation research challenges report states: “A big challenge is to create [...] a system that, while clearly not comprehensive and all-powerful, does help to enable non-experts to perform tasks [...] in any reasonable time frame. [...] The goal is to make visualisation a ubiquitous tool that enables ordinary folks to think visually in everyday activities” [Johnson et al., 2006]. Similarly, Heer and Shneiderman point out the need to create new interfaces for visualisation specifications: “Novel interfaces for visualisation specification are still needed. [...] New tools requiring little to no programming might place custom visualisation design in the hands of a broader audience” [Heer and Shneiderman, 2012].

Tools such as ManyEyes [Viégas et al., 2007] and Tableau Public [Tableau, 2014b] attempt to make the creation of visualizations accessible to a wider audience. These web-based tools allow one to create, publish and discuss visualizations. These tools support the creation of visualizations by providing sets of pre-defined templates which can be populated with one’s own data. Despite the benefits of this work, potential users are limited to the templates provided by the respective websites and have no means of developing their own visual mappings.

8.2.2 The Challenge of Visual Mapping

The development of a visual mapping from data dimensions to visual features is a key task of the visualisation authoring process. The common reference model for this process is shown in Figure 7.7. The core of this model, the visual mapping transformation, defines the mapping from a dataset to a visual representation, or more specifically the mapping of data dimensions to the variables of the visual marks that compose the visual representation [Bertin, 1973].
While much work has been done on finding perceptually efficient visual representations [Cleveland and McGill, 1984, Ware, 2004], we know comparatively little about how humans perform the step of visual mapping themselves [Grammel et al., 2010]. Consequently, to improve the accessibility of visualisation authoring tools, we first need a better understanding of how a visualisation author performs a representational mapping transformation.

8.2.3 Choosing a Methodology

Several different approaches exist that can inform the design of new visualizations tools. One is to study currently existing tools to derive possible improvements for these and future tools. For example, Grammel et al. [Grammel et al., 2010] conducted a study to understand how non-experts design visualizations. In order to avoid confounds possibly introduced by the use of a specific software tool, participants were asked to specify visualizations verbally while an operator created and displayed the resulting visualization to the participant. This study identified three barriers that are related to the visual mapping process: i) selecting which dimensions to map to visual variables, ii) selecting which visual marks to use, and iii) decoding and interpreting the visual result. While this study provides valuable insights, it is based on the participants choosing among pre-defined templates and thus leaves many unanswered questions about the details of the visual mapping process.

Another approach is to design a new technique, to develop a prototype, and to compare it empirically to currently existing tools. While this may provide insight into the tools studied, this approach does not allow to unpack the visual mapping process.

Yet another approach is to study human behaviour independently from the design of specific tools. Our work falls into this category. Observing how people construct their own visual mappings may help us to develop a better understanding of basic processes of visualization authoring. This understanding may be valuable for informing future tool design. Observing people developing visualizations without a software authoring tool removes possible tool bias and allows us to directly observe behaviour that is commonly encompassed within a software tool.

8.3 Study Design

In this study we sought by the following questions: i) to learn more about the visual mapping process, ii) to gain some understanding about what makes the visual mapping process sometimes rather difficult [Grammel et al., 2010] and sometimes quite easy [Chao et al., 2010], and iii) to explore the suitability of constructive authoring of InfoVis as an approach to the creation of visualizations. This section provides the details of the study design.
8.3.1 Participants

We announced our study by mail, social network, mailing list, and randomly approached people on the street (the study took place in a downtown center close to transportation facilities). We recruited 12 participants from a variety of disciplinary and educational backgrounds, with an effort not to disproportionately select those from visualization, human computer interaction, and computer science in general. Participants were between 22 to 43 years old with a median age of 28. They predominantly had a high school diploma, with 2 to 8 years (median 5 years) of further study in a variety of fields such as art, humanities, and science. More demographic background information is summarized in Table 8.1.

For our participants, the average self-reported level of expertise in computer programming is 1.8/5, and their average expertise in drawing is 2/5. The frequency with which they saw visualisation varied from daily to monthly, 6 of 12 participants reported seeing visualizations every day. The frequency with which they author a visualisation varies also from daily (1/12), weekly (4/12), monthly (4/12), yearly (2/12) to never (1/12). When asked how many visualisation they created during the last 12 months, they declared 10 in average (min:0, max:20). For the same period, they declared having seen 57 visualizations in average (min:2, max:200). When asked which tools they use or would use to create a visualization, a variety of tools were named: Excel (4/12), Adobe Illustrator (2/12), R (1/12), but the participant who reply R, commented that he would have to learn it first, Processing (1/12), HTML (1/12), Google Doc (1/12), post-its (1/12).

All participants were rewarded with a 10 Euros gift coupon from a well-known online webstore. All but one participant agreed to be videotaped during the experiment.
Table 8.1: Demographic information and questionnaire answers visualized with Bertifier technique from [Perin et al., 2014].
8.3.2 Setup

After participants finished filling the consent form and the demographic questionnaire they were invited to sit on a chair at the desk and the setup (Figures 8.3 to 8.5) was described to them. Each element was introduced and indicated by the facilitator in the following order:

1. **The printed dataset.** We use an aggregated version of a bank account statement as experimental dataset. The participant sees three months of expenses on an A4 paper fixed to the table. All expenses are grouped into categories: “entertainment”, “bar and restaurants”, “groceries”, “transportation”, and “travel”. To simplify the participants’ data processing all values are rounded to 25. The dataset is ordered first chronologically (August, September, October, November) and then by the category of expenses where the order of categories varies across months.

2. **The token box.** The tokens were contained in two boxes with four compartments taped together and to the table. Six of the eight compartments contain tokens. Each compartment contains 36 colored tokens (red, orange, yellow, green, blue, violet). Participants are not explicitly informed of the total number of tokens. The tokens are 25 millimetres wooden tiles taken from a learning toys kit designed by Froebel for Kindergarten education. For future use we modelled the piece, and the token box are reproducible through models available as open source on Github.

3. **The token mapping.** Since we rounded all data values to the nearest 25, we suggested to participants a mapping of 1 token \( \sim 25 \) and indicated it on an A5 paper sheet with a 3D printed version of a token.

4. **An A2 paper canvas.** The working area was a fixed A2 paper canvas, which was placed in the center of the table.

---

\( ^1 \) This element correspond to component Co1: Token in constructive visualization paradigm.

\( ^2 \) see Section 3.2.7: page 45, Section 7.4.1: page 145

\( ^3 \) http://constructive.gforge.inria.fr/

\( ^4 \) This element is inspire by the Coza: Token Vocabulary component.

\( ^5 \) This element is inspire by the Co3: Environment component.
8.3.3 Procedure

After filling out a consent form and a demographic questionnaire, participants were introduced to a specific scenario that provided them with a goal for their task: help a friend improve his budget. The facilitator then explained the study setup and the tools available to help them reach their goal. We structured the study such that participants were first asked to create a visualization based on the available data. When finished, in a semi-structured interview, the facilitator asked participants to explain their visualizations. Then, participants were given new data and asked to update their visualization. Afterwards, a second interview was conducted. Next, the participants were asked to annotate their visualization such that their friend, whose budget they visualized, would be able to later understand what they had done. Finally, participants filled a post-session questionnaire and received a gift card in compensation. The study lasted on average 70 minutes (minimum of 40 minutes; maximum of 103 minutes).

8.3.4 Tasks

The three tasks that we asked participants to perform were:

A: **Create a visualization.** To increase the ecological validity of our study, we provided participants with a scenario they could encounter in their real life. We told them that a friend has asked for their help with his financial situation. The friend admits to having trouble managing his expenses and to being unsure how to resolve the situation. Then, the facilitator points to the dataset and comments that currently changes over time are hard to see, and a visual representation might be helpful. The available tools for creating such a representation are the tokens placed on the table, and since all values in the dataset are divisible by 25, a mapping of $1 \rightarrow 25$ seems reasonable. Participants are then invited to take all the time they need and to inform the facilitator once they are finished.

B: **Update a visualization.** The facilitator tells the participants that the friend provides them with one more month of data. The facilitator slides up the data printout (Figure 8.3 #1) to reveal a month previously hidden by a paper mask. Participants are asked to update the visualization to include the new data, using all the time they need.

C: **Annotate a visualization.** The facilitator informed the participants that their friend was not currently able to receive their advice. The facilitator provided participants with 4 pens of different colours and a variety of post-its and asked them to annotate their visualization explaining what they did and what they discovered. Participants were explicitly asked to provide sufficient information such that their friend could (1) read the visualization, (2) understand it, and (3) be able to re-create it if needed. Additionally, participants were asked to indicate possible budget improvements. Again, participants had all the time that they wanted and were asked to declare when they had finished.
8.3.5 Data Collection

To analyse the process of the experimental tasks we gathered four types of data.

Video. We recorded the entire process for the participants who gave their agreement. We used two cameras with different viewing angles: a bird’s-eye view, and a view from the front as noted in Figure 8.3.

Questionnaires. Through questionnaires we gathered demographic information, the participants’ opinions on the techniques they used, and the task they had performed.

Interviews. Between task A and task B we conducted a semi-structured interview. During this interview, we asked participants to explain the visualisation they created, how they made it, what they manipulated, if they found the task difficult and their thoughts about the activity in general. The goal of these interviews was to obtain more information about their process and the problems they encountered.

Photographs. After each task, we took pictures of the state of the visualisation on the canvas. Sometimes, during the task, we also took pictures of unexpected behaviour.

8.3.6 Data analysis method

We collected approximately 1540 minutes of videos (2 cameras \times 11 participants \times 70 min per session, in average). We analysed the video using a qualitative data analysis approach as described by Creswell [2012]. The coding of the video was performed in several passes in an iterative process. During the different passes we developed and refined the coding. During the first two passes we described and analysed the mapping of the final result and what was directly apparent in the process to the coder e.g. “[the participant] counted and placed the tokens in a heap”. During the second pass we tried to identify the regularities between participants in the process. For the third pass we re-defined our coding to express actions of participants in terms of transformations within the InfoVis pipeline. Then we applied this selective coding during two passes.

Our approach is limited to what we could code and observe. Because participants sometimes created their own mapping in an iterative fashion, we could not always identify whether a token was mapped to a data point or not, and if so, to which point. From an observer point of view many transformations (such as data transformations) are implicit mental processes that people do not necessarily make explicit. Where possible, we used information gathered from the interviews to resolve such uncertainties.
Figure 8.6: Constructed visualizations of participant 1 to 4. Columns represent participants, rows represent tasks: (A) create a visualization, (B) update, (C) annotate.
Figure 8.7: Constructed visualizations of participant 5 to 12. Columns represent participants, rows represent tasks: (A) create a visualization, (B) update, (C) annotate.
8.4 Results

All participants were able to complete the three tasks in a relatively short period of time (on average they spent: 11 minutes to create, 6 to update, and 7.5 to annotate). However, the time varied considerably across participants and tasks (Table 8.1). To present our results, we deconstruct the study tasks into their why, what, and how components [Jansen and Dragicevic, 2013] (summary in Table 8.2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Why</th>
<th>What (logical task)</th>
<th>How (mental and physical actions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Load data</td>
<td>READ, COMPUTE, SELECT COLOUR,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GRASP, CREATE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Build constructs</td>
<td>ORGANIZE, MOVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Combine constructs</td>
<td>ARRANGE, ALIGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Extend</td>
<td>READ, COMPUTE, SELECT COLOUR,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GRASP, CREATE, ORGANIZE, MOVE,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ARRANGE, ALIGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Correct</td>
<td>INCREASE, DECREASE, REMOVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. Categorize</td>
<td>SELECT COLOUR, ARRANGE, MERGE,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7. Aggregate</td>
<td>MERGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8. Compute New Value</td>
<td>MOVE, MERGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9. Unitize</td>
<td>SPLIT, COMPUTE + LOAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10. Highlighting</td>
<td>ORGANIZE, ARRANGE, SPLIT, MERGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11. Marking</td>
<td>SPLIT (temporarily)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We identified 11 different subtasks, named after their what component, i.e., the logical task, and grouped by their why component, i.e., their underlying goals, into construction, computation, and storytelling. Each of these 11 tasks can require several actions in different combinations and in different orders of execution. While we cannot directly observe mental operations, we noted three such actions from observable physical actions. These are reading (where the participant is looking at the data and sometimes tracing with a finger), selecting (where the participant makes a selection physically), and computing (where the participant calculates additional values, such as averages, in an observable or verbally declared manner). Figure 8.8 illustrates the relationship between these actions while arrows highlight the most common successions of actions. We present our findings for each of the logical tasks. Since actions can be part of different tasks with different purposes, we present actions here in the context of logical tasks.
8.4.1 Construction

We define a visualisation as a nested construct of tokens forming a representation of data. As a representation, each of the visualizations follows a formal system – the mapping between data dimensions and available physical variables. We call this formal system an assembly model. Assembly models vary across participants and either develop or become apparent to an observer during the construction process. Figures 8.6 and 8.7 shows the resulting visualizations.

Figure 8.8: A flow diagram showing the most common paths. In purple: the mental tasks, in blue: the physical tasks. The gray background rectangles illustrate the logical tasks. The gray oblongs linking two spheres represent possibly concurrent actions.

Figure 8.9: A participant for the pilot study achieving task C.
1. **Load data:**

*Loading* a database case involves both mental and physical actions. First, the participant needs to **read** the data. As Figure 8.10 illustrates, they could perform this action in different ways: (a) by just looking at the data, (b) by assisting the reading through pointing, (c) by multiplexing reading with some other action such as **grasping** tokens at the same time. Participants then needed to **compute** the required number of tokens for the data value, e.g., 125 ~ 5 tokens. This step was the only action that required computations and which occasionally led to mistakes. Computation actions were commonly not physical, though some people used physical assistance such as accumulating tokens in their hand, counting them up until they reached the data value.

Similar to **compute**, the **select colour** action is also a process which only became apparent once a participant **grasped** tokens of a specific colour. All participants used colour to structure and emphasize single or groups of categories. By choosing a colour, a participant expands her assembly model or makes it explicit.

Tokens were **grasped** individually or in groups (Figure 8.11–1/2) depending on whether participants (a) counted tokens while grasping them, (b) grasped several tokens and counted them into their other hand, (c) replaced tokens already in their hand, or (d) put tokens back.

Once participants placed tokens on the canvas (Figure 8.11–3/4/5) to form a group, they **built** a construct. At this point it was not yet apparent whether participants were already following an assembly
model in their mind or whether that model only emerged during the course of the task. However, we observed that all constructs built by participants were visually dense, and often already highly structured.

2. Build constructs:

Initial constructs were not necessarily organized following a formal system but sometimes just consisted of unorganized heaps of tokens (e.g., Figure 8.15–1). In the next step, participants organized such amorphous constructs into meaningful and identifiable shapes such as lines or rectangles (Figure 8.13). By doing so they defined rules and visual parameters formalizing (a) the spatial relationship between tokens within the construct they were creating, and (b) the spatial relation of the newly created construct to the canvas.

3. Combine constructs:

When participants created a second construct for a second data case, they had to consider how to arrange constructs relative to each other (Figure 8.14). We observed that spatial relationships between constructs were often used to encode hierarchical information such as groupings by expense categories then by month or the other way around. Such specifications could be made explicit, for instance, by defining an axis (observed for 11 out of 12 participants, written (11/12) from here on) or other custom configurations (Figure 8.7–4/A/8/A). Since the study dataset contained two dimensions for each value (month, expense category), participants had to decide at least twice how to encode these dimensions in their arrangement. Some participants recombined their constructs repeatedly before deciding on a final encoding.
Some participants tried several different structural combinations before settling on one, sometimes eventually going back to one tried earlier. For example, in Figure 8.14 we can see a participant change from a vertical bar chart aligned along the x-axis (1) to a horizontal stacked bar chart aligned to the y-axis of her canvas (2). Changing the arrangement of constructs can also impact their internal spatial organization. For example, in Figure 8.14 (3) the participant switched her representation from one where a single colour encoded the data to one where the data value is read from the area of the construct.

4. Extend:

This refers to the task of applying rules of an assembly model developed during the initial building and combining of constructs to the rest of the data. For example, after arranging all data cases for the first month, and combining the constructs for the month dimension, participants could just repeat their previous actions to add the data for the other months. Often this replication was a linear (Figure 8.16) application of the assembly model but sometimes extend led to further changes of the representation, the spatial placement of constructs (without changing the assembly model) or the overall structure. Extension can be applied to any sequence of actions. In Figure 8.15 we can see that participant 4 has repeated a process of extension on loading tokens without organizing them (1), then he organizes a first construct and starts arranging a second construct to form a hierarchy (2), and then extends again to all constructs (3).
5. Correct:

Computing the required amount of tokens occasionally led to mistakes. Participants commonly recovered later from such mistakes once the visual representation of the data facilitated the comparison of values. At this point the task of checking the data had become a visual task instead of a mental one thereby reducing the cognitive effort [Hegarty, 2011]. If participants noticed such mistakes, they increased or decreased the number of tokens in a construct accordingly. A few times we also observed participants removing an entire construct due to a previous error or a colour re-attribution.

8.4.2 Computation

The overarching goal we set participants – helping a friend to improve his budget – inspired some participants to compute additional values such as total amount of expenses, aggregation of categories into mandatory and discretionary expenses, or explicit deltas between high-expense and low-expense months. Hence, among all the participants’ visualizations, we observed several constructs which are not directly mapped to data, but are a result of a computation by the participant. We observed such behavior during all three tasks (A, B, C). In this section we describe four different tasks we observed: 6) Categorize, 7) Aggregate, 8) Compute new value, 9) Unitize.
6. Categorize:

A common data transformation task was the creation of meta-categories (5/12) by developing groupings that participants considered meaningful, e.g., grouping expense categories into essential and non-essential. Meta-categories were encoded in different ways, such as by spatial arrangement (4/12), by colour semantics (e.g., warm vs. cold colours) (1/12), colour attribution (2/12), and spatial merges (3/12). For example, participant 11 (Figure 8.18–C1/C2) used spatial arrangements to indicate two categories: “reducible expenses” (red, blue and yellow) and “irreducible expenses” (orange and green). These categories persisted throughout the study: first as stacked 2D lines (Figure 8.18–C1) then as stacked 3D bars (C2).

Figure 8.18: Computations: C1: aggregate by spatial merge, categorize by proximity; C2: same categories as in C1 but different arrangement of constructs.

Participant 8 (Figure 8.19) used colour semantics to express a similar grouping. She decided to select warm colours for “leisure expenses”, and cool colours for “necessary expenses”. This encoding allowed her to keep the original categories identifiable and comparable.

Figure 8.19: Participant 8, task C, Categorize: Colour semantic.
7. Aggregate:

Aggregation was the most commonly performed computation (7/12). When participants aggregated data, they usually did so within one dimension, i.e., aggregating all expenses per month or all expenses per category. Aggregation could be done in the data domain, by mentally adding the data, or in the visual domain, by merging constructs, or by increasing constructs during initial loading.

We also observed aggregation by merging without explicit awareness. For instance, participant 1 (Figure 8.21–A) categorized by selecting the same colour for a subset of categories during task A. Then during task B, she wanted to free space on the canvas and merged constructs representing different data categories (Figure 8.21–A2/A3). With this action she effectively aggregated the values for same-coloured categories. When asked during the interview what she did, she stated: “I just added the new month. I didn’t change anything else.”.

Participant 2 performed an aggregation that preserved the underlying data. As shown in Figure 8.20–B, she merged all categories within a month similar to participant 1. However, she had assigned different colours to categories so that the separate categories were still visible. Additionally, her arrangement into one bar per month represented the aggregated value for total expense per month.
8. Compute new value:

Some participants (3/12) computed new values to provide additional goal related information (to help their friend with his budget). In Figure 8.6–A|2 and Figure 8.22, we can observe that participant 2 computes the monthly difference against the month with the lowest expenses (represented by blue tokens above each month). She explained in the interview that she did this because her visualisation previously did not allow her to see the difference between months. Similarly, participant 11 computed in task C the average of each expense category across months and built two piles in a column to the right to present this extra information (Figure 8.7–C|11).

9. Unitize:

Some of the participants (4/12) subdivided their constructs into meaningful units (e.g., 2 x 2 ~ 100). We observed two ways to perform this task: organize into subconstructs, or organize such that the width or height of a construct represented a meaningful unit, e.g., a line of 4 tokens within a bar represents 100 (Figure 8.23–E & Figure 8.7–B|8 and Figure 8.6B|2). Figure 8.15–2 shows the first approach where the participant organizes his constructs into squared subconstructs of four tokens. The second approach, changing the width of a construct, can be seen with participant 3 (Figure 8.6–B|3 to C|3). During the interview he explained that columns with a basis of 4 tokens facilitate the visual estimation of variables. Participant 8 (Figure 8.23–F & Figure 8.19 & Figure 8.7–8|A/B/C) employed an unexpected computation technique. After receiving the instructions for the study she stated it would be difficult to help the friend without knowing his overall budget (which was not provided). To compensate, she decided to impose a hypothetical budget based on the given expenses. To do so, she arranged the constructs for all categories of
a month into a square, and she considered all tokens which did not fit the square as excess expenses. Priority inside the square was given to “needed expenses” the remaining space was filled with tokens from the “leisure” meta-category.

8.4.3 Storytelling

During the interviews, we observe that some of the participants (5/12) spontaneously manipulated their visualizations to support their arguments. Here we list two tasks, highlighting and marking.

10. Highlight:

Some of the participants (4/12) supported their explanations during the interview with temporary modifications such as pointing, moving, splitting and merging. For instance, participant 8 performed a modification that could be observed as the separation between cool coloured constructs (“mandatory expenses”) and warm coloured constructs (“fun expenses”) in Figure 8.24–A1 and A2. This modification supported what she was saying: “If we want to explain to our friend his expenses, we have to produce a synopsis to show what is the financial flexibility” (at this point she splits the construct to highlight this, see Figure 8.24–A2).

11. Marking:

One participant used tokens as markers, indicating points of interest (e.g., possible expenses to optimize). In Figure 8.24–B1, he placed red tokens at the bottom edge of two columns to mark problematic expenses in these categories. After the update for task B the point of interest changed. The participant termed it “an indicator” and declared that “It’s an indicator to […] alert. It’s more an analytic pointer than just the data.”.
8.5 Discussion

In this section we discuss our findings in light of our initial questions about better understanding what the visual mapping process entails and how non-experts cope with the challenge of both developing and explaining their visualizations.

8.5.1 Unpacking the Visual Mapping Process

This study has revealed many details about the complexity and variability of the visual mapping process. From these we identified 11 elementary tasks people performed when constructing and communicating a visual representation of data (illustrated in Figure 8.8). We observed that people had similar general goals (construction, computation and storytelling) which transferred into similar logical tasks and led to performing the same type of physical actions. Thus these appear to be a representative set of basic goals, tasks, and actions which possibly generalize to other visual mapping processes and different data types. Further studies are necessary to determine generalizability. In this section we discuss our findings in light of our initial questions about better understanding what the visual mapping process entails and how non-experts cope with the challenge of both developing and explaining their visualizations.

8.5.2 Bottom-up and Top-down Procedures

Performed actions combined and recombined differently across participants. As illustrated by Figure 8.25, no specific pattern for the exact sequence of actions can be observed among the participants. All have their individual process with participants going back and forth between different types of actions throughout the creation process. Still, we did observe two distinct types of procedures. The most common one (10/12) consisted of starting from a single data case, then building progressively towards defining higher level structures, e.g., an axis. In the other case, people started by defining the dimensions and axis first and then populated them with data. We call the former a bottom-up procedure and the latter a top-down procedure (2/12).

In contrast to our observations, a large part of currently available commercial software tools enforce some form of workflow to guide
people through the visualisation authoring process. For example, many existing tools for non-experts are based on the use of pre-existing templates. People have to decide early on which template to pick. If their data is compatible, they might be able to switch between different templates, but usually no fluent transitions exist between the different template, and users need to re-orient themselves again after a change of visualisation technique / template.

With the constructive approach as used in this study, people were free to rearrange constructs as they wished. We hypothesize that any rearrangement action leaves their interpretation and understanding intact – at least as long as their constructs are not destroyed during the rearrangement. However, further studies are also needed.

8.5.3 The Ease of Constructing Visual Mapping

Previous work seems dichotomized on the ease of defining visual mappings – some emphasized their difficulty [Grammel et al., 2010] while others show counter examples [Chao et al., 2010]. A relevant question for the accessibility of InfoVis authoring tools in general is what makes one situation easier to master than another. Taking inspiration from the way mathematics is taught to pre-school children in kindergarten [Brosterman et al., 1997, Tarr, 2013], we wondered whether the same tools would also facilitate non-expert adults in creation of visualizations and in understanding of the underlying data.

Overall, none of the participants showed difficulty in creating their first visual representation. It took them less than 30 seconds to build a first construct. Most of the participants (10/12) declared that they would use a similar technique in the future. One of them said that she had already used a similar approach with real coins to plan future expenses. She explained: “A coin of 1€ equals 100¢ […] I do that when I have big expenses to plan. I make a summary of the last 6 months […] It helps me to make abstract things concrete […] When I see the number 125 I absolutely don’t know what it represents. Here we can see the […] relation between expenses”.

We believe that the tangible properties of our constructive authoring method afforded a more explicit visual mapping process that could emerge as a result of manipulating visual constructs. As op-

![Figure 8.25: Sequences of actions during task A for all but participant 5.](image)
posed to common authoring tools, no early decisions on visualisation techniques were necessary to get started. However, the pre-defined initial token value definition could have played a role here, and participants might have had more problems developing their visual mapping had they been completely free in their choice of token value. As mentioned previously, the only barrier we observed and on which participants commented was the initial transformation from the data domain to the tangible and visual domain. We deliberately chose a data value to token mapping that was non-trivial (as opposed to simple mappings such as 1 token ⇠ 100) and required a little computation. Our interest here was to observe whether participants would transfer such computations as early as possible into the tangible/visual domain, e.g. by counting up in steps of 25 while accumulating tokens, or whether they would perform this transformation mentally (divide data value by 25) and then grasp the corresponding amount of tokens. This study demonstrates the use of complementary strategies [Kirsh, 1995] as part of constructive processes for visualisation purposes.

8.5.4 The Richness of Visual Mappings

While some participants simply recreated well-known visualizations such as bar charts, others developed unexpected diverse visual mappings. We observed that some participants – after starting with a standard design – subsequently customized their visual mappings to better fit their particular question, e.g., see the total spending per month, or to perceptually optimize, e.g., use cool colors for essential expenses and warm colors for life style related ones. Others strove for more visually compact representations which even led one participant to create a horizon graph representation [Reijner and Software, 2008] (Figure 8.13–3).

Overall we find that even though most of the visualizations resemble common chart types, they were customized by their creators to fit their specific interest. Furthermore, many people made use of the constructive properties – effortless manipulation of constructs – for storytelling purposes to support their argument during the interviews.

8.5.5 Internalization of Data to Token Mappings

We were interested in how far participants internalized the data to token mapping. During the interview, we observed participants speaking interchangeably about tokens and data while making enclosing or delimiting gestures, and while pointing to tokens. To inquire further, we systematically asked them two questions: (Q1) ”What did you manipulate during your construction process?”, and, depending on their answer: (Q2) “What was the value (or meaning) of [the declared object]?”, by replacing “[declared object]” with their reply to Q1.

Most participants were surprised by this question and sometimes asked the facilitator to refine the question. Then, most of them replied
to Q1 by referencing first the object and then the data (6/12 P). Two replied with only the data or first the data and then the object. Four other participants (4/12 P.) spoke only about the object for Q1, and then spoke about the data for Q2. Some of them also used other words than “data” such as “numbers”, “unit”, or “expenses”, and for tokens, some used “wooden tiles” or “little colored squares”.

Even though the data collected came from a small population sample, and more research is needed to generalize our findings, we identify a clear awareness of participants for a tight coupling between the data and their tangible proxy, the wooden tiles. This coupling is so tight that the majority stated they manipulated “an object coupled to data” and used words such as “represent”.

8.6 Limitations

This study is a first attempt to unpack how people create visual representations. However, a single study cannot answer all open questions about this process and is necessarily limited by several factors, which require further investigation. We discuss limitations due to (i) properties of the tangible tokens, (ii) our study protocol, and (iii) our method.

8.6.1 Tangible tokens.

While the aim of this study was to remove possible tool biases introduced by specific authoring tools, our use of tangible tokens possibly introduced biases of its own. First, the physical properties of the tiles we provided as tokens limited the range of possible visual representations (Figure 8.26). We chose these wooden tiles since their use is already established as a suitable tool to teach simple mathematics to kindergarten children. Their flat design certainly limited the range of possible encodings and possibly suggested the creation of 2D representations. Still, for this first study we chose fluency of handling over expressiveness of tools. Furthermore, most screen-based visualizations are two-dimensional, hence we aimed to avoid introducing biases through construction with tools that suggest the creation of 3D structures. The variety of visual representations (see Figures 8.6 and 8.7) illustrates that the available tools were sufficiently expressive to support a range of different visual representations.

8.6.2 Study protocol.

Our study protocol could also have introduced some limitations. The initial instructions primed participants that “with numbers, changes are difficult to see over time”. Still, this motivational remark did not uniformly lead to equivalent visual mappings (category to colour and time spatially encoded). For instance, participants 3 & 5 chose not to represent time and aggregated over time throughout the entire study, while participant 4 did so initially but then changed for task B to encode time spatially. Concerning the category to colour mapping, we
also observed aggregations, i.e., assigning the same colour to different categories, as described in Figure 8.21. Our study design did not allow us to determine whether our instructions or previous exposure to visualizations had a larger influence on the created designs. Another limitation for the possible mappings was due to the pre-defined token-to-data unit mapping (1 token \(\sim\) 25). To avoid awkwardness in data manipulation, we rounded expenses to be multiples of 25. Such rounding of data values is not generalizable. More accurate mappings such as 1 token \(\sim\) 1 would increase the accuracy of the visualisation but also require much larger numbers of tokens.

8.6.3 Method.

While we report on rich data about the visual mapping process, where people transform data to visual representations, our understanding stops short of their internal processing. Our data provided us with verbal reports and videos of their actions. Thus we have evidence of the result of their thinking process and the resulting intermediate steps. It is from the combination of evidence of these individual steps with participants’ self-reports that we have assembled the visual representational mapping process described in this article.

8.6.4 Generalizability.

This study is a qualitative observation of token-based visualisation construction by non-experts and offers detailed observations that reveal phenomena and behaviors within this process. This first step in the unpacking of visual mapping can be extended with other studies such as examining: (i) different mapping processes, (ii) other types of authoring tools, and (iii) different token type and materials that may well support other types of actions. However this study does show that non InfoVis experts did create valuable visual mappings without encountering the same barriers that they did with software authoring tools [Grammel et al., 2010]. While this study does not prove generalizability, it does suggest that creating environments where people can assemble their visualizations from data-linked tokens may be beneficial.
8.7 Implications for Research and Design

This study’s main contribution to visualisation is an initial opening of the black box generally termed “visual representation” mapping in the InfoVis pipeline. This study reveals many processes that are internal to this step and invites further explorations that will continue to unpack these processes. It also demonstrates that, with this particular tangible environment our participants were readily capable of constructing visual representations. Our study results also suggest several design implications to further the democratization of InfoVis authoring tools with associated implications for on-going research.

8.7.1 Supporting different construction procedures:

Most visualisation authoring software requires first choosing a visualisation technique and then the data dimensions to visualize. This can be seen as a top-down procedure: the visualisation model needs to be selected before any data can be seen visually. In contrast, our study environment provided the opportunity to build visualizations bottom-up by manipulating a small part of the dataset and gradually defining an assembly model. With such an approach, data is visible from the very beginning, and the visualisation model develops iteratively during construction.

Open research questions: How do different visualisation authoring procedures impact the understanding of data? How does a bottom-up procedure transfer to different data types and tasks? What are the limits of a bottom-up procedure? How can we assure correctness of the result. Does this affect people’s confidence in their constructions?

8.7.2 Exploiting processing fluency:

Processing fluency is the “the subjective experience of ease with which people process information” [Alter and Oppenheimer, 2009]. The method we used was originally designed 200 years ago to teach mathematics to non-literate kindergarten children [Brosterman et al., 1997]. The original intent for such a method was to simplify the way children can cognitively process abstract and complex ideas such as mathematics. Our work suggests now that people without skills in InfoVis can construct useful visual representations for themselves when offered a method with for which they already possess fluency. However, our study does not separate between the constructive and tangible aspects of the tool.

Open research questions: How do our results transfer to systems which are constructive but lack the tangible aspect? Would a constructive authoring tool implemented on an interactive touch surface provide similar benefits? How can we transform more complex InfoVis techniques into more fluent ones?
8.7.3  **Tangible design:**

The physical affordances of tokens likely affected people’s actions and their visual designs. While the wooden tiles used in our study could be piled, participants found them slippery and mostly created 2D designs. Constructs were also easily destroyed during moving actions and required optimization actions afterwards. However, participants frequently moved constructs around using multifinger and bimanual gestures (cf. Figure 8.25). Such actions could be further simplified through “sticky edges” of tokens. Other materials such as Lego bricks would facilitate stacking and might have led to more 3D encodings. Materials with programmable properties [Gilpin et al., 2010, CMU & Intel Research, 2006] also seem promising for constructive visualization purposes.

**Open research questions:** Which material properties are most salient in their effect on constructive strategies? Which properties are most effective? How would the increased complexity of programmable properties affect people’s proficiency with physical objects?

**Chapter Summary**

In this chapter, I presented an observational study designed to help us learn more about the visual mapping process and to explore the suitability of constructive authoring of visualizations for non-experts. More specifically, we provided our participants with a simple environment in which they could build visualizations out of coloured wooden tiles. We asked them, in the context of helping a friend with his budget, to create a visualization, to update it with new data and to explain their visualisation to their friend using notes and annotations.

Through observing their activities, we deconstructed the visual mapping process into three high level activities: construction, computation and storytelling. These were composed of several logical tasks: load data, build constructs, combine constructs, extend, correct, aggregate, categorize, compute new values, and unitize. The storytelling component was composed of highlighting and marking. These logical tasks were achieved by performing lower level actions as detailed in Section Section 8.4.

From this study our main contributions are:

- The details of the logical tasks and actions previously simply considered to be a “black box” that was called the visual mapping process.
- A model of the visual representation mapping process that describes the actions, their purposes and the interplay between them.
- The observation of highly diverse process action sequences, indicating that while people used the same actions they did not adhere to the same sequencing.
- The finding that in this tangible constructive environment non-experts were readily able to construct, update, and explain their
own visual representations in a short period of time.

The implications for the design of non-expert digital and tangible authoring tools are that more effort directed at supporting both bottom-up and top-down procedures to visualisation authoring would be beneficial. We suggest that the ease with which non-experts created visualizations in this tangible environment might be, at least in part, due to the possibility of seeing and performing the visual constructs develop during the assembly process. This study opens new research perspectives such as: (i) providing better tangible visualisation construction environments; (ii) creating digital visualisation construction environments; (iii) further investigating the visual mapping processes themselves.

**Part Tree Summary**

In the first part of this dissertation, I introduced a short history of token-based visual representations from antiquity to contemporary periods. Ullmer et al. [Ullmer et al., 2005] were the first to explore the possibility of using tokens as tangible devices to manipulate computers. They identified three manifestations, “interactive surfaces”, “token+constraint”, and “creative assembly.”

In the previous part of the dissertation, I focused on adapting token-based approaches to dynamic data visualisation for use by non-experts on screen-based devices. This resulted in a definition and generalization of token-based techniques for dynamic visualisation as “token+constraint”. These techniques were well-received by the general public when used successfully in different applications and deployed ‘in the wild’. However, even with a toolkit, they would not provide a means for people with no code proficiency to create their own dynamic visualizations. Given our goal of democratizing dynamic visualization, we also want to democratize the visual mapping of dynamic visualization.

In this third part of the dissertation, I would like to find a mean for non-expert to author dynamic visualization. I first present constructive visualization (Chapter 7), a token-based paradigm which has great potential in helping to realize the democratization of dynamic visualisation authoring. This paradigm is motivated by the benefits likely to emerge from the incremental process of construction. As tokens can be simply added and removed as needed, this type of environment provides expressive and dynamic adjustment freedom.

Constructive visualisation is a new paradigm (Chapter 7) which has not yet been formalized or studied (Table 7.1: page 144) in information visualization. This paradigm offers the possibility of providing people with the means to construct their own visualizations in a simple, expressive and dynamic way.

In the second chapter (Chapter 8) I chose to use physical tokens to explore this paradigm’s potential, as well as to unpack the visual mapping process. I study how a non-expert population creates, updates
and discusses their own token-based visualizations. Observation of their activities enabled us to deconstruct the visual mapping process with tangible tokens into three high-level activities. These activities were composed of different logical tasks as well as manipulative tasks. From these observations, I built a model (Section 8.4) that integrated these activities and tasks. In the chapter, I also discuss the implications of our findings for research on non-expert authoring tools and their design, as well as on our understanding of the visual mapping process.
Part IV

Conclusion and Perspectives


9 Conclusion and Perspectives

“The world is full of magical things patiently waiting for our wits to grow sharper.” - Bertrand Russell

I have proposed and studied a new paradigm to support the democratization of simple dynamic information visualization. This paradigm is motivated by the idea that, from a cognitive perspective, dynamic visualisation may benefit from constructive processes.

This paradigm is the result of multiple iterations of design, observation and the identification of research questions. Most of the research questions were addressed by designing, deploying and studying one or more projects, each of which enabled novel contributions. However, these contributions were also specific to particular contexts; some were completely restricted to a particular application domain, while others could be extended and/or generalized. Nevertheless, even where the project is focused on a particular application, this work contributes to the understanding of different aspects of dynamic visualisation for non-experts, an area of research that has been largely neglected.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. First I describe and summarize the approaches used to address the different research questions. Then I describe the contributions of the research. Finally, I conclude with a discussion of the perspectives and the broader implications of this research.

9.1 Progress on research problems

During the initial phases of this research, I considered the broad question: “Can we empower non-experts in their use of visualisation by enabling this wider audience to (i) contribute to data stream analysis, and (ii) create their own visualizations”. From this broad question I derived three research problems, as described in the introduction: Problem 1 engaging non-experts in dynamic data analysis, and Problem 1.2 visually encoding dynamic data for non-experts, and Problem 2 allowing non-experts to author dynamic data visualizations. In this
section I provide a brief summary of how I addressed each of these problems.

9.1.1 Problem 1: Is it possible to engage a public into a useful dynamic data analysis process?

I addressed this question by designing, deploying, and studying two different systems (PolemicTweet Chapter 4, and Bubble-TV Chapter 5) dedicated to engaging non-experts in dynamic data analysis. Both systems were deployed “in the wild”. But addressed different audience sizes—ranging from 20 to 300 for PolemicTweet, and from 10 000 to 700 000 for Bubble-T and Bubble-TV. Both systems consisted of a “social protocol” and dynamic visualisation to engage the audience in a dynamic tagging activity. The live deployment of these systems allowed me to observe and experiment with the design of the tools while they were operating.

I assessed the merits of these systems and the factors influencing adoption, participation, and use in a short-term deployment (for Bubble-TV) and a long-term deployment (for PolemicTweet). With the help of my colleagues, I deployed PolemicTweet for a wide range of different events (more than 30). Despite the multiple varying factors, the system was shown to be effective for (i) producing useful structured annotation and tagging, and (ii) engaging the audience of an event in a dynamic activity of analysis and tagging. The system provides a proof of concept that illustrates how audiences of non-experts can perform analysis tasks on dynamic data. Bubble-TV was an extension of PolemicTweet adapted to answer polls on Television. The deployment of Bubble-TV demonstrated the feasibility of scaling this approach to larger numbers of people and greater volumes of information in a shorter time period.

In summary, these two systems and their respective studies demonstrate the feasibility of engaging audiences of different sizes, in different contexts, and with different media, in useful dynamic data analysis.
9.1.2 Problem 1.2: How to visually represent dynamic data for non-experts?

While designing PolemicTweet (Chapter 4), I saw the possibility of creating visual representations from discrete visual elements, called tokens. I identified several important properties of this approach with respect to dynamic visualization—such as the homothetic mapping, which retains the identity of each data chunk over time, and the ability to visually express incremental processes. These encouraged me to explore a token-based approach to construct dynamic data visualizations for non-expert users. For the visual design of the two subsequent systems, Bubble-T, and Bubble-TV (Chapter 5), I combined token-based visual encodings with other representation systems. In Bubble-T, I combined tokens with physical simulation to animate dynamic data updates in a predictable way. Then in Bubble-TV, I combined a visual token system with an area chart so that the token-based visual representation could be scaled to larger amounts of data. The positive outcomes of these combinations encouraged me to pursue this direction further.

To unify these different visual representation systems, I introduced a new generalizable design metaphor, Visual Sedimentation (Chapter 6), inspired by the physical process of sedimentation. I then demonstrated how this metaphor could be used to generate a wide variety of visualizations from data streams such as Twitter topics, websites like StackOverflow and Wikipedia, and concurrent versioning systems. I also described a variety of design variables that the metaphor implies and showed how varying them can produce a wide range of different visualizations. The metaphor provided guidelines for developing a toolkit and for defining a design space with vast expressive potential. The open-source toolkit enables designers and coders to implement novel visualizations easily and efficiently using this metaphor. Moreover, this toolkit can be used to explore the design space defined by Visual Sedimentation.

In summary, Visual Sedimentation provides a visual encoding system to represent dynamic data to non-experts. This visual encoding
A constructive visualization system is based on a model combining (i) token-based encoding driven by a constrained physical simulation with (ii) area-chart visual encodings. This combination constitutes a new family of visualization techniques all based on an easily comprehensible metaphor. I contribute a toolkit for implementing visualizations that use Visual Sedimentation and a design space that explores alternative ways of applying the metaphor.

9.1.3 Problem2 How can we democratize dynamic visualisation authoring tools?

Although I provided a toolkit that makes it easier for developers to build visualizations that use Visual Sedimentation, it remains difficult for non-experts without coding proficiency to create their own dynamic visual representations. Previous research [Grammel et al., 2010] provides insights into the different barriers that non-experts encounter when using existing tools for this activity: (i) choosing the right data, (ii) choosing the visual mapping, (iii) interpreting.

To address these problems I decided to rethink non-expert authoring of dynamic information visualisation and the supporting tools by taking a physical token assembly perspective (Chapter 7). First I identified design challenges to democratizing the authoring of dynamic visualizations. Second, I defined a visualisation paradigm based on the analysis of existing real-world scenarios and inspired by constructivist theory. Third, I set up an observational study with tangible tokens (Chapter 8) to assess the applicability of this paradigm to non-expert authoring activities. Finally, I used this study to gain a more intricate understanding of the visual mapping processes that non-experts used.

This constructive visualization design paradigm (Chapter 7) is a first attempt to help democratize the authoring of dynamic visualizations. Constructive visualisation provides people with the means to construct visualizations on their own in a simple, expressive and flexible way. This approach is inspired by educational theory (Brosterman
et al., 1997, Piaget and et Niestlé, 1948, Papert and Harel, 1991) and also exemplified by people who created visualizations for their own needs with their own means ([Hunger, 2008, Wilson, 2012]). Based on these examples I defined the basic standard components and processes of a constructive approach to authoring visualizations. This first model provided me with foundations for an observational study of authoring behaviour.

Finally I performed a study (Chapter 8) to evaluate this paradigm and extend our understanding of this phenomenon. I gather empirical evidence, that non expert user could produce, update, discuss and annotate a visual mapping in a short period of time with a simple, tangible constructive environment. Moreover, participants did not encounter the same barriers observed in previous work [Grammel et al., 2010]. By observing and analysing their activities, we learned about the visual mapping process and derived the first descriptive model of this activity. This model provides the foundations for further investigations of constructive visualization, and may also inform the design of new visualisation techniques.

In summary, I define a new paradigm to democratize dynamic visualisation authoring tools. While this paradigm has not been explored yet in the domain of information visualization, my study provides evidence that non-experts can overcome previously observed barriers with this approach. Our observations show that they can create, dynamically update, and discuss visual mappings if they use a constructive tool.

9.2 Contributions

This research has contributed to the design and understanding of token-based dynamic visual representation artefacts and phenomena related to them. Below I summarize the main contributions.

9.2.1 Major Contributions

- A new design paradigm for non-experts to author dynamic data visualizations. I defined the novel paradigm of constructive visualization, a design paradigm which provides a means for non-experts to author their own dynamic visualizations. The InfoVis community has already recognized that creating a simple tool for non-expert users is important, but the application of the constructive principle to dynamic information visualisation authoring and its application have never been examined before.

- An operational description of constructive visualization. I created an operational description of the constructive visualization authoring paradigm that can be used to design, build, and study new information visualisation systems. I built this conceptual framework based on observations of how people construct visualizations out of tokens. This description defines the major components and pro-
cesses required to author a constructive visualization environment. I also described how these components and processes can be applied in four real life scenarios.

- **Empirical evidences of constructive visualization application.** I gathered empirical evidence to support the claim that people can create, update, annotate and discuss visualizations that they have constructed by assembling tokens that have been mapped to data. I examined the visual mapping process in detail, delving into the logical tasks and activities involved. From these observations I extracted a model for describing the activities that constitute the visual mapping process. I also studied the sequence of activities adopted by the participants and observed high diversity.

- **A new family of dynamic visualisation techniques supported by a metaphor, a toolkit and design space, and case studies.** I used a metaphor to design a model for a new family of visualisation techniques that provides a visual encoding of dynamic data updates at multiple time scales. This metaphor is generative and allowed me to generate new classes of visualizations.

- **Experimental evidence of the feasibility of engaging non-expert users in dynamic data analysis.** I gathered experimental evidence to support the following: (i) that during an event, it is possible to engage and empower people to conduct analysis tasks on dynamic data, (ii) that these types of analyses on dynamic data can be effective, and (iii) that the data produced can be useful afterwards.

### 9.2.2 Minor Contributions

- **An initial description of the visual mapping process with tangible tokens.** I conducted a detailed exploration of the visual mapping process—a set of tasks and actions during the design of visualizations that had previously been treated as a “black box”. From my observations I reported on the diversity in the sequences of actions, showing that although people used the same actions, they did not adhere to the same orderings. From these observed actions I defined a model of the visual mapping process in a tangible constructive environment. This model describes the actions, their purposes, and the interplay between them when building visual representations.

- **The design and deployment in the wild of three specialised systems.** I designed three different (PolemicTweet, Bubble-T, Bubble-TV) information visualisation systems that used real-time crowd-sourcing and public participation. All three of these systems were composed of a token-based visual representation. These systems were deployed in several situations, ranging from medium-sized groups (20 people) to large-sized groups (300 people) to very large groups (700,000 people).
9.3 Reflection

The increasing amount of digital data and the associated complexity for processing it, both for individuals and organisations, is a major challenge for society. It is likely that this will result in cultural change as transformative as the invention of printing press \(^1\). Recent events (e.g. Quantify self movement\(^2\), Privacy\(^3\), Access\(^4\), and property\(^5\)) testify to the multitude of overarching issues related to our data use in society.

The way we as a society, will organize this data processing is one of the major political issues for the twenty-first century. This challenge contains many facets, scientific, social, educational, economical, ecological, political, technical, among others. In this thesis we focus only on one tiny aspect, namely how to provide a generalizable and simple approach for non-experts to visualize and manipulate dynamic data by authoring dynamic visualizations.

In this dissertation we focus on this aspect of democratizing reading and authoring techniques. The motivation for selecting this particular aspect is our belief in a society where everyone can become data literate by accessing tools that are so simple to use that they can be understood by kindergarten children but still extremely powerful so that they can be flexibly applied to sophisticated problems. Providing such tools could be as powerful as the democratization of computing with the personal computer in the twenty century.

Our short history of token based tools for processing information (Chapter 3) revealed that the use of tokens provides an effective and fluent representation of data for people. This might be due to different properties such as countability, incrementability, manipulability, and possibly constructibility. However we do not yet have a comprehensive model of the cognitive mechanisms underlying this fluency, leaving us with an open avenue for future research. However we can identify that tokens provide more simplicity, freedom and dynamicity than previous visualization authoring paradigms.

The design space resulting from the combination of (i) digital technology and automation, (ii) a token-based representation system and (iii) a constructive environment, is extremely large. This design space has the potential to inspire powerful technologies that enable non-expert individuals and groups to encode and decode their own visual representations such as tools to communicate, analyse, categorize, and manipulate information.
9.4 Perspectives

This research is a first attempt to explore a constructive approach to dynamic visualisation aimed at non-experts. The paradigm I define raises more interesting open research questions than it answers. In the following section, I list some of them.

9.4.1 Unpacking Visual mapping

Visual mapping procedure is a process that can be found in nearly every InfoVis reference model [Card et al., 1999, Chi, 2000, Carpendale, 1999, Jansen and Dragicevic, 2013, Fry, 2000, Cottam et al., 2012]. This process is an important part of information visualisation phenomena. However, this process is not well understood, and has typically been treated as a “black box”. To my knowledge, prior to my work, no model of the actions underlying the process existed. In Chapter 8 I made a first attempt to explore the activities in this “black box”, although my inquiry was limited to a specific instrument (tangible tokens), a population with particular characteristics (non-experts), specific data (expense reports), and a defined setup. I believe further studies should be carried out to better understand how we, as humans, perform visual mapping activities. This knowledge would provide insights that might help us create more appropriate tools for authoring and reading visual artefacts. The following are some of the open research questions:

- How do visual mapping processes vary with different populations, procedures, data types, instruments, contexts, and tasks?
- Do people share common cognitive schemas for visual mapping?
- Is visual mapping an instrument-dependent process?
- How do instruments affect people’s ability to perform a visual mapping?

9.4.2 Constructive visualisation explorations, and evaluation

The constructive visualization paradigm and study was the first attempt to study visual representation generation from a constructivist point of view. My study suggests that this approach may provide strong benefits for non-experts. However, this work, in its current form, is not reliably generalizable. For it to be generalized, more research is required to understand the phenomenon and assess its strengths, weaknesses, and possible applications. The following is a list of some of the limitations of my work, which also provide directions for future work:

- Can constructive visualization be useful for increasing visual literacy proficiency?
- How do construction procedures impact understanding of data?
• Does the benefit of actively engaging in the construction process transfer to simply watching it?

• How can the constructive procedure be transferred to different visualizations types such as graph, matrices and others?

• Does the construction process affect people’s confidence in the visual representation produced?

• Do my results transfer to systems, which are constructive but not tangible or physical?

• Would a constructive authoring tool implemented on an interactive desktop provide similar benefits?

• Is it possible to automate the tedious task of constructive visualization while retaining the cognitive benefits?

9.4.3 Contributive visualisation

All three initial systems (PolemicTweet, Bubble-T, and Bubble-TV) were driven by data from Twitter feeds. However, those particular streams did not exist when the visualizations were being designed. Indeed, for PolemicTweet and Bubble-TV, the visualizations were themselves used to engage users and encourage them to produce the data. Most existing tools that use the InfoVis reference model [Card et al., 1999, Chi, 2000, Carpendale, 1999, Jansen and Dragicevic, 2013] assume that the data exists prior to the visualisation process. Only Fry [Fry, 2000] and Cottam et al. [Cottam et al., 2012], who considered introducing data-stream in the pipeline, recognized the acquisition of data as part of the process. However, as my three initial systems (as well as other previous work [Huang and Pilhofer, 2012, Bird and Rogers, 2010]) testify, in many cases visualisation itself can be used as an engagement and input tool for gathering data that does not yet exist. These data are gathered as small contributions from the community. Due to constraints in time, I was not able to explore this aspect of visualizations more thoroughly. However, I see much potential for research and a number of questions still remain to be answered, including:

• How does this type of visualisation impact the data input?

• Can we used this process for more complex data?

• What is the design space of this type of system?

9.5 Conclusion

Advances in design and science will require progresses in visualization. The community of people authoring as well as interpreting visualizations will become more and more diverse, and the datasets will grow in complexity, velocity, and diversity. This dissertation is a first step towards addressing these future challenges. At the
heart of my contribution is a novel visualisation authoring paradigm—constructive visualization. This paradigm reveals new perspectives on the visualisation design process. Most previous visualisation creation paradigms separated the process of creating the data representation from the development of interactions to suit particular data needs and tasks, with the former taking place before the latter. The paradigm introduced in this dissertation is different. Instead, the focus is on creating an interactive environment where people can assemble and disassemble, from modular visually-linked-data units: visualizations that directly fit their needs. The design space is large and still unexplored. However I have begun to scratch the surface by designing useful applications based on these ideas. The toolkit, models, and examples I supply allow further designs and techniques to be generated. They also raise further questions to be addressed by future experiments and studies. I am deeply committed to the idea of empowering non-experts to analyse and construct dynamic information visualizations. As data becomes a major part of our daily lives, I believe we can create fluent tools to empower all members of the population to make sense of it. In summary, I hope this thesis makes a significant contribution to the design and understanding of dynamic visual representations for people without information visualisation expertise.
A

Additional Materials

A.1 Lexicon

Assembly model: An assembly model is the process by which a construct is created. This process can involve different types of activities such as construction and deconstruction. This notion is discussed in: Chapter 7 page 139 and Chapter 8 page 161.

Authoring: From the verb author. In the sense “be the author of”. This notion is discussed in: Part III.

Construction: Is the process of assembling elements to generate a new whole. The ethymological roots of the term ‘construction’ are particularly interesting in the context of this dissertation. It comes from the latin verb “construō”, meaning “pile up by layers”¹, and oxford dictionaries translated it into “heap together”². This notion is discussed in: Part III page 137.

Construct: A construct is the result of the assembly of two or more tokens, as well as the nested assembly of two or more sub-constructs of tokens. This notion is discussed in: Chapter 8 page 161.

Datastream: are data that change over time and are transmitted by network connections. This notion is discussed in: Chapter 2 page 21 and Part II.

Dynamic: The Oxford dictionaries’³ definition of dynamic: “(Of a process or system) characterized by constant change, activity, or progress”. In this dissertation we regularly use the term dynamic in talking about data and visualization. For additional clarity we propose define these different word combinations.

Dynamic data: are data that change over time. Most of the time these changes concern new elements, but sometimes the structure of the data might also change. It is also

¹ Gaffiot Dictionnary: http://www.lexilogos.com/latin/gaffiot.php?q=constructus
³ http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/dynamic?q=dynamic
important not to conflate changes in the data themselves (which make them dynamic) and the transmission of these changes.

**Dynamic analysis**: analysis of dynamic data.

**Dynamic visualization**: “visualization that changes over time”. This definition is provided by Cottam et al. [2012].

**Presentation**: A presentation is the act of displaying a representation, emphasizing and organizing areas of interest.

**Representation**: We use the definition of Marr [Marr, 1982], “A representation is a formal system for making explicit certain entities or types of information.”

**non-experts**: People (casual users, novices, data experts) who have not been trained in information visualization. This definition is inspired by Grammel [2012] previous work.

**Token**: A token is an atomic unit to which information or data has been mapped.  
*History of this artefact is presented in Chapter 3 page 33. Artefacts using this notion are discussed, as a visual element in Part II, as a tangible element in Part III.*
A.2 Studying Constructive Visualization

This section contains additional material for facilitating the analysis, and replication of the study presented Chapter 8.

A.2.1 Dataset

Listing A.1: Translation of the observer script in Markdown format

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08 August</td>
<td>Amusement</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08 August</td>
<td>Bars &amp; Restaurants</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08 August</td>
<td>Epiceries, courses</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08 August</td>
<td>Transports</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08 August</td>
<td>Voyage</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09 September</td>
<td>Amusement</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09 September</td>
<td>Bars &amp; Restaurants</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09 September</td>
<td>Epiceries, courses</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09 September</td>
<td>Transports</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09 September</td>
<td>Voyage</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 October</td>
<td>Amusement</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 October</td>
<td>Bars &amp; Restaurants</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 October</td>
<td>Epiceries, courses</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 October</td>
<td>Transports</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 October</td>
<td>Voyage</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 November</td>
<td>Amusement</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 November</td>
<td>Bars &amp; Restaurants</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 November</td>
<td>Epiceries, courses</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 November</td>
<td>Transports</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 November</td>
<td>Voyage</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A.2.2 Protocol

Listing A.2: English translation of the observer script

```text
# Welcome,

We are studying how visualizations can be constructed from simple building blocks and similar elements combined. For this, we will ask you to create a visualisation from block.

### 1. AGREEMENT

* Before the experiment, I have to ask you to read and sign this consent form.
* This form said and formalised that we agree on:
  * 1, the uses of the data produced during the experience (video, photos, visualisation...),
  * 2, on the conditions of the experiment.
* Thank you.

* Operator: verify if all the field are filled.

* Operator: Sign and give one version to the participant.

* Operator: Create an ID for the participant in the ID file.

### 2. DEMOGRAPHIC form

* Your ID for this experimentation is (give him a post it with the ID)
* Also, Could you fill this demographic form, on this computer.

[ DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONNAIRE ]

* Don't hesitate to ask me if something is not clear.
* Thank you.
```
### 3. TASK A

* Now let’s start the first phases of the experiment.
* Record the time and start the cameras.
* Let’s go to this table if you want.
* Could you please attach this mic to your collar?
* Thank you
* On this table you could find:
  * A - some expenses data from a bank account
  * B - some tokens
  * C - a correspondence table between the unit of the expenses and the tokens.
* A friend came to you, and he gave you this expenses data sheet on several months. Your friend has some trouble to manage his expenses. He came to ask your help?
* Here (point the data sheet) it’s difficult to see the change over time, it’s more simple if we can see it.
* In order to understand the expenses of your friend and to be able to give him some advices,
you have decided to create a visualisation from these tokens.
* Could you please create this visualisation?
* And let me know when you have finish.
* Start the stopwatch, and stop it when the participant declare to complete the task.
* Write the time in the appropriate datasheet.
* Take pictures from the top and the side.

### 4. INTERVIEW 1

The participant declared is done.

Let’s make a quick interview discuss what you have done.

* take a picture from the top and the side
* Start the interview (DOC INTERVIEW 1).
* Take pictures from the top and the side.

### 5. TASK B

* Take a picture from the top and the side.
* Your friend came back quickly, he brought you the expenses of the next month (November). (show it)
* Could you update the visualisation according to this new data?
* Please let me know when you are done.
* Start the stopwatch.
* Take pictures from the top and the side.

### 6. INTERVIEW 2

The participant declared to be done.

* Write the time in the appropriate datasheet.
* Take a picture from the top and the side.
* Let’s make an interview to discuss the results.
* Start the after update interview (DOC INTERVIEW 2).
* Take pictures from the top and the side.

### 7. TASK C

So your friend didn’t comeback, and you must leave.
So you decide to give him a note to explain what you did, and what you discovered.

Here some felt pen and some post it, you can write on the paper under your visualization, annotate it, modify the arrangement, do what you want to do.

The goals of this note is when your friend will be back, to allow him to:

* read the visualisation
* understand it
* and remake it if he needs to

You can also explain him what you think about his expenses problems.

Let me know when you are done.

### 8. POST-EXPERIMENT FORM

The participant declared to be done.

* Take pictures form the top and the side
* Thank for your participation, to finalize the experience you have to fill up a last questionnaire.

[END QUESTIONNAIRE]

### 9. REWARD

Thank, if you want to reward you for the time you spent on this task, I can give you a Amazon gift ticket.

* If you want it, please can you fill this questionnaire that I could be reimburse.

REWIDE QUESTIONNAIRE}
A.2.3 Consent form, Questionnaires, and Interview Guidelines

Figure A.1: Consent form page 1, french version.

---

**Bonjour**

Nom des chercheurs, Université, Département, Téléphone & Email:
Samuel Huron, Responsable du design – IRI – Institut de recherche et d’innovation du centre pompidou, et doctorant – INRIA équipe AVIZ. Samuel.huron@cybunk.com

Titre du projet:
Constructing Visualization

Ce formulaire de consentement, dont une copie vous a été remise, n’est qu’une partie du processus de consentement éclairé. Si vous voulez plus de détails sur quelque chose mentionné ici ou informations ne figurent pas ici, vous ne devez vous sentir libre de la demander. S’il vous plaît, prenez le temps de lire attentivement et de comprendre toutes les informations contenues dans ce document.

Sujet de l’étude :
Nous étudions dans quelle mesure les visualisations peuvent être construits à partir de blocs de construction simples et d’autres éléments combinables similaires.

Qu’est ce qui vous sera demandé de faire ?
Au début de l’étude, vous serez invité à fournir des contacts et des informations démographiques. Puis un ensemble de données vous seront présentées, ces données seront associées à un ensemble de blocs de construction physiques (ces-). Chaque bloc peut être des choses telles que des blocs de bois, des carreaux colorés, ou des blocs lego). La correspondance entre les données et les blocs physiques vous sera expliquée. Après cela, vous avez la possibilité de construire une visualisation de blocs de construction donnés. Cette visualisation représentera l’ensemble des données fictives. Vous pouvez travailler avec les blocs de construction jusqu’à ce que vous soyez satisfait de la visualisation que vous avez créée.

Durant l’étude, vous pouvez être invité à créer votre propre visualisation seul ou avec un petit groupe d’autres personnes. L’ensemble du processus sera filmé. Des photographies des visualisations que vous avez faites seront prises.

Après que vous ayez créé une visualisation qui vous convient, nous procéderons à une interview semi-structurée avec vous, ou avec le groupe s’il s’agissait d’un projet de groupe. À la fin de l’étude, vous serez invité à remplir un bref questionnaire sur votre expérience.

Votre participation est entièrement volontaire. Vous pouvez refuser de participer ou pouvez décider de vous retirer de l’étude à tout moment sans pénalité en indiquant votre souhait aux chercheurs.

---
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Figure A.2: Consent form page 2, french version.

Institut de recherche et d'innovation du Centre Pompidou
4 rue Aubry le Boucher,
75004 Paris

Qu'elle genre d'informations personnel vont être collecter ?
Si vous acceptez d'y participer, vous serez invité à fournir certaines coordonnées personnelles et les données démographiques, telles que le nom, l'adresse e-mail et votre âge.

Vous devez choisir entre plusieurs options si vous décidez de prendre part à cette recherche. Vous pouvez toutes les choisir, ou juste certaines ou aucun d'entre eux. S'il vous plaît mettez une croix pour accorder votre autorisation aux chercheurs sur les lignes correspondante(s):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Permission</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Je donne ma permission pour l'enregistrement audio</td>
<td>___</td>
<td>___</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Je donne ma permission pour être filmé</td>
<td>___</td>
<td>___</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Je donne ma permission afin que les visualisations que j'ai créées soient photographiées</td>
<td>___</td>
<td>___</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Je donne ma permission pour que des citations anonymes de ce que j'ai dit durant l'étude sois publié dans la présentation des résultats de recherche</td>
<td>___</td>
<td>___</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Je donne ma permission pour que des extraits sauvés de vidéos enregistrées puissent être publié durant la présentation des résultats de recherche</td>
<td>___</td>
<td>___</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Quels sont les risques et des bénéfices si je participe à cette recherche?
Il n'y a pas de préjudices connus associés à votre participation à cette recherche. L'avantage pour vous en tant que participant est l'occasion de créer de nouvelles visualisations en développant une représentation des données vous-même. Vous serez rémunéré pour votre temps. Vous pouvez demander aux chercheurs des questions au sujet de cette étude à tout moment avant, pendant ou après l'étude.

Avec votre permission, nous pouvons utiliser des extraits vidéo ou des images fixes de la vidéo dans des présentations et des publications, mais cela ne peut se produire si vous avez donné votre accord ci-dessus. Tous les clips ou images fixes de la vidéo ne seront pas associées à votre nom ou vos coordonnées. Si le consentement est donné aux présentes clips vidéo et / ou photographies, aucune anonymat peut être garanti et vous pourriez être clairement reconnaissable en tant que participant à cette étude. Veuillez noter que les images une fois photographiées ou filmées sont affiliées dans un forum public, les chercheurs n'ont aucun contrôle sur l'utilisation future par d'autres qui peuvent copier ces images et reposter dans d'autres formats ou les contextes, y compris peut-être sur l'internet.

Qu'advient il des informations que je fournis ?
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Figure A.3: Pre experiment questionnaire, french version.
EXEMPLE DE QUESTIONS
Pour l’entretien (1) semi structuré AVANT mise à jour.

Titre du projet : Etude de la construction de visualisation

Exemple de questions

1. Pouvez vous m’expliquer ce que vous avez fait ?
2. Pouvez vous m’expliquer comment lire cette visualisation ?
3. Avez vous apprécié créer votre visualisation ? Pouvez vous expliquer ?
4. Souhaitez vous utiliser cette technique dans le future? Pouvez vous expliquer ?
5. Pour vous, qu’elles sont les bénéfices de créer votre propre visualisation?
6. Que manipulez vous durant votre processus de construction?
   a. Qu’elle était la valeur (signification) de [objet déclaré pour manipulation]?
7. Avez vous appris quelque chose à propos des données durant le processus ? Pouvez vous expliquer?
8. Pouvez vous, vous imaginez utiliser une technique similaire avec d’autres données? Pourquoi?
9. Y a-t-il des choses que vous n’avez pas aimé? Vous aimé?
10. Y at-il des choses qui vous ont limité dans ce que vous vouliez faire?
11. Pouvez-vous imaginer des façons dont ces questions pourraient être minimisés?
12. Que va tu dire a ton amis quand il va revenir ?
13. Souhaitez vous ajouter quelque chose ?
Figure A.5: Second interview guideline, french version.

EXEMPLE DE QUESTIONS
Pour l’entretien (2) semi structuré APRES mise à jour.

Titre du projet : Etude de la construction de visualisation

Exemple de questions

1. Pouvez vous décrire ce que vous avez fait durant cette mise à jour ?

2. Est ce que la mise à jour vous a amener à repenser la composition que vous avez aviez faites précédemment ?

3. Que manipulez vous durant votre processus de mise a jour ?
   a. Qu’elle était la valeur (signification) de [objet déclaré pour manipulation]?

4. Avez vous appris quelque chose à propos des données durant le processus de mise a jour ? Pouvez vous expliquer ?

5. Y a-t-il des choses que vous n’avez pas aimées ? Vous avez aimées ?

6. Pouvez vous noter le degré facilité ou complexité de cette mise a jour sur une échelle de 1 à 5, 1 étant le plus complexe 5 le plus simple ?

7. Y a-t-il des choses qui vous ont limité dans ce que vous voulez faire ?
   Si oui quoi ?

8. Pouvez-vous imaginer des façons dont ces problèmes pourraient être minimisés ?

9. Que vas tu dire a ton ami quand il va revenir ?

10. Souhaitez vous ajouter quelque chose ?
Figure A.6: Post experiment questionnaire, french version.
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